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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Navigating Collaboration Over Time: Teachers’ Collective Work in Schools Under Pressure to
Improve

by

Hayley Weddle

Doctor of Philosophy in Education

University of California San Diego, 2020

Professor Amanda Datnow, Chair

Teacher collaboration continues to be a pervasive strategy for capacity building and
promoting student learning. While numerous studies provide insights into the characteristics and
outcomes of teacher collaboration, prior research minimally addresses how teachers’
collaboration experiences evolve over time. However, such knowledge has the potential to shape
how effective collaboration is developed and sustained, particularly in schools focused on
capacity building. This multiple case study explores how teachers experience collaboration in
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urban schools under pressure to improve student achievement over four years. Data were
collected through a research-practice partnership focused on school improvement through math
teacher collaboration and coaching. I draw on 165 interviews with teachers, school leaders, and
an instructional coach, as well as over 200 hours of observations of collaboration meetings and
full-day capacity-building workshops. Findings are presented in three articles focused on distinct
aspects of collaboration over time, including the content of collaborative conversations, the role
of leaders in framing collaboration, and the intersection between teachers’ emotions and
collaboration. Findings indicate that collaboration is a valuable lever for capacity-building, but
requires careful cultivation to be effective. For some of the teams studied, collaboration provided
high-depth teacher learning opportunities and fostered meaningful instructional improvement
efforts. However, these successes were not routine and strongly influenced by shifts in
contextual conditions. Factors influencing collective work include personnel transitions,
accountability pressures, and tools mediating collaborative conversations. By foregrounding the
role of contextual factors shaping teachers’ collective capacity building efforts over the course of
four years, this dissertation study provides novel and actionable insights into fostering effective
collaboration.

xii

CHAPTER ONE—Introduction
Background
Meaningful opportunities for teacher professional learning are integral to the success of
school improvement efforts. For over twenty years, schools and policy-makers have centered
teacher collaboration as a fruitful strategy for capacity building (Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken et
al., 2015). To facilitate formal collaboration, many districts and schools have dedicated paid time
for groups of teachers to meet and exchange ideas, with the goal of improving instruction and
promoting student learning (Du Four, 2007). Given the resources dedicated to supporting formal
collaboration and recognizing that teachers’ time is precious, it is important for engagement in
collective work to be valuable. Teachers’ collective work continues to be frequently researched,
with several recent books outlining productive models for collaboration that benefit both teachers
and students (Datnow & Park, 2019; Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Harris et al., 2017; Sharratt,
2018).
While current research provides key insights about successful collaboration in which
teachers experience deep learning and practice change (Datnow & Park, 2019; Hargreaves &
O’Connor, 2018; Horn, 2010; Johnson et al., 2018; Tam, 2015), few studies address the ways in
which collaboration evolves over time, making it difficult to understand how collaboration
improves or declines, or the impact of shifting policies, priorities, and relationships on teachers’
collective work. Further, little is known about how teachers navigate the complexities of
collective work in schools under pressure to improve student achievement, where capacity
building efforts are often targeted. However, such knowledge has the potential to shape how
effective collaboration is fostered and sustained, helping support teachers’ facilitation of
equitable learning opportunities in the classroom. In this dissertation, I provide an in-depth
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investigation of teachers’ collaboration experiences in four urban middle schools navigating
educational improvement efforts, with an aim to address these gaps.
Formal Teacher Collaboration
Research on formal teacher collaboration is vast, spanning several countries across the
globe including China, Singapore, Holland, Belgium, Wales, Canada, and the United States.
While research across these settings highlights unique contextual factors intersecting teachers’
collective work, scholars have converged on a broad set of characteristics of effective
collaboration groups. Little (1990) characterizes collaboration as teachers working collectively,
resulting in either a shared course of action or an agreement on principles to guide future
independent choices. Formal collaboration meetings are opportunities for teachers to shape ideas
together through sharing perspectives, knowledge, and strategies (Stoll et al., 2006). In
collaboration for instructional improvement, teachers engage in these forms of capacity building
with the goal of enhancing student learning (DuFour, 2007). While the goal is clear, how to
foster effective collaboration is more complex. Teachers’ collaboration experiences are
influenced by a variety of factors, including leadership, interpersonal dynamics, external
accountability pressures, and the availability of time and space (Vangrieken et al., 2015).
School leaders play an influential role in shaping how teachers experience collaboration,
particularly through the ways in which they frame and support teachers’ collective work. For
example, school and department leaders influence the development of trusting relationships
between teachers (De Neve & Devos, 2017) and the frequency of reflective dialogue in
collaboration (Vanblaere & Devos, 2017). Leaders also influence the ways in which instruction
and student learning are considered in collaborative conversations (Cosner, 2011). More broadly,
school leaders play a key role in positioning collaboration amongst concurrent priorities and
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reforms, as successful collaboration depends on integration into existing norms and routines
(Harris & Jones, 2010). Finally, leaders often make influential decisions regarding the time and
space available for teachers to engage in collective work (Vangrieken et al., 2015).
While providing dedicated time and space for collaboration is an important precursor to
capacity building, the effectiveness of teachers’ collective work also depends on genuine and
focused interactions between teachers about their shared work (Hargreaves, 1994). Close
relationships with colleagues based on trust and respect are pivotal for teachers navigating
improvement processes (Saunders, 2013), which often include efforts to bolster collaboration.
However, close relationships between teachers can inhibit collaboration if these friendships
cause teachers to avoid challenging one another’s practices. Ultimately, relationships that allow
for disagreement and debate about practice are key to promoting growth (Kelchtermans, 2006),
as is deprivatizing practice and sharing student work (Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Little,
1990). Developing these professional norms is closely tied to trust, as teachers must feel
comfortable sharing their pedagogical practices and engaging in critical discussion of one
another’s instructional approaches (Daly et al., 2010; Moolenaar, 2012). The ability for teachers
to effectively exchange knowledge and improve practice is also shaped by the levels of expertise
available within collaboration groups (Horn & Kane, 2015). More specifically, the presence of
“more knowledgeable others” (Vygotsky, 1978) in collaboration groups promotes the likelihood
that teachers will increase their content knowledge and learn new instructional approaches.
Impact of Collaboration on Teachers
Engagement in formal collaboration impacts teachers in a variety of ways. The potential
benefits of collaboration are well-researched, and include decreased isolation, the development
of supportive relationships, and increased understanding of content knowledge as well as
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pedagogical approaches (Stoll et al., 2006; DuFour & Eaker, 1998). Engagement in formal
collaboration is linked to changes in classroom practices (Hopkins et al., 2018), impacting
learning environments in potentially transformative ways. Although some teachers gain a great
deal professionally from working collaboratively with their colleagues, others find the process
draining (Datnow & Park, 2019). Potential drawbacks of collective work include conflict,
competitiveness, conformity, and loss of autonomy (Vangrieken et al., 2015), as well as
disempowerment (Dillabough, 1999). Teachers do not have uniform experiences in
collaboration, and even teachers on the same team may have widely different perceptions of the
value and quality of their collaboration experiences.
Teachers’ collaborative interactions can be emotional (Datnow, 2018), as improvement
efforts often involve shifts in their’ daily routines and professional identities. Distance and
closeness across teachers’ relationships shape their understanding of one another and the
emotions they experience, influencing collaboration (Hargreaves, 2001). Furthermore, power and
identity construct emotional rules which permit and prohibit teachers to feel certain emotions in
the process of reform (Zembylas, 2010), including what emotions are viewed as acceptable in
collaboration settings and for whom.
Although many studies provide insights about the impact of collaboration on teachers
(Stoll et al., 2006; Kelchtermans, 2006), prior research minimally addresses how teachers’
collaboration experiences shift over time. The few studies that do employ a longitudinal
approach typically track shifts in collaborative outcomes, such as knowledge of student learning
(Cosner, 2011) or changes to classroom practices (Hopkins et al., 2018). Research on shifts
within collaboration teams (e.g. the addition of new group members, transitions of
responsibilities) and evolving external factors (e.g. district policy, leadership priorities) is scant.
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Longitudinal research on teacher collaboration also minimally addresses the positive and
negative emotions teachers experience when working together, and how these evolve over time
(Datnow, 2018).
Impact on Students
Effective collaboration groups do not center teachers as the main beneficiaries, and
instead encourage teacher capacity building for the ultimate benefit of students (Stoll et al.,
2006). Several studies exploring the impact of teachers’ collective work on student learning have
found a positive relationship between collaboration and student achievement (Ronfeldt et al.,
2015; Vescio et al., 2008). More specifically, Ronfeldt et al. (2015) explored teachers’
perceptions of the extent and helpfulness of eight types of collaboration (e.g. curriculum
development, discussing student needs, and reviewing assessments), and found that teachers
engaging in better quality collaboration had stronger student achievement gains in math and
reading. Given persistent opportunity gaps for low income students and students of color
(Ladson-Billings, 2006), it is critical to explore how teacher collaboration may serve as a tool for
promoting equitable learning opportunities.
Statement of the Problem
Although many studies provide insights about the structure, characteristics, and outcomes
of teacher collaboration (Vangrieken, et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), prior research minimally
addresses how collaboration is developed and sustained in urban schools under pressure to
improve student achievement. Teachers in urban schools striving to improve face several
pressing responsibilities including: navigating teacher turn-over, developing culturally
responsive practices, addressing the needs of English Learners, and responding to accountability
demands (Wood, 2007). Response to such pressures often results in the adoption of concurrent
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reforms, with some schools implementing multiple conflicting change efforts (Sebring & Bryk,
2000). Thus, the capacity building landscape is dynamic and complex. Given the potential for
teachers’ collaborative learning to facilitate equitable and excellent instruction in the classroom
(Datnow & Park, 2019), additional research on teachers’ collective work over time is needed to
explore collaboration as a mechanism for transforming learning environments.
Overview of Research
Responding to the need for such research, this dissertation explores how teachers
experience collaboration over time in urban schools under pressure to improve. The following
areas of inquiry will guide the study:
1. How does the depth of teachers’ opportunities to learn from collaborative conversations
evolve over time? In what ways do contextual factors (e.g. tools, leadership expectations,
coaching) influence these opportunities to learn through collaboration?
2. How do leaders engage in framing strategies about the purpose of collaboration over
time? How do leaders’ frames align with features of purposeful professional
collaboration that supports teacher learning and equity for students?
3. What factors shape group emotion for teacher teams engaged in collaboration for the
purpose of instructional improvement? How do the emotions of teacher teams and reform
intersect over time?
Each of these inquiries are addressed in a stand-alone publishable article comprising the chapters
of this dissertation. Within each article, I draw on data gathered in four urban middle schools
participating in a math instructional improvement project taking place from Fall 2015-Spring
2019. I served as a research assistant on this project for three years, participating in all aspects of
study planning, data collection, and analysis. This allowed me a rich longitudinal data source to
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draw upon for my dissertation. The four middle schools participating in the project are
geographically close to each other in the same school district in the United States, and serve
primarily low-income students of color (see Table 1.1). The schools faced significant pressure to
improve student achievement, consistently scoring lower than their district’s average on their
state’s math assessment.
Table 1.1
School Student Demographic Data for 2016-2017
Lakeview

Cypress

Oak

Horizon

Total Enrollment

1,092

364

1,019

670

Racial demographics

74% Latinx
8% Black
14% Asian
3%
Multiracial
1% white

92% Latinx
5% Black
2%
Multiracial
1% white

63% Latinx
10% Black
4% Asian
6%
Multiracial
17% white

79% Latinx
6% Black
10% Asian
3%
Multiracial
2% white

% Socioeconomically
disadvantaged

96%

98%

73%

97%

% English Learners

35%

43%

15%

38%

% Meeting or exceeding math
standards

19%

20%

31%

15%

The project that took place in these schools aimed to improve students’ math
achievement by supporting approximately 40 math teachers 1 in department-wide and grade-level
structured collaboration groups. An instructional coach supported teachers during structured
collaboration time as well as during full-day workshops, including opportunities for teachers to

1 For the purpose of confidentiality, I do not report on teacher demographics such as age or race. However,
across interviews and observations I attended to how aspects of positionality, power, and identity impacted
collaboration dynamics.
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engage in cross-school collaboration. The coach’s capacity-building efforts focused on shifting
instruction to draw on evidence of student thinking and promote students’ conceptual
understanding of math topics. This vision for math instruction was distinct from more traditional,
procedural approaches.
This study draws on qualitative case study methods to explore how teachers work
together to improve instruction as this process unfolds in context (Yin, 2018). Using
interdisciplinary theories such as Cultural Historical Activity Theory (Cole & Engestrom, 2007),
frame analysis (Benford & Snow, 2000) and group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) to
undergird my work, I highlight the ways in which teachers’ collaboration experiences over time
are shaped by individual, interpersonal, and school contextual factors. More specifically, I
explore how teachers’ collective work is mediated by specific routines, tools, and leadership
frames at their schools, as well as their emotions related to collaboration. Data include
interviews, observations, and document analysis. Interviews were conducted with each teacher,
the school principals, and the project coach, totaling 165 interviews. I also analyzed over 200
hours of observations of teacher team meetings and workshops. Employing this combination of
qualitative methods allowed me to gain first-hand knowledge about the contexts of teachers’
collaboration experiences. In the articles comprising this dissertation, I relied primarily on
narrative to construct claims about the ways in which collaboration evolves over time,
foregrounding teachers’ voices and experiences.
Positionality
This dissertation is reflective of an evolution in my work from a focus on students’
experiences in higher education to a broader exploration of the K-20 pipeline. My prior work
advocating to promote retention and success across the University of California represents a
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passion for addressing issues of equity in education. Through pursuing my Ph.D. in
Transforming Education in a Diverse Society, I have become increasingly committed to
closing opportunity gaps across primary and secondary learning environments. This
commitment stems from several influential opportunities, including volunteering in a 6th
grade math classroom and serving as a graduate research assistant exploring efforts to
improve math instruction in middle schools. These experiences have deepened my
understanding of the key role students’ middle school learning experiences play in shaping
their future education pathways.
In addition to aligning with my commitment to equity, this dissertation is closely
connected to my belief in the value of collaboration. My on-going work in higher education
addressing basic needs insecurity and sexual harassment is driven by committee engagement
and relationships with students, staff, and faculty. I strongly believe that problems are best
solved through partnerships, and that meaningful collaboration involves exchanging
knowledge and ideas. In my research on teachers’ collective work, I am particularly
interested in identifying the specific structures, settings, and relationships that promote
effective collaboration.
While there is alignment between my beliefs and the values undergirding
collaboration, I recognize that my professional background in higher education is distinct
from the shared routines and practices of middle school math teachers. It is possible this
distance may have allowed me to explore the realities of teacher collaboration and efforts to
improve instruction more objectively, as I did not begin this research with strong
preconceived notions about what middle school math instruction should be. Further, I gained
in-depth knowledge of middle school math through two experiences. First, I spent a year as a
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volunteer math aide engaging with sixth-grade math standards and curriculum, as well as
observing student thinking. Additionally, I spent three years as a research assistant building
strong relationships with middle school math teachers and observing their collaborative
interactions. Spending hundreds of hours with teachers during their collective efforts to build
capacity shaped my understanding of the routines, successes, and challenges of their
professional lives, deeply informing how I analyzed and interpreted data.
Organization of Dissertation
The goal of this dissertation study is to provide a unique longitudinal perspective on how
teacher collaboration is fostered and sustained. In each of the chapters that follow, I draw on data
from a subset of 2-4 grade-level teacher teams from across schools. Focusing on a small number
of cases per inquiry allowed for a deep exploration of the interplay between context and the
constructs of interest (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991), such as the complexities of teachers’ collaboration
experiences in the context of schools under pressure to improve. Team selection was guided by
the goal of maximizing what can be learned (Stake, 1995). Thus, I selected cases based on which
teams illuminated key themes related to each inquiry, including alignment and contradictions
with existing theoretical perspectives.
To ground this dissertation in the broader field of research on teacher collaboration,
Chapter 2 examines approaches to studying formal teacher collaboration across 43 research
publications. While previous reviews outline the features of effective collaboration, they provide
limited information about the theories undergirding each inquiry or the research methodologies
employed. However, these factors profoundly shape research, including how meaning is drawn
from findings. Foregrounding theory and methods, the literature review in Chapter 2 deepens
understandings of previous studies exploring formal teacher collaboration.
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Chapter 3 explores teachers’ collaborative conversations over time, and is intended for
publication in a journal focused on the professional lives of teachers. This chapter examines how
collaborative conversations shape teachers’ opportunities to learn, and the role of contextual
factors in shaping depth of learning. For one collaboration team, depth of learning fluctuated
from meeting to meeting depending on the tools used to frame teachers’ collective work. For the
other group studied, depth of learning opportunities was more closely connected to shifts in
personnel over time. Across sites, expectations from leadership stemming from pressure to
improve low school performance also shaped teachers’ opportunities to learn. This
contextualized understanding of teachers’ collective learning informs strategies to develop strong
collaborative cultures that promote capacity building.
Chapter 4 highlights the role of school leaders in shaping teachers’ collaboration
experiences, and is intended for publication in a journal focused on leadership and policy. Using
frame analysis (Benford & Snow, 2000) and concepts of purposeful collaboration (Datnow &
Park, 2019), this inquiry explores how leaders’ frames for collaboration intersect with teachers’
collective work over time. Findings demonstrate the role of accountability pressures in shaping
leadership frames about the purpose of collaboration, and misalignment between these frames
and key qualities of professional collaboration. Findings also illustrate a dynamic relationship
between leadership frames and teachers’ collective work, as teachers advocated for collaboration
geared towards their instructional planning goals. Ultimately, fostering effective collaborative
cultures remained challenging even in schools with increasingly teacher-led collaboration.
Chapter 5 examines how group emotion developed and evolved over time for two
collaboration teams, and is intended for publication in a journal focused on educational change.
Findings reveal how team emotion was shaped by a variety of individual, intergroup, and
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structural factors. For both teams, shifts in group emotion influenced engagement in capacitybuilding focused on improving instruction. One team’s group emotion was shaped by losing a
motivational member of their team, while the other was heavily impacted by the intergroup
context of the broader math department in which it was embedded. The experiences of both
groups highlight the fluid and interconnected nature of team emotion and reform, contributing to
a growing body of research calling for school leaders, administrators, and policy-makers to better
attend to the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work. Building on these
recommendations, Chapter 6 synthesizes findings across articles and provides final implications
for theory, practice, for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO—Approaches to Studying Teacher Collaboration: A Review of Literature
Abstract
While prior literature reviews provide insights into the characteristics and outcomes of
teacher collaboration, they minimally address the theories and methods undergirding studies.
However, these factors profoundly shape research, including how meaning is drawn from
findings. Foregrounding theory and methods, this review deepens understandings of teachers’
formal collaboration experiences. The 43 reviewed publications illustrate that while research on
teacher collaboration is methodologically robust and often theoretically grounded, researchers
have not adequately explored how interdisciplinary theories could expand existing knowledge.
Additionally, further research is needed examining school contextual factors such as student
demographics, funding, size, and performance. Such knowledge could be used to design future
interventions and studies that promote equitable learning environments for students and teachers
across all schools.
Introduction
For over twenty years, teacher collaboration has been central to reform efforts across
international education contexts. More specifically, teacher collaboration has served as a critical
strategy for capacity building (Datnow & Park, 2019) and promoting student learning and
achievement (Louis & Mark, 1998; Hitt & Tucker, 2016; Vescio et al., 2008). Little (1990)
characterizes teacher collaboration as joint work that rests on “shared responsibility for the work
of teaching” (p. 519). To enable this joint work, collaboration groups, often referred to as
professional learning communities, provide space for teachers to shape ideas together through
sharing perspectives, knowledge, and strategies (Stoll et al., 2006). In collaboration groups for
instructional improvement, teachers engage in these forms of practice sharing with the goal of
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enhancing student learning (DuFour, 2007). Importantly, promoting collaboration for
instructional improvement is not merely a matter of providing time and space, as practice change
requires genuine and focused interactions between teachers about their shared work (Hargreaves,
1994). In light of these complexities, many researchers have responded to Little’s (2003) call to
“open the black box of professional community and show when and how it is conducive, or not,
to the transformation of teaching” (p. 940).
While prior literature reviews provide critical insights about how researchers characterize
the structure, characteristics, and outcomes of teacher collaboration (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et
al., 2006; Vangrieken et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), key gaps remain. Previous literature
reviews on teacher collaboration provide limited information on the theories undergirding each
inquiry and the research methodologies employed. However, the ways in which theory and
methods are used to study teacher collaboration profoundly shape how studies are designed, as
well as how meaning is drawn from findings. Acknowledging the need for a systematic review of
these topics, I examine the role of theory and methods in recent research on teacher
collaboration. This review is needed to expand knowledge on how collaboration is
conceptualized and explored, particularly given burgeoning interest in teacher collaboration
across policy, practice, and research. To ground this review, I begin by synthesizing four relevant
literature reviews on teacher collaboration in groups, highlighting areas of synergy across
reviews to provide a summary of what is currently known about teachers’ collective work. I then
identify gaps remaining in the literature on teacher collaboration, which serve as the motivation
for the research questions driving this inquiry. The results section includes findings from the 43
publications reviewed in this paper, outlining themes related to the theories and methods of
studies exploring teacher collaboration. I conclude with a discussion of how these findings can
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shape future research on teacher collaboration, as well as efforts to bolster teachers’ collective
work in practice.
Review of Literature Reviews
Following the approach of Vangrieken et al. (2015), I present findings and themes across
four foundational literature reviews on teacher collaboration to ground this review. These themes
are summarized in Appendix 2A. The reviews were selected based on their vast and diverse
impact on the field. Stoll et al. (2006) is the most cited review related to teacher collaboration,
and outlined a robust set of characteristics of effective collaboration groups. Published the same
year, Kelchtermans (2006) provided key insights about the role of micropolitics in shaping
teachers’ collaborative experiences. Analyzing both qualitative and quantitative studies, Vescio
et al. (2008) explored the relationship between teacher collaboration and student achievement.
Finally, Vangrieken et al. (2015) expanded understandings of the conditions that support and
constrain teacher collaboration.
Across the four literature reviews included in Appendix 2A, there is alignment related to
the characteristics of effective collaboration groups and benefits of teacher collaboration. Each
theme is outlined below, followed by an overview of gaps remaining in the literature.
Characteristics of Effective Collaboration Groups
Although phrasing varied, all authors referenced attributes consistent with Stoll et al.’s
(2006) list of effective professional learning community (PLC) characteristics, including: shared
values and vision, collective responsibility, reflective professional inquiry, collaboration, and the
promotion of group as well as individual learning. Furthermore, the literature emphasized that
collaboration must be deep (involving idea exchange and the confrontation of beliefs) to be
effective. Kelchtermans (2006) explained, “Collaboration and collegiality that only address the
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‘how to’ question seem to contribute more to the status quo than to change or improvement” (p.
228). Improvements to practice depend on the depth and focus of collaboration. As evidenced by
Appendix 2A, all four reviews focused on the importance of collaboration for promoting student
learning. Effective collaboration groups do not center teachers as the main beneficiaries, and
instead encourage teacher capacity building for the ultimate benefit of students (Stoll et al.,
2006).
To best promote teacher capacity building (and subsequently improve student learning)
effective collaboration communities “should support teachers in making decisions based on their
contexts, their goals, current and new professional knowledge, and the needs of their students”
(Vescio et al., 2008, p. 89). The opportunity for teachers to engage in this type of collective
decision making rests not only on the presence of structural collaboration supports (e.g. time and
space), but also the cultural and political environments (Kelchtermans, 2006). Furthermore,
collaboration groups must navigate the inherent tension between promoting interdependence and
maintaining teacher autonomy. Noting the difficulty of determining the exact right conditions for
collaboration to flourish, Vangrieken et al. (2015) explained that such an ideal “often remains
unclear and dependent upon the context of teacher collaboration, the collaborative task, desired
outcomes, characteristics of the teachers involved, etc.” (p. 49). While the need to attend to these
factors was clear across reviews, how effective collaboration is developed in specific contexts
was less evident.
Benefits of Collaboration
The benefits of collaboration for both teachers and students were well-documented across
the reviews. Examples of the impact of collaboration on teachers’ perceptions and experiences
included decreased isolation, the development of supportive relationships, and capacity building
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related to content knowledge as well as pedagogical approaches (Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken et
al., 2015). PLCs also positively impact student learning (Vescio et al., 2008), although studies
directly connecting teachers’ collaboration experiences to student outcomes were less
common. This is likely because the analysis needed to properly demonstrate a relationship
between collaboration and student achievement and adequately control for extraneous variables
requires a large data set. However, such research plays an important role in illustrating the
impact of teacher collaboration. Summarizing the results of their review of 11 quantitative
studies of PLCs, Vescio et al. (2008) found “the literature supports the assumption that student
learning increases when teachers participate in PLCs” (p. 87). Thus, empirical evidence supports
the claim that effective teacher collaboration impacts both teachers and students.
The authors across the four literature reviews provided nuanced perspectives about the
benefits of collaboration, noting several potential drawbacks of teachers’ engagement in
collective work. These included conflict, competitiveness, conformity, and loss of autonomy
(Vangrieken et al., 2015). Three of the four reviews (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006;
Vangrieken, 2015) addressed contrived collegiality, acknowledging that overly structured
collaboration opportunities may not engender meaningful exchanges. While there is strong
evidence of the benefits of formal collaboration related to teacher practice and student learning,
the drawbacks identified demonstrate that researchers must continue to adopt a balanced
perspective and avoid overly simplistic claims.
Gaps Remaining in the Literature
Reflecting on the four reviews included in this analysis, the authors generated robust
knowledge about how formal teacher collaboration groups are structured, as well as the potential
benefits of teachers’ engagement in collective work. Because the reviews were designed to
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explore the characteristics and outcomes of collaboration groups, the authors understandably did
not analyze the ways in which collaboration groups have been studied. However, approaches to
studying teacher collaboration have important implications for what questions are asked and how
meaning is drawn from findings.
A better understanding of the theories and methods employed by researchers studying
teacher collaboration is needed to explore how these factors shape research, including
opportunities to address equity and power. Theory selected to undergird research “describes
reality, explains reality, and, if possible, tells how we can change reality” (Tellings, 2010, p. 5).
Theory can also change perspectives about what is important and serves as a tool for making
sense of problems and developing solutions (Suppes, 1974). Complementing the role of theory,
methods also shape inquiries about teacher collaboration. Of the four foundational literature
reviews, only Vescio et. al (2008) provided an overview of the methods employed in each of the
articles included, most of which used survey data. Highlighting the methods employed by
researchers could help illuminate which approaches are most fruitful for addressing particular
questions related to teacher collaboration, informing how future studies on teachers’
collaboration experiences are designed and conducted. An exploration of the methods may also
inform what contexts are studied, illuminating potential gaps.
Research Questions
While the four reviews summarized in the previous section provide essential insights about
the characteristics of collaboration groups, the conditions that support them, and their outcomes,
approaches to studying teacher collaboration have not been systematically explored.
Acknowledging the need for an expanded understanding of the role of theory and research
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methods in shaping studies of teacher collaboration groups, this review is guided by the
following research questions:
1. What theories and foundational literature are used to inform research on teachers’
experiences in formal teacher collaboration?
2. What research methods are employed to study teachers’ experiences in formal
collaboration?
The theories and research methods undergirding any study are understandably interwoven
with the overall focus and purpose of the research. Thus, I aimed to select works with a similar
focus, with the goal of tracking themes related to theories and methods across publications
exploring the same type of collaboration. In this review, I focus on studies of formal teacher
collaboration groups working collectively for the purpose of instructional improvement. A
rationale for this focus is provided in the methods section, followed by an analysis of each
research question.
Method
This literature review includes studies exploring teachers’ perceptions of or experiences
in formal collaboration groups (e.g. teams, PLCs) for the purpose of instructional improvement.
These perceptions and experiences could be measured both qualitatively or quantitatively. To
determine whether articles focused on teachers’ perceptions and experiences related to formal
collaboration, I analyzed both the research questions and the methods to determine the role of
teachers in the study. While most of the publications included in this review explicitly
foregrounded teachers’ collaboration experiences in the research questions, others drew on
teachers’ perceptions to illuminate factors such as the role of leaders in shaping collaboration
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(e.g. DeMathews, 2014) or the structural and cultural school conditions supporting PLC
development (e.g. De Neve & Devos, 2017).
The articles included in this review are situated in the context of within-school
collaboration groups, the structures of cross-school groups are often distinct from those of
teachers collaborating within the same site. For example, formal within-school collaboration
teams typically receive dedicated time during or after school to meet with one another and
discuss practice (Datnow et al., 2013; Stoll et al., 2006). Teachers collaborating in within-school
groups are also often responsible for teaching the same grade level or subject (Vangrieken et al.,
2015). Furthermore, the success of reforms centering formal collaboration requires integration
with school-specific routines and norms (Harris & Jones, 2010), which are difficult to highlight
in cross-school collaboration groups. For these reasons, articles exploring cross-school or crossorganization collaboration groups were excluded (e.g. Short et al., 2012; Vesterinen et al., 2017).
Studies spanning multiple schools were included, but only if teachers collaborated in withinschool groups (e.g. Levine, 2011).
While teachers work together for varied purposes, the articles included in this review
center on formal collaboration for instructional improvement. I focus on formal collaboration for
instructional improvement because of the pivotal role it plays as a lever for enhancing student
learning (Datnow & Park, 2019), as well as its pervasiveness across studies of teachers’
collective work (Little, 2003; Stoll et al., 2006). Formal and informal teacher learning
opportunities exist on a continuum, with formal learning reflecting activities that are “structured
in terms of time, space, goals, and support” (Kyndt et al., 2016, p. 1113).
In this review, I adopt DuFour’s (2004) conceptualization of formal collaboration as a
“systematic process in which teachers work together to analyze and improve their classroom
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practice” (p. 8). Such groups are structured to promote discussion of teachers’ “goals, strategies,
materials, pacing, questions, concerns, and results,” (p. 9) with the ultimate goal of improving
instruction to promote student learning. In this sense, instruction is a broad concept that includes
curriculum, pedagogical strategies, pacing, instructional resources, and approaches to evaluating
student learning. DuFour refers specifically to “professional learning communities,” and
approximately three quarters of the articles included in this review focus explicitly on this type
of formal collaboration group. The remaining articles use different phrasing to describe
collaboration groups (e.g. teacher teams), but closely align with the structure and goals of PLCs
as outlined by DuFour (2004) and Stoll et al. (2006).
Many of the studies’ research questions explicitly highlighted instructional improvement
(e.g. Curry, 2008; De Neve & Devos, 2017; Hopkins et al., 2018; Penuel et al., 2009). I also
included studies in which the purpose of the research highlighted the structure or features of
groups collaborating for instructional improvement. For example, Hairon and Goh (2015)
explored the role of trust across a group of teachers collaborating to improve instruction.
Hargreaves and O’Connor (2018) highlighted different formal collaboration examples across the
globe, each of which focused on “transforming practice” through improving elements of
instruction such as curriculum, pedagogy, and evaluation. I focused on the chapters of
Hargreaves and O’Connor’s (2018) outlining their conceptualization of effective collaboration,
and examples centering formal collaboration groups similar to PLCs. I did not include their
chapter on lesson study, as this example of capacity building is outside the scope of this review.
While some formal collaboration groups engage in lesson study, it is a distinct form of
professional development centering in-the-moment learning stemming from teachers’
participation in one another’s classrooms (Fernandez & Yoshida, 2012). To keep the focus of
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this review on approaches to studying formal collaboration groups such as PLCs, I excluded
publications focused solely on lesson study (e.g. Cajkler et al., 2015; Bjuland & Mosvold, 2015).
Because this review explores formal teacher collaboration in structured groups, I did not
include articles centering informal advice or support networks (e.g. Daly et al., 2010; Moolenaar
et al., 2012; Baker-Doyle & Yoon, 2010). This review focuses on formal collaboration groups
for instructional improvement that represent a central and on-going feature of work in a
particular school, or a “workplace condition” (Kelchtermans, 2006, p. 222). Hargreaves and
O’Connor (2018) describe effective collaboration groups as “a culture that permeates the whole
school” and involves all teachers (p. 4). Thus, I did not include research on professional
development opportunities that brought teachers together for finite periods of time to work
collectively.
Because my research questions focus on the theories and methods of collaboration
studies, the inclusion of diverse geographic settings was important. Thus, this review includes
studies focused on general education teachers across K-12 schools, including international
settings. To highlight recent research, I bound my review from 2006 to the present. Although
many insightful and influential works on teacher collaboration were published prior to 2006, I
am most interested in how scholars are currently designing studies of formal teacher
collaboration. By including a section addressing how current researchers ground their work in
foundational literature, I aim to acknowledge the impact of seminal scholars on studies of formal
collaboration. The topic continues to receive significant attention, with several authors
publishing books in the past year calling for responsive models of collaboration that support
teachers as professionals (Datnow & Park, 2019; Harris et al., 2017; Hargreaves & O’Connor,
2018; Sharratt, 2018). Given the sustained attention and resources dedicated to fostering
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teachers’ collective work, it is important to understand how recent studies of formal teacher
collaboration are designed and implemented. The year 2006 was selected to bound this review
because two of the four literature reviews summarized earlier in this paper were published that
year (Stoll et al., 2006; Kelchtermans, 2006) and provided robust analysis and reflection on
works published prior to 2006. Finally, I included only one article or chapter per study, except
for Horn’s (2010) and Horn and Kane’s (2015) work centering teachers’ collaborative
conversations in high school math reform. In this case, I included two pieces stemming from one
large study, as the articles were published several years apart and used different conceptual
frameworks and methodologies.
Literature was collected July 2018-September 2018, beginning with searches using the
following databases: Education Research Information Center (ERIC) and Google Scholar. To
ensure key sources were not missed, I then conducted reviews of various journals that regularly
publish work on teacher collaboration: SAGE Journals, American Education Research Journal,
and Teachers College Record. Search terms used included teacher collaboration, professional
learning communities, learning communities, teacher teams, and teacher collaboration groups.
To determine the relevancy of each study, I read titles and abstracts to evaluate whether the study
centered teachers’ experiences in formal collaboration groups for instructional improvement. For
about half of the abstracts read, additional reading was necessary to determine relevance to the
scope of this review. In alignment with the methods outlined by Vangrieken et al. (2015), I
followed online searches with a snowballing technique, during which I reviewed the references
for all the articles already selected via online searches. This led to the selection of several
additional articles. Finally, five pieces included in this review were recommended to me by
colleagues who study teacher collaboration. In total, this review includes 43 peer-reviewed
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pieces: 2 books, 3 book chapters, and 38 journal articles. Of the 43 peer-reviewed sources
included in this review, 8 are quantitative studies, 12 use mixed-methods, and 23 are qualitative.
Results
Addressing the research questions guiding this review, Appendix 2B contains an entry for
each article, chapter, or book reviewed. For each publication included in Appendix 2B, there is a
description of the research focus, theoretical framework, methods, and sample. Appendix 2B
serves as a summary of each publication selected to complement the analysis presented in the
remaining sections of this paper.
Overview of Research
The articles, chapters, and books included in this review centered teachers’ experiences in
formal collaboration. As evidenced in Appendix 2B, the studies covered a broad range of
inquiries, including: the types of collaboration that exist in the schools or districts studied, the
role of leadership in collaboration, the content of teachers’ collaborative conversations,
conditions supporting and inhibiting the development of collaboration groups, the relationship
between collaboration and outcomes such as student achievement or teacher efficacy, the role of
trust in collaboration, and comparisons between formal and informal collaboration. The study
settings ranged from elementary, middle, and high schools, with 12 inquiries including both
primary and secondary schools in their analysis. While over half of the studies included are
situated in the United States, this review also spans diverse international contexts including
China, Singapore, Holland, Belgium, Wales, and Canada. Situating this review in an
international context, I explore how researchers across the globe studied teachers’ experiences in
formal collaboration. In the section below, I address themes related to the theories,
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methodologies, and school contexts outlined in each article, as well as the impact of these factors
on understandings of teacher collaboration.
Theories and Foundational Literature
Prior literature reviews on teacher collaboration focused on the characteristics, supports,
challenges, and outcomes of collaboration groups (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006;
Vangrieken et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), and did not examine how studies of collaboration
are theoretically situated. However, it is important to investigate the theories and foundational
literature used to inform research on teacher collaboration as they impact how studies are
designed, as well as the inferences drawn from data analysis. Recognizing the need for a deeper
understanding of theories used to inform research on teacher collaboration, I reviewed the
literature cited across the publications included in this review.
Foundational Literature
As evidenced in Appendix 2B, each of the publications included in this review provided a
summary of prior literature on teacher collaboration, demonstrating that scholars studying
teacher collaboration consistently situated their work in the existing body of research.
Unsurprisingly, the four reviews summarized earlier in this article (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et
al., 2006; Vangrieken et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008) were heavily referenced. In addition to
these literature reviews, five publications were commonly cited: Little (1990), DuFour and Eaker
(1998), Fullan (2001), Wenger (1998), and Hargreaves (1994). Threaded throughout many of the
articles included in this review, the work of these authors functioned as a conceptual foundation
for research on teacher collaboration. It is thus important to understand the core tenets of these
sources, which are briefly summarized below.
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As the oldest piece amongst the five most commonly cited articles, Little’s (1990)
conceptualization of collaboration as joint work was foundational for many researchers included
in this review (e.g. Charner-Laird et al., 2017; Curry, 2008; Horn & Kane, 2015; Johnson et al.,
2018; Levine, 2011; Parise & Spillane, 2010; Penuel et al., 2009). Focusing on the social aspects
of teachers’ practice, Little (1990) reviewed prior literature on school culture, teacher team
arrangements, and teachers’ interactions to develop a robust conceptualization of collaboration.
Little described collaboration as teachers working collectively, resulting in either a decision to
pursue a single course of action or an agreement on principles to guide future independent
choices. This collective work includes deliberation about present practice as well as discussion of
future actions, and may involve moderate levels of social conflict. Little also emphasized the
importance of studying the relationship between joint work and student learning, arguing that
“teachers’ main motivation and reward for involvement with one another will be found in the
work of teaching” (p. 523). Positioning collaboration as a vehicle for improving practice and
ultimately benefiting students, Little’s description of the characteristics and outcomes of
teachers’ collective work was heavily referenced across the publications included in this review.
Similar to Little (1990), Wenger’s (1998) concept of communities of practice was also
cited across several articles (e.g. DeMatthews, 2014; Giles & Hargreaves, 2006; Owen, 2014;
Tam, 2015; Wood, 2007; Zheng et al., 2017). The prevalence of Wenger’s work across studies of
teacher collaboration has been previously noted by Jaworski et al. (2017), who found that his
concept of communities of practice was cited across 69% of the publications they reviewed.
Communities of practice refers to a group of individuals sharing a common interest or concern
learning to improve together through ongoing interactions. Teachers engaged in a community of
practice are concerned about a shared set of problems or topics, referred to as the “joint
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enterprise” of the group. To address the joint enterprise, teachers develop shared repertoires of
resources that shape how they approach their daily work, including improvements to instruction.
In communities of practice, learning is a social and dynamic process, with group members
continually (re)negotiating the meaning of experiences. In the publications included in this
review, Wenger’s (1998) work was often cited to describe how teachers collaborate for a shared
purpose related to improving practice.
Addressing school improvement from a systems-lens, Fullan (2001) also emerged as an
influential scholar in this review. Several articles (e.g. De Neve & Devos, 2017; DeMatthews,
2014; Hallam et al., 2015; Hipp & Brazouski, 2018; Wells & Feun, 2007; Wong, 2010)
referenced his work on the intersections between leadership, collaboration, and change, including
how leaders and teachers navigate creating and sustaining a school-wide learning culture.
Fullan’s work also outlined the broader structural conditions supporting effective teacher
collaboration groups. For the authors included in this review, Fullan’s work on leadership and
the culture of change was used to address how teacher collaboration groups fit into larger
systems of improvement within schools and districts.
In addition to the scholars cited above, Hargreaves (1994) work on the quality of
teachers’ collaborative relationships was frequently referenced across the articles included in this
review (e.g. Charner-Laird et al., 2017; Datnow et al., 2013; De Neve & Devos, 2017; Hairon &
Goh, 2018; Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Horn et al., 2017; Wood, 2007). Hargreaves
illustrated the ways in which connections between teachers can either be collaborative or
characterized by contrived collegiality. Collaborative relationships involve genuine, focused, and
often organic interactions between teachers, while contrived collegiality represents a form of
surface-level collaboration that is created and contained by administrators (p. 196). While these
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concepts apply to many types of collaboration groups, the authors included in this review
typically connected Hargreaves’ work to PLCs.
Unsurprisingly, DuFour and Eaker’s (1998) popular work on PLCs served as an
additional thread across articles (e.g. Graham, 2007; Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Killbane,
2009; Levine, 2011; Nehring & Fitzsimons, 2011; Scribner et al., 2017; Wells & Feun, 2007),
particularly their reflections on how PLCs can best be structured and implemented to support
student learning. Distinct from the other foundational works reviewed above, DuFour and Eaker
(1998) directed their work towards practitioners, outlining tangible tips for developing effective
teacher collaboration groups. Several of their recommendations for teachers engaging in
collective work were cited across studies analyzed in this review, including focusing on specific
student learning goals to inform instructional improvement, deprivatizing practice, and reflecting
on data to drive practice change (e.g. Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Kilbane, 2009).
Complementing the foundational works cited above, the four literature reviews
summarized in Appendix 2A (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006; Vangieken et al., 2015;
Vescio et al., 2008) were also referenced across several of the publications included in this
review. While a summary of each review is included in Appendix 2A, it is worth noting that
Stoll et al.’s (2006) list of characteristics of effective collaboration groups was referenced
frequently. These characteristics include shared values and vision, collective responsibility,
reflective professional inquiry, and the promotion of group as well as individual learning.
Furthermore, several of the quantitative studies included in this review highlighted Vescio et
al.’s (2008) work exploring the relationship between teacher collaboration and student
achievement.
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The core publications summarized above were cited across articles to provide
background information about the structure and characteristics of formal teacher collaboration
groups focused on instructional improvement. References to each of these seminal works were
typically no more than a paragraph, and were often combined together with other citations of
early research on teacher collaboration groups. As explored in the section below, authors
included in this review seemed to cite these seminal works to build a broad foundation, diving
more deeply into other literature more closely related to their specific study focus.
Additional Theories and Literature Cited
Many of the authors included in this review provided broad overviews of seminal teacher
collaboration literature followed by more detailed descriptions of research on specific elements
of formal collaboration related to their specific inquiries. For example, Goddard and Kim (2018)
grounded their work in social cognitive theory and Bandura’s (1997) work on efficacy beliefs to
explore the relationships between collaboration, instruction, and teacher efficacy. Following an
overview of teacher collaboration, the authors provided in-depth descriptions of prior
conceptualizations and evaluations of teacher efficacy, as well as research on differentiated
instruction. They then outlined how these bodies of literature contributed to the development of
their hypothesis. Similarly, Hallam et al. (2015) began their article by briefly outlining literature
on teachers’ work in collaborative teams, followed by a detailed description of TschannenMoran’s (2004) five facets of trust. They used this framework to guide their inquiry about how
trust is developed in PLC teams, as well as the role of the principal in facilitating trust amongst
teachers engaging in PLCs.
Following a succinct introduction reviewing the benefits of teacher collaboration, Levine
(2011) structured his literature review around comparisons between the concepts of “teacher
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professional community” and “professional learning community,” highlighting areas of
commonality as well as drawing out nuances distinguishing the two forms of formal
collaboration. He used these constructs to build a foundation for his comparative study exploring
teachers’ experiences navigating these specific forms of collaboration in two schools. Cosner
(2011) employed a similarly focused approach, providing a deep dive into data-based
collaboration. She did not include the seminal works outlined in the previous section, and instead
centered her literature review on outlining the characteristics and promises of data-based
collaboration, as well as the role of leaders as sense-makers in reform. These two bodies of work
framed her inquiry surrounding how knowledge of student learning and instructional
considerations shift over time as teachers engage in collaboration. More specifically, she used
this literature to draw direct connections to the data-based collaboration initiatives taking place at
each of the schools included in the study.
Adding further depth to the collaboration literature highlighted across publications,
several of the international articles included in this review balanced inclusion of foundational
work with research conducted in their contexts. For example, Sargent and Hannum (2009)
reviewed literature on teacher collaboration generally and in China specifically to examine
factors supporting collaboration in rural China. Relatedly, Zhang et al. (2017) reviewed
frequently cited literature on PLCs, and provided an overview of teacher collaboration in China
as background for their study of perceived challenges related to the development of PLCs in
three Chinese high schools. This approach allowed the authors to situate their work in the
broader collaboration literature, while also contextualizing findings in their specific geographic
settings.
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Connection Between Theories and Data Analysis
A previous literature review of math teacher collaboration studies noted that “many
papers did not declare explicitly the theoretical perspectives behind a project” (Jaworski et al.,
2017, p. 267). While all of the works in this review provided summaries of relevant literature,
only about one third of the articles explicitly included theoretical frameworks to guide data
collection and analysis. Horn (2010) and Owen (2014) positioned their work in situated learning
theory, and their analyses subsequently reflected that “teachers’ knowledge is socially, culturally,
and historically constructed” (Horn, 2010, p. 228). Horn and Kane (2015) also connected their
theoretical framework to analysis, building on prior work exploring zones of proximal
development and teachers’ opportunities to learn to make meaning from their observation data of
teachers’ collaborative conversations. Datnow et al. (2013) threaded Spillane’s (2012) concept of
affordances and constraints throughout their article, demonstrating “how leadership activities,
structures, and tools must be analyzed in relation to one another and the broader context in order
to assess how they hinder and/or support productive teacher collaboration of data use” (p.
342). These examples are noteworthy, as the majority of authors included in this review did not
explicitly connect theoretical frameworks to data analysis and interpretation.
An overview of the literature cited across the publications included in this review
provides a framework for understanding the theoretical foundation of research on teacher
collaboration. By citing and building on several of the same foundational works (DuFour &
Eaker, 1998; Fullan, 2001; Hargreaves, 1994; Little, 1990; Wegner, 1998), the authors included
in this review are in conversation with one another around how collaborative relationships are
developed and fostered, and their impact on both teachers and students. While this synergy
related to theoretical grounding creates a strong thread across research on teacher collaboration,
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it is also important to consider how the inclusion of theories from other disciplines could expand
understandings of teachers’ collaboration experiences. Given that teacher collaboration is seen as
a broad lever for building teacher capacity (Datnow & Park, 2019), a multitude of theoretical
approaches may be useful for exploring particular aspects of collaboration. For example,
additional research drawing on organizational theory and organizational routines could be useful
for illustrating how collaboration groups are structured within varied school contexts, and for
what aims. Future research building on prior studies using activity theory could more deeply
explore the specific actions of teachers within collaboration groups, including the artifacts,
routines, and division of labor amongst group members. The inclusion of critical theory (e.g.
critical race theory, feminist theory, queer theory) and political theories may represent an
underexplored pathway for designing studies of teacher collaboration that more carefully
consider equity, power, and identity. While not comprehensive, these examples reflect the
potential benefits of expanding conceptual frameworks for research on collaboration to include
interdisciplinary theories and approaches.
Research Methods Employed
The research methods employed by researchers studying teacher collaboration have not
been foregrounded in prior literature reviews. A deeper exploration of the research methods used
by researchers studying formal collaboration may provide a better understanding of how
teachers’ experiences are conceptualized and evaluated. This review includes 43 sources utilizing
several data collection and analysis approaches. Of the 43 peer-reviewed sources included in this
review, 8 are quantitative studies, 12 use mixed methods, and 23 are qualitative. Notably, most
of the 12 mixed methods studies highlighted qualitative data collection, with the exception of the
researchers utilizing social network analysis (Hopkins et al., 2018; Penuel et al., 2009). As
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documented in Appendix 2B, data collection methods across the 43 sources included interviews,
focus groups, surveys, document analysis, classroom observations, and meeting observations.
Additionally, researchers studying formal teacher collaboration conducted their work across both
primary and secondary contexts, in a variety of settings across the globe.
Approaches to Measuring Collaboration
The inclusion of both quantitative and qualitative studies in this review, as well as mixedmethods inquiries, illustrates the affordances and limitations of each approach. The quantitative
studies included in this review revealed influential relationships between teacher collaboration
and a variety of outcomes, including instructional improvement (Hopkins et al., 2018), teacher
data use (Van Gasse et al., 2017), differentiated instruction (Goddard & Kim, 2018), and student
achievement (Goddard et al., 2017; Ronfeldt et al., 2015). As summarized in Appendix 2B,
quantitative researchers engaged in analyses such as structural equation modeling and
hierarchical linear modeling to control for extraneous variables, foregrounding the relationship
between collaboration and outcomes of interest. Almost all the researchers studying
collaboration quantitatively included multiple measures of collaboration experiences. For
example, Ronfeldt et al. (2015) assessed teachers’ experiences using questions about the extent
and helpfulness of eight types of collaboration, including curriculum development, discussing
student needs, and reviewing assessments. This analysis provided key insights into the types of
collaboration impacting student achievement, representing the strong role quantitative methods
play in illustrating the benefits of teacher collaboration. However, the quantitative measures of
collaboration included in this review were understandably less complex than the in-depth
explorations provided in the qualitative publications. Acknowledging this limitation in their
analysis exploring the relationship between collaboration and instruction, Goddard and Kim
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(2017) noted that qualitative approaches such as observations could provide deeper insights into
the content of collaborative exchanges.
The qualitative studies included in this review provided rich descriptions of teachers’
collaboration experiences, often stemming from substantial data collection. For example,
Datnow and Park (2019) engaged in two years of data collection to explore collaboration for
equity and excellence, conducting 99 interviews, 180 hours of meeting observations, and 117
hours of classroom observations. Almost all the qualitative researchers provided extensive
information about their methods, with some authors including interview and focus group
protocols in the appendices of their work (Johnson et al., 2008; Nehring & Fitzsimons, 2011;
Tam 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). While the qualitative works included in this review provided a
more fine-grained understanding of teachers’ experiences navigating formal collaboration, the
analyses rarely connected these experiences directly to outcomes such as classroom practices or
student achievement. Reflecting on the limitations of her examination of critical friends groups
through interviews and meetings observations, Curry (2008) explained, “these data do not allow
me to explore the relationship between teacher professional community, actual teacher practice,
and student learning” (p. 740). Highlighting the strengths and limitations of both qualitative and
quantitative approaches, this review illustrates the need for both types of research to properly
address the complexities and outcomes of teachers’ collaboration experiences.
Most of the studies included in this review drew on data collected within one year. While
about a quarter of the studies in Appendix 2B included multiple years of data in analysis, few
researchers explicitly tracked change over time. Serving as an example of a longitudinal
approach, Cosner (2011) used interviews and meeting observations conducted over the course of
three years to explore how knowledge of student learning and instructional considerations shifted
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over time as teachers engaged in data-focused collaboration within their grade level teams.
Representing a different methodological take on tracking change over time, Giles and
Hargreaves (2006) interviewed teachers about their retrospective perspectives related to working
in innovative schools, and provided contextual information dating back to the 1970s. In contrast,
Hopkins et al. (2018) employed a mixed-methods lens, using social network analysis and
interviews to explore how teachers’ practices shifted over time. They also explored the role of
coaches and PLCs in shaping teachers’ interactions, finding that both supports helped teacher
networks in low performing schools more closely align with their high performing counterparts
over time. These findings demonstrate the value of longitudinal research, as authors could
capture and outline how improvement unfolded over the course of reform.
Because no single methodological approach allows researchers to meaningfully explore
all questions related to teacher collaboration, a diversity of research designs is needed to deeply
understand the topic. Illustrating the benefits of multiple research approaches, Johnson et al.
(2018) and Ronfeldt et al. (2015) addressed a similar inquiry—examining types of teacher
collaboration teams—from different methodological standpoints. While Ronfeldt et al. (2015)
used survey data to explore teacher teams and their relationship to student achievement, Johnson
et al. (2018) engaged in extensive interviewing to explore the focus of teacher teams and
teachers’ experiences within them. Recognizing the advantages of both approaches, Johnson et
al. (2018) stated, “we can see the benefits of moving iteratively between studying large and small
samples and relying on both qualitative and quantitative data to better understand how teams can
be used effectively” (p. 34). The ability to synthesize findings across methodologically diverse
studies not only promotes depth of knowledge related to teachers’ experiences in formal
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collaboration, but also demonstrates the influential role research methods play in shaping
analysis and implications.
Sample Selection
A common theme across several articles included in this review is the selection of ‘best
case’ schools or teams (e.g. Andrews-Larson et al., 2017; Datnow et al., 2013; DeMatthews,
2014; Horn et al., 2017; Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Owen, 2014; Scribner et al., 2007;
Wong, 2010). For example, in their exploration of teachers’ opportunities to learn in
collaborative conversations, Andrews-Larson et al. (2017) drew from a large pool of schools
embedded in a common reform to select schools in which instruction improved over time. Also
studying learning opportunities in collaborative conversations, Horn et al. (2017) focused on
well-functioning teams, explaining “we asked key informants in the districts to nominate teacher
teams who collaborated well” (p. 43). Scribner et al. (2007) and Hallam et. al (2015) also based
case selection on recommendations of effective teams, depending on feedback from school and
district administrators respectively. Zooming out from teams to schools, DeMatthews (2014)
chose sites known to have effective collaboration groups, and described utilizing
recommendations and feedback from district administrators, principals, local university faculty,
and teacher climate surveys to make his final selection. Owen (2014) also selected exemplar
schools, focusing on collaboration in three innovative schools sharing a strong and pervasive
focus on professional learning. Similarly, Wong (2010) selected a non-public school with “more
flexibility and autonomy to tailor professional learning programmes for its teachers” and “more
resources to invest in these learning programmes than normal public schools” (p. 627). As
explored below, best-case selection influenced implications for policy and practice in both
helpful and potentially limiting ways.
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Focusing specifically on teachers identified as collaborative or demonstrating
instructional improvement has advantages, as these examples can provide useful insights into
how effective collaboration groups are developed and sustained. Hargreaves and O’Connor
(2017) explained that intentionally selecting systems demonstrating successful and persistent
collaboration allowed them “to detail the characteristics and elements that represent collaborative
professionalism in education” (p. 5). Representing a slightly different iteration of best-case
selection, Horn and Kane (2015) chose to provide support to (and subsequently study) teacher
groups that demonstrated an interest in collaboration. The authors explained, “daily collaboration
time is a considerable investment, monetarily and organizationally, and we sought some kind of
stated commitment from teachers before we helped them with these resources” (p. 382). This
rationale and others justifying best-case selection are logical, as there are key lessons to be
learned from successful collaboration groups. However, the pervasiveness of studies using bestcase selection may also have drawbacks. Knowledge could be generated about the development
of collaboration groups by researchers building on prior studies of struggling collaboration
teams, or exploring the experiences of resistant collaborators.
A limitation of best-case selection is that these cases may not be reflective of the realities
in many schools. In her work on critical friends groups (CFGs), Curry (2008) noted that the
teachers in her study were embedded in concurrent improvement efforts that likely contributed to
a heightened focus on instructional improvement, and thus might not be representative of typical
collaboration experiences. Similarly, Giles and Hargreaves (2006) noted that their choice to
situate their study in innovative schools had implications related to teacher quality. They
described teachers in one school as “exceptional,” and attracted to the school’s goals and
stimulating environment (p. 139). While there are undoubtedly lessons to be learned from
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engaged teachers working in schools designed to support collaboration and improvement, it is
important to question what findings from these studies mean for schools with limited
infrastructure (e.g. time, space, personnel) to facilitate collaboration.
Although many pieces included in this review centered exemplar cases, several studies
functioned as counterpoints to best-case selection. Studying the connection between
collaboration for data use and teachers’ individual data use in Flemish schools, Van Gasse et al.
(2017) acknowledged that data use and collaboration were limited both in the schools studied
and nationally. Importantly, the authors still found a connection between collaboration and
individual data use, despite the context of constrained support for professional development. In a
similar vein, Zhang et al. (2017) purposefully selected schools in China that made progress
related to PLC development, but also encountered challenges. The authors explained that
teachers and leaders in these schools served as useful sources of information related to barriers of
PLC development. They also emphasized the importance of selecting different types of schools,
stating “the schools share differences in terms of their school history, location, size, and type that
could help investigate the challenges in developing PLCs through a more diverse lens” (p. 223).
Further exploring barriers to effective collaboration, Datnow and Park (2019) dedicated a chapter
of their book to a non-exempla case reflective of pervasive challenges teachers encounter related
to collaboration. They stated, “We describe efforts to engage in productive joint work when
teachers feel disempowered, context is ignored, and learning opportunities are few [...]
Professional collaboration can be messy; the reality of meshing different personalities,
perspectives, and goals makes it so” (p. 103). The ways in which researchers addressed these
complexities is further explored in the following section, in which I examine the role of school
context in research on collaboration.
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School Context
In addition to site selection, researchers studying teacher collaboration also engage in
methodological decision-making regarding what aspects of the school context to foreground. As
evidenced in Appendix 2B, most researchers included in this review provided brief information
on student demographics and school performance when describing the setting of their studies.
This is unsurprising, as a description of the research context is standard across disciplines.
However, few studies addressed school performance, size, type, location, or student
demographics in the discussion or analysis sections of their work. This represents a potential
limitation, as studies that do not contextualize findings may unintentionally imply that lessons
learned about collaboration apply to all schools. Serving as an outlier in this review, Wood
(2007) included both school performance and student demographics in her analysis of conditions
that enable and constrain collaboration. Reflecting on the importance of these contextual factors,
she provided the following description of challenges relevant to collaboration:
Not surprisingly, the school district faces challenges typical of other urban
districts around the country—closing the achievement gap between middle-class
and poor children; developing culturally responsive educational approaches for
recent immigrants, including those whose first language is not English; providing
adequate resources in uncertain economic times; and meeting intensifying federal
and state accountability demands (p. 702).
Similarly weaving context into their methods section and findings, Johnson et al. (2018)
addressed how the purpose of teacher collaboration teams intersected with school performance
and student demographics. The authors outlined how the schools’ explicit mission to eliminate
racial and socioeconomic achievement gaps “gave purpose and practical meaning to teachers’
work on teams as they developed curriculum and lessons, assessed the success of their
instruction, and monitored students’ behavior, needs, and progress” (p. 22). This study and others
connecting contextual factors such as student demographics to teachers’ collaboration
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experiences help illustrate the potential for teacher collaboration to serve as a lever for equity. To
better understand collaboration as a tool for equity, additional research on formal collaboration in
specific education contexts is needed. This includes low-performing schools, schools serving
racially and socioeconomically diverse students, schools with limited resources available for
capacity building, and schools in which teachers may be resistant to collaboration.
Discussion
The goal of this review was to explore the theories and research methods undergirding
studies of teachers’ formal collaboration experiences. Situating my work amongst prior reviews
of collaboration literature (Keltchermans 2006; Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken, 2015; Vescio
2008), this review builds upon existing knowledge of effective characteristics of collaboration
groups and the conditions supporting their development. Expanding the scope of prior reviews,
this review represents a first step toward better understanding the impact of how studies of
teacher collaboration are theoretically situated, methodologically designed, and contextualized.
To promote further investigation into these topics, I present recommendations for future research
and practice below related to each of my research questions.
Foundational Literature and Theoretical Frameworks
The publications included in this review provided robust descriptions of previous
research and literature on teacher collaboration. Across the 43 works included, several scholars
were frequently referenced, including the four reviews summarized in Appendix 2A
(Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), as well as
Little (1990), DuFour and Eaker (1998), Fullan (2001), Wenger (1998), and Hargreaves (1994).
The strong conceptual overlap across articles has important implications for future research. On
one hand, it is critical to understand how these foundational works have shaped conceptions of
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collaboration and continue to inspire research on teachers’ experiences navigating collaboration
groups. On the other, the inclusion of additional research drawing on theories from other
disciplines might deepen understanding of teachers’ collaboration experiences, providing key
insights for practice. For example, articles in this review combining literature on collaboration
with social capital theory (Hopkins et al., 2018; Penuel et al., 2009) illustrated the specific
resources (e.g. content knowledge and instructional strategies) teachers bring to collaboration
settings, and how these are exchanged to build capacity.
More studies drawing on interdisciplinary theories, such as organizational theory and
activity theory, could provide further insights into how collaboration groups are structured and
the nature of teachers’ actions within them. Similarly, additional studies utilizing critical or
political theories may allow researchers to build on previous work exploring how power and
identity shape teachers’ collaboration experiences, as well as students’ opportunities to learn.
This work could have important implications for how school leaders and teachers navigate the
micropolitics of collaboration in their schools, and subsequently the extent of capacity building
generated by teachers’ collective work. While the theories commonly cited across prior research
on teacher collaboration provide an essential conceptual foundation, expanding the theoretical
perspectives undergirding future studies has the potential to generate new knowledge on what
effective collaboration looks like, how it is fostered, and who benefits.
As evidenced across this review, most studies focused on the theoretical underpinnings of
collaboration itself, and less so on the theories shaping the nature or substance of teachers’
collaborative efforts (e.g. how learning or pedagogy is framed within a collaboration group).
Drawing on multiple theories may be useful for designing studies that attend to both aspects of
collaboration. Finally, future literature reviews exploring the theoretical underpinnings of
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research on teacher collaboration may be needed to further explore how deeply theories are
applied within studies. While this review examined what theories and methods were used to
ground studies of formal teacher collaboration, a future review focused solely on theory could
provide analysis comparing thick and thin applications of frameworks.
Research Methods
As outlined in Appendix 2B and across the findings section of this paper, researchers
studying teacher collaboration used several methods and data sources. Furthermore, almost all
studies included detailed descriptions of their methods, justifying the validity of their work and
promoting its replicability. Notably, many articles focused on “best case” examples, providing
important lessons about the structure, activities, and routines of effective collaboration
groups. However, the tendency to highlight well-functioning groups may also contribute to gaps
in our collective understanding about the complexities of teacher collaboration. While prior
research has generated valuable knowledge about teacher groups navigating challenges such as
lack of expertise (Horn & Kane, 2015), weak collaborative cultures (Lockton, 2019), and
assumptions related to student learning and ability (Horn, 2007), more insights into these and
other complexities could help better explore collaboration as a vehicle for improved instruction
and student learning. For example, how do teachers resistant to collaboration navigate reforms
centering collective work? How is joint work enabled and constrained in schools with little
infrastructure (e.g. time, space, school-wide focus on professional development) to support
teacher collaboration?
In addition to expanding current research to include less successful examples of
collaboration groups, more longitudinal research could also provide additional insights about
how collaboration groups evolve over time. While prior longitudinal research has tracked shifts
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in collaborative outcomes (e.g. increased discussion about student learning), it may also be
helpful to examine shifts within collaboration teams (e.g. the addition of new group members,
changes in frequency of meetings, transitions of responsibilities, etc.), as well as external factors
(e.g. shifting policies and concurrent reforms). Because collaboration is an emotional process
(Datnow & Park, 2019), these shifts over time can significantly impact teachers’ professional
lives. Longitudinal work could be especially impactful if studies also focused on schools that do
not represent “best cases.” Such research has the potential to inform both policy and practice on
how effective collaboration can be developed and sustained.
While the studies included in this review were conducted in a variety of school contexts,
including low performing schools and schools serving racially and socioeconomically diverse
students, few addressed these factors beyond providing a description in the methods section.
Such descriptions were useful for providing background information about the setting and
sample, but typically did not explicitly connect these factors to teachers’ experiences navigating
collective work. When school contextual factors were addressed in analysis or discussion,
researchers typically focused on the role of leadership, school routines and norms, concurrent
reforms, and accountability pressures. Although these factors undoubtedly shape teachers’
collaboration experiences, factors such as school performance, size, funding, location, and
student demographics likely also shape how collaboration unfolds in schools. A better
understanding of these factors could meaningfully shape how policymakers, school leaders, and
teachers attend to context in the ways in which they structure, foster, and sustain collaboration.
Given persistent opportunity gaps (and subsequently, achievement gaps) across race and
socioeconomic status in K-12 education (Hemphill & Vanneman, 2011; Reardon, 2013; Sirin,
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2005; Vanneman et al., 2009), it is important to consider teacher collaboration as a potential
pathway to achieving equity goals in schools.
Conclusion
The value of teacher collaboration as a pathway for school improvement is demonstrated
across a large body of research. Prior literature illustrates the role of collaboration as a driver of
both teacher professional development and student learning (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al.,
2006; Vangrieken, 2015; Vescio et al., 2008). Furthermore, teachers’ collaboration experiences
significantly influence their daily classroom practices (De Neve & Devos, 2017; Tam, 2015),
support networks (Hopkins et al., 2018), and emotional well-being (Datnow & Park, 2019).
While the structure, characteristics, and outcomes of teacher collaboration are well-researched
and documented (Kelchtermans, 2006; Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken, 2015; Vescio et al., 2008),
prior literature reviews provide limited information on the theories undergirding each inquiry or
the research methodologies employed. By foregrounding these factors, this review serves as an
important step towards deepening understandings of how theory and methods shape research on
teachers’ formal collaboration experiences. Future research attending to how studies of teacher
collaboration are theoretically situated, methodologically designed, and contextualized on a local
and global level is needed to further illuminate how these factors influence both what is studied
and how meaning is drawn from findings. Such knowledge could be used to design future
interventions and studies that promote equitable learning environments for students and teachers
across all schools.
Chapter 2, in full, has been submitted for publication of the material as it may appear in
Educational Research Review. Hayley Weddle was the primary investigator and sole author of
this paper.
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Appendix 2A
Review of Literature Reviews
Citation

Research Focus

Kelchtermans Three goals:
(2006)
distinguish
between different
forms of teacher
collaboration;
develop a more
balanced view on
the value of
teacher
collaboration and
autonomy; take
into account the
content of
teacher
collaboration

Methods

Key Findings/Themes

Review included
original research and
other literature
reviews. Review did
not include:
pedagogy of
collaboration,
coaching/supervision,
action research, or the
issue of teacher
leadership

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Stoll, Bolam,
McMahon,
Wallace, and
Thomas
(2006)

What are PLCs?
What processes
are used to create
and develop an
effective PLC?
What other
factors help or
hinder the
creation and
development of
PLCS? Are
effective PLCs
sustainable?

Methods are not
described, thus it is
unclear how many
articles were selected
or why some articles
were not included.

•

•

•
•
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Collaboration/collegiality can only be
understood if context is considered
Most common agenda of collaboration
is to address teaching challenges
Collaborative conversations tend to
focus on developing classroom
management skills and
discussing/exploring pedagogical
skills
Collaboration needs to be deep and
involve idea exchange/confronting
beliefs
While there are many positive impacts
of collaboration, collaboration also has
potential drawbacks (e.g. increased
workload)
Importance of culture and its influence
on collaboration, as well as the roles
of micropolitics, subcultures, and
conflict
The potential conflict that may ensue
from challenging beliefs can serve as a
deterrent for deep collaboration
PLCs that can engage in conflict have
a higher chance of promoting growth
PLCs are less structural and more
cultural and political environments
Five characteristics of effective PLCs
are: shared values and vision,
collective responsibility, reflective
professional inquiry, collaboration,
and the promotion of group as well as
individual learning
The goal of PLCs is to enhance
student learning. Thus, PLCs are a
means to an end, not an end
themselves
Limited direct evidence/research of
impact of PLCs on student learning
PLCs are influenced by several
factors, including: focusing on
learning processes; making the best of

•

•

Vangrieken,
Dochy, Raes,
and Kyndt
(2015)

Five aspects of
collaboration:
terminology
used, focus and
depth of
collaboration,
positive and
negative
consequences,
facilitating and
hindering
factors, and
effective
collaboration.

Searched databases,
using several terms
for publications post
2000. Evaluated
articles on title,
abstract, and further
reading if necessary.
Utilized “snowball”
technique by
exploring articles’
references.
Selection criteria
included focus on
teams of teachers.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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human and social resources; managing
structural resources; and interacting
with and drawing on external agents
PLCs are fluid, yet many articles do
not track shifts in structure and
personnel
Need for longitudinal research
exploring the sustainability of PLCs

Existing literature employs many
different terms, many of which are
poorly defined, including: PLC,
Communities of Practice, team, and
group
Forms of collaboration exist among a
continuum ranging from “a mere
aggregate of individuals to high levels
of collaboration in teams”
Deep collaboration is difficult to
achieve and may be resisted to avoid
conflict or preserve autonomy
Benefits of collaboration spans
multiple levels, including teachers
(e.g. idea sharing and improvements to
practice), students (e.g. student
learning), and schools (e.g.
professional culture)
Teachers engaged in collaboration
may experience competitiveness,
conflicts, a loss of autonomy, an
increased workload and a push
towards conformity
Factors influencing collaboration,
include personal characteristics,
structural characteristics (e.g. common
planning time), group characteristics,
process characteristics (e.g.
interdependence), and organizational
characteristics
Hindrances to collaboration fall along
similar categories
Evaluating the effectiveness of
collaboration can be understood in
terms of both process and outcome

Vescio, Ross,
and Adams
(2008)

In what ways
does teaching
practice change
as a result of
participation in a
PLC? Does the
literature support
the assumption
that student
learning
increases when
teachers
participate in a
PLC?

Searched literature
•
online published
between 1990 and
2005. Selected 11
articles that included •
data about the impact
of school-based PLCs
on teaching practice
and/or student
learning.
•

•

•

•
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PLCs are frequently referenced in
literature, but not every group that
identifies as a PLC is functioning as
one
Each of the 11 articles reviewed
“supported the idea that participation
in a learning community leads to
changes in teaching practice,” but only
five of seven delineate how practice
was changed
Four characteristics that promote
changes in teaching cultures are:
collaboration, a focus on student
learning (identified as key to
impacting student achievement),
teacher authority, and continuous
teacher learning.
8 of the 11 articles connected PLCs to
student learning. All 8 found that
student learning improved.
Authors of review note that their
efforts to categorize and simplify the
studies included in the review comes
at the cost of highlighting complexity
and context
Additional research needed,
particularly longitudinal studies
tracking change over time, and
qualitative studies exploring teachers’
work and perceptions

Appendix 2B
Review of Current Literature
Citation

Research Focus

Theoretical
Framework

Methods

Sample

AndrewsThe ways in which
Larson et al. focus and facilitation
(2017)
shape teachers’
opportunities to learn
during collaborative
conversations

Literature on
collaboration and
facilitation,
highlighting Horn’s
(2010) work on
opportunities to learn

Qualitative. Selected
schools demonstrating
growth in instructional
quality of retained teachers
(based on observations).
Analyzed audio recordings
of a sample of 2-4 teacher
collaboration meetings
from one year of a larger
project.

Two Title I middle
schools schools that
exhibited growth in
mathematics instructional
quality, as measured by
changes in IQA scores

CharnerLaird et al.
(2017)

Teachers' activities as
members of teams,
what criteria teachers
used to assess their
teams’ value, and
what factors they
thought contributed
to the success or
failure of their teams

Literature on
teachers’ on-the-job
learning, including
collaborative learning
opportunities, as well
as prior research on
teacher teams and
literature on urban
schools

Qualitative. Conducted 95
total interviews with
teachers and administrators
across the six schools

Six high-poverty schools
in one urban district in
the Northeastern United
States. The schools
selected included three
elementary schools, one
middle school, and two
high schools.

Cosner
(2011)

How knowledge of
student learning and
instructional
considerations shift
over time as teachers
engage in datafocused collaboration
within their grade
level teams, and the
role of principal
communication

Literature on databased collaboration,
as well as the role of
leaders as
sensemakers in
reform.

Qualitative. Longitudinal (3
year) multi-case study
including video recordings
and field notes of gradelevel team discussions
taking place at wholeschool professional
development days.
Conducted interviews with
teachers, principals, and
literacy coaches about databased collaboration.

Three urban elementary
schools in Chicago
implementing grade-level
data-based collaboration
as part of a reform
centering literacy. Each
school served either
primarily Black or Latinx
students.

Curry
(2008)

What possibilities
and limitations reside
in Critical Friends
Group (CFG)
practices in relation
to instructional
improvement and
reform

Literature on
collaboration,
professional
communities, and
CFG teacher
communities

Qualitative. Three year case
study. Analyzed videotaped
meeting observations and
conducted interviews with
teachers and administrators
about experiences related to
CFGs.

One urban-fringe high
school serving over
1,000 students, including
62% white students.

Social constructivist
approach, utilizing a
conceptual framework
based on
collaboration
literature. Also
included literature on
emotions of

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews and observations
at each school over the
course of two years,
totaling 99 interviews, 180
hours of meeting
observations, and 117 hours
of classroom observations

Upper elementary gradelevel teacher teams in
four schools. Each school
is located in a different
district in the US

Datnow and Purposeful teacher
Park (2019) collaboration for
equity and
excellence, exploring
the relationship
between
collaboration and
deep learning, the
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role of accountability collaboration and
policies, and how
school change
emotions interplay
with collaboration
Datnow,
Park, and
Kennedy
(2013)

Factors that support
and constrain teacher
collaboration for the
purpose of data use

Spillane’s (2012)
concept of
affordances and
constraints is used to
review literature on
teacher collaboration,
including an emphasis
on the role of context
and data-driven
decision making

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews, observations,
and document analysis at
six schools with structured
teacher time for
collaboration on data use

Six schools across three
districts in the US. The
schools represent best
practices in the use of
data, have a record of
improvement in regards
to student achievement,
and are racially and
socioeconomially
diverse.

De Neve
and Devos
(2017)

How structural and
cultural school
conditions support
PLC development,
and the role PLCs
play in beginning
teachers’ learning of
differentiated
instruction

Literature on PLCs,
differentiated
instruction, and
school structure and
culture. Louis and
Kruse’s (1995) three
stages of PLC
development used to
categorize cases.

Qualitative. The three
schools selected scored
high, medium, and low on
the DI practice scale.
Conducted interviews with
the principal, special needs
coordinator, and 2-3
teachers at each school

Three primary schools in
Belgium, selected as a
follow up to a larger
quantitative study
exploring connections
between PLCs and
differentiated instruction

DeMatthews Teachers' and
(2014)
leaders' perceptions
of the ways in which
principals distributed
leadership to support
effective PLCs,
including principals’
beliefs about teacher
leadership and how
teacher-leaders are
identified

Literature on PLCs,
the role of leadership,
and distributed
leadership in the
context of PLCs

Qualitative. Multi-case
Six elementary schools in
study. Conducted
West Texas identified as
interviews with principals, having effective PLCs
assistant principals,
coaches, and teachers,
observed 10 PLC meetings
at each school, and
analyzed documents such
as meeting agendas and
reflection protocols

Giles and
Hargreaves
(2006)

Teachers' perceptions
of the sustainability
of innovative schools
as learning
organizations and
PLCs

Literature on
innovative schools
and their
sustainability, as well
as work on
communities of
practice (Wenger,
1998), PLCs, and
learning organizations

Qualitative. Four years of
data collection, including
interviews with retired and
current teachers and
administrators,
observations of meetings,
and analysis of school
documents.

Three innovative high
schools in Ontario,
Canada and the
northeastern US.

Goddard
and Kim
(2018)

The relationships
between teachers’
perceptions of
collaboration, use of
differentiated
instruction, and
teacher efficacy

Literature review is
grounded in social
cognitive theory,
specifically Bandura’s
(1997) work on
efficacy beliefs,
complemented by
collaboration
literature and
literature on

Quantitative. Analyzed data
using multilevel structural
equation modeling.
Collaboration measures
included both formal and
informal opportunities.

1,623 elementary
teachers and 4,167
students from 5 rural,
high poverty schools in a
Midwestern state
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differentiated
instruction
Goddard,
Goddard,
and
TschannenMoran, M
(2007)

The relationship
between teacher
collaboration for
school improvement
and student
achievement.

Literature on teacher
collaboration.

Quantitative. Analyzed
survey data and student
achievement scores using
Hierarchical Linear
Modeling (HLM)

Fourth grade teachers
and students from 47
elementary schools
across one midwestern
district in the US.

Graham
(2007)

The relationship
between PLC
activities and
improvement in
teacher effectiveness

Review of
professional
development and PLC
literature.

Mixed methods case study.
15 teachers completed a
survey about their teaching
activities. Survey was
analyzed using descriptive
statistics. 10 of the teachers
were subsequently
interviewed about their
collaboration experiences
and teaching activities.

Large first-year middle
school in the US serving
predominantly white
middle-class students.
Fifteen teachers took the
survey, and 10 were
interviewed.

Hairon and Challenges teacherGoh (2018) leaders face in
leading PLCs

Literature on PLCs,
highlighting
implementation
challenges

Quantitative. Conducted a 56 teachers from 11
Rasch analysis of survey
primary schools in
data. Survey included items Singapore
about teacher leaders’
practices supporting
participation in PLCs.

Hallam et
al., (2015)

How trust is
developed in PLC
teams, the role of the
principal in
facilitating trust
amongst teachers,
and the ways in
which trust facilitates
collaboration

Literature on trust,
collaboration, and the
role of leadership.
Tschannen-Moran’s
(2004) five facets of
trust are used as a
framework to guide
analysis

Qualitative. Twelve focus
groups with teachers were
conducted across the four
schools. Focus group
questions were about trust,
collaboration, and principal
influence.

Four schools within one
state: one middle school
struggling to implement
PLCs, and three middle
schools identified as
successfully
implementing PLCs.

Hargreaves
and
O’Connor
(2018)

How the concept of
collaborative
professionalism
unfolds in schools,
which includes
collective efficacy,
joint work, and
common meaning
and purpose

Literature on teacher
collaboration and the
authors' prior research
is used to outline the
concept of
collaborative
professionalism

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews, observations,
focus groups, and
document review over the
course of 3-5 days at each
site. Data were coded using
constant comparison
analysis.

Five international sites
across four continents
selected to illustrate
collaborative
professionalism

Hipp and
Brazouski
(2018)

Teachers' and
leaders' perspectives
on how leadership
practices and
processes support
district
implementation of
PLCs

Literature on
collaboration and
learning communities,
including Hord’s
(1997) five
dimensions of PLCs
and Fullan’s (2001)
work on
organizational
change.

Mixed methods. Three-year
case study. Analyzed data
from the Professional
Learning Community
Assessment, including
perceptions about
leadership practices related
to PLCs. Conducted
observations of PLC
workshops and meetings, as
well as interviews with
administrators and teachers.

Teachers, principals, and
administrators from one
K-12 school district in
Milwaukee. District
includes 178 teachers.
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Hopkins,
Spillane,
and Shirrell
(2018)

How PLCs and
coaches support the
quantity and quality
of teachers’
interactions, as well
as changes in
reported classroom
practices over time

Social capital theory,
and literature on
designing educational
infrastructure

Mixed methods.
Longitudinal study
including survey and
interview data collected
over a six-year period.
Survey included questions
on work and classroom
practices, as well as social
networks.

Horn (2010) How teachers’
collaborative
conversations
support informal
learning

Situated learning
theory, as well as
literature on
participation
frameworks and
teacher communities

Qualitative. Observed100 Six 9th grade math
hours of collaboration
teachers in a diverse
meetings and
urban US high school
conversations, mostly
during formal collaboration
meetings. Focused on
episodes of pedagogical
reasoning.

Horn and
How opportunities to
Kane (2015) learn (OTLs) in
collaborative
conversations differ
between workgroups
based on teachers’
levels of instructional
expertise

Teachers’
opportunities to learn
(OTLs) in schoolbased work-groups,
and zone of proximal
development
(Engeström, 1987)

Mixed methods.
Comparative case study
drawing on data from 14
videotaped collaborative
conversations from
workgroup meetings across
three teams.

Three math teacher
workgroups in urban
high schools. Schools
were part of a larger
project focused on
increasing access and
rigor in math.

Horn,
Garner,
Kane, and
Brasel
(2017)

Learning
opportunities
available in teachers’
collaborative
conversations,
including a taxonomy
used to categorize
collaboration group
meetings

Sociocultural
perspective, including
literature on teachers’
learning opportunities
in collaborative
conversations

Qualitative. Longitudinal
four-year study. Conducted
meeting observations,
classroom observations, as
well as interviews with
teachers, school leaders,
and district staff

Twenty-four math
teacher collaboration
groups across 16 middle
schools in 2 urban
districts in the US. Most
groups were considered
“well- functioning” due
to purposive sampling

Johnson,
Reinhorn,
and Simon
(2018)

How collaboration
teams are organized,
teachers' experiences
within teams, and the
role of administrators

Literature on teacher
collaboration, teacher
teams as a response to
accountability
policies, and
connections between
teacher collaboration
and student learning
and achievement

Qualitative. Conducted 140
interviews with teachers,
administrators, and staff,
and analyzed documents
related to school policies
and programs.

Six high-poverty, highminority elementary and
middle schools in one
Massachusetts city.
Schools are identified as
successful, achieving the
highest performance
rating in the state’s
accountability system.

Killbane
(2009)

Teachers'
perspectives on the
sustainability of
learning
communities,
including the
relationship between
environmental
factors (e.g.
administrative
support, enablers,

Literature on
collaboration and the
sustainability of
Comprehensive
School Reform,
including the impact
of environmental
factors

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews, document
analysis, and observations.
Interviews focused on
teachers’ perspectives
regarding the continuation
of prior reform efforts.

Two K-8 schools and
two high schools from
one US state. Each
school participated in a
multi-year reform, which
ended 4 years prior to
this study. Enrollment
and district size varied
widely for each school.
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14 elementary schools in
one suburban district in
the Midwestern US.
Analysis centered three
of the lower performing
schools.

coherence) and
reform
Levine
(2011)

How experienced
teachers navigated
collaboration in two
schools--one with a
collaborative teacher
professional
community, and the
other with PLCs

Literature comparing
the terms "teacher
professional
community" and
“professional learning
community”

Qualitative. Observed 70
teacher team meetings and
interviewed teachers and
administrators

Two conversion high
schools engaged in
similar reform efforts
centering teacher
collaboration. One ninth
grade teacher team at
each school.

Lockton
(2019)

How leaders
structure
collaborative
relationships, and
how teachers develop
collaborative
relationships within
these structures

Literature on teacher
collaboration drawing
from Little's (1990)
concept of joint work,
as well as prior
research on how
leaders' impact
teachers' collaboration
experiences

Qualitative. Observed math
teacher team meetings and
interviewed 27 middle
school math teachers about
their collaboration
experiences and social
networks.

Two low-performing
middle schools in the US,
which were part of a
broader math
improvement project.

Marsh,
Bertrand,
and Huguet
(2015)

How working with a
coach or
collaborating in a
PLC impacts
teachers’ responses
to data, as well as the
factors that influence
coaches and PLCs

Literature on PLCs
and coaching, as well
as a framework
centering the concepts
of vertical and
horizontal expertise

Mixed methods (primarily
qualitative). Conducted
interviews with teachers,
coaches, school
administrators, and district
leaders, as well as teacher
focus groups. Observed 20
school and district
meetings, and administered
monthly survey.

Six middle schools in the
US, which failed to meet
state accountability
targets for 5 years or
more. Each school served
significant proportions of
students of color and
ELLs. Teachers primarily
taught English and Social
Studies.

Meirink,
Imants,
Meijer, and
Verloop
(2010)

How teacher
collaboration
emerges in teams, as
well as how team
collaboration relates
to group
characteristics and
teacher learning

Framework
connecting literature
on teacher learning
and collaboration to
the concepts of group
cohesion and
alignment

Mixed methods. Conducted
meeting observations to
categorize teams based on
Little’s (1990) work.
Analyzed questionnaires
about group cohesion and
beliefs about teaching, a
survey on teacher learning,
and teachers' digital logs
about their learning
experiences.

Five teacher teams
comprised of teachers
across subjects in Dutch
secondary schools

Nehring and The thoughts and
Fitzsimons feelings of teachers
(2011)
and school personnel
in the early stages of
a school change
process centering
PLCs

Literature on the
characteristics of
PLCs, connections
between PLCs and
student learning,
stages in the evolution
of PLCs, and the role
of leadership

Qualitative. Conducted
three focus groups with
teachers about their
experiences implementing
PLCs one year after the
creation of PLCs at the
school.

Eleven high school
teachers in one
urban/suburban high
school in the
Northeastern US.
Teachers were engaged
in a school-wide effort to
implement PLCs

Ning, Lee,
and Lee
(2015).

Literature on
collaboration, team
value orientations,
and collegiality

Quantitative. Utilized
952 primary and
Structural Equation
secondary teachers in
Modeling to analyze survey Singapore
data. Survey items came
from existing surveys, and
measured value orientation,

The ways in which
team value
orientations
(collectivism and
power distance) and
team collegiality
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explain teacher
collaboration in
PLCs

collaboration, and
collegiality.

Owen
(2014)

The ways in which
characteristics of
PLCs are evident in
the learning
processes occurring
in innovative school
contexts, as well as
the learning impacts
for teachers involved
in these PLCs

Literature on PLCs,
using communities of
practice (Wenger,
1998) and situated
learning theory as
foundations for
analysis

Mixed methods. Collected
survey, interview, and
focus group data. Survey
questions centered on the
extent to which teachers’
PLCs included various
characteristics stemming
from literature. Interviews
and focus groups included
teachers, volunteers, and
school leaders.

Three innovative schools,
one primary and two
secondary. Teachers
generally had 20 years or
more of experience.

Parise and
Spillane
(2010)

Teachers'
opportunities to
learn, including both
formal professional
development and onthe-job learning
(interactions with
colleagues about
teaching and
learning)

Literature on formal
teacher learning
opportunities and onthe-job opportunities

Quantitative. Administered
a survey with a series of
scales about teaching,
including participation in
collaborative discussion,
frequency of collaboration
meetings, and perceptions
of PLC characteristics.

30 elementary schools
from one mid-size urban
district in the
southeastern US.
Teachers were selfcontained kindergarten
through fifth-grade
classroom teachers
responsible for ELA and
math instruction. Over
700 teachers participated.

Penuel et al. The role of formal
(2009)
and informal teacher
interactions in
helping teachers
enact changes in
instruction

Grounded in social
capital theory and
literature on
communities of
practice (Wenger,
1998), as well as
literature on social
network analysis

Mixed methods. Three year
study. Collected survey and
interview data. Survey
included background
variables, collegial ties,
perceptions of trust and
collective responsibility,
access to resources, and
participation in committees
or teams. Interview
questions centered on the
school’s social network.

Elementary school
teachers in two
California schools.
Schools shared a
commitment to improve
the reading achievement
of ELs. Over 30 teachers
at each school completed
the survey, and six
teachers per school were
interviewed.

Philpott and How Learning
Oates
Rounds provide an
(2017)
affordance for
teacher agency, and
whether that
affordance is utilized

Literature on teacher
agency and Learning
Rounds as a form of
collaborative teacher
learning

Qualitative. Observed,
audio recorded, and
transcribed four learning
rounds conversations
occurring after teacher
classroom observations

Four schools in Scotland
(one primary, two
secondary, and one
‘campus community’
school). Participants in
the Learning Rounds
included teachers and a
professional development
coordinator at three of
the four sites

Ronfeldt et
al. (2015)

Literature on teacher
collaboration,
including studies that
explore different
types of collaboration,
as well as studies
analyzing the

Quantitative. Survey data
collected over two years.
Survey items assessed
teachers’ perceptions of
both the extensiveness and
helpfulness of
collaboration. Analyzed

9,000 teachers in 336
Miami-Dade County
public schools. District
serves over 35,000
students.

What types of team
collaboration exist
across the district,
and the relationship
between teacher
collaboration and
student achievement
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relationship between
teacher collaboration
and student
achievement

administrative data
including demographic
information about students
and teachers, and students’
math and reading scores on
a standardized state
assessment.

Sargent and The nature and forms
Hannum
of PLCs in rural
(2009)
China, as well as
factors supporting
collaboration

Literature on teacher
collaboration
generally, as well as
in China specifically

Mixed methods. Qualitative
data included interviews
conducted with 30 teachers
across 11 schools in rural
districts. Survey data
included responses to the
Gansu Survey of Children
and Families, assessing
participation in PLCs, as
well as institutional and
individual characteristics.

Primary schools serving
71 villages in Gansu,
describes as one of the
poorest provinces in
China.

Scribner et
al. (2007)

Distributed
leadership in the
context of teacher
teams, factors that
impact team decision
making, and the
organizational
conditions that
enable or constrain
leadership

Literature on
distributed leadership,
as well as prior work
on teacher teams as a
form of collaboration

Qualitative. Collected
observer field notes and
recordings of 18 total
meetings between the two
teams. Data were analyzed
using discourse analysis.

Two teacher teams in one
public high school in
Missouri. One team was
content-level and focused
on instructional
improvement, the other
was a building team
focused on a broader
range of issues.

Szczesiul
and
Huizenga
(2014)

How teachers’
experiences of
principal leadership
practice influence
their capacity to
engage in meaningful
collegial interactions
during structured
collaboration

Literature on teacher
collaboration and
leadership. Utilized
Leithwood et al.’s
(2004) core leadership
practices to guide
analysis.

Qualitative. Data included
audio and video recordings
of teacher meetings,
observer reflections,
interviews with individual
teachers and principals,
focus groups, and an
efficacy survey.

Four teacher teams
across one middle and
one high school in the
northeastern US, serving
predominantly white
middle-to-high income
students.

Tam (2015) The role of PLCs in
changing teachers’
beliefs and practices

Literature on teacher
collaboration

Qualitative. Longitudinal
study including three
interviews with each
teacher over 4 years, as
well as meeting
observations

Chinese department in a
progressive secondary
school in Hong Kong

Van Gasse How collaboration
et al. (2017) for data use impacts
teachers’ individual
data use, as well as
how both selfefficacy and attitude
affect collaboration
and individual data
use

Theoretical
framework links
teachers’ individual
data use to
collaboration for data
use, teacher attitude,
and self-efficacy

Quantitative. Utilized
Structural Equation
Modeling to analyze survey
data, including questions on
collaboration for data use,
individual data use, self
efficacy, and attitudes
towards data use.

1,472 teachers, from 63
primary schools and 54
secondary schools. Over
70% of teachers had five
years or more of
experience teaching.
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Vanblaere
and Devos
(2017)

How departmental
leadership roles
(group- and
developmentoriented leadership)
relate to interpersonal
PLC characteristics
in departments

Literature on PLCs
and departmental
leadership, including
group-oriented and
development-oriented
leadership

Quantitative. Analyzed
survey data regarding PLC
characteristics and teachers'
perceptions of departmental
leadership.

248 secondary math and
French teachers spanning
62 departments in 32
schools in Belgium.

Wells and
Teachers' and
Feun (2007) administrators'
working to develop
learning
communities, as well
as which learning
community
principles were most
likely to be
implemented or
resisted

Literature on learning
communities,
including prior work
on implementation
challenges

Mixed methods.
Administered a survey to
participants during 1:1
interviews, asking teachers
to rank the extent to which
they engaged in various
learning community
practices.

Staff from six suburban
high schools who
participated in a 9 day
training focused on
learning communities.
Schools serve
predominantly white
students, and five of the
six are high socioeconomic and high
achieving.

Wong
(2010)

Teacher learning in
PLCs, and factors
supporting and
hindering the
development and
sustainability of
PLCs

Literature on PLCs
broadly, as well as in
the context of China
specifically

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews, observations,
and document analysis.
Interview questions
centered on teachers
experiences in PLCs, ideas
for improvement, and
navigating challenges.

Six math teachers and
five English teachers
engaged in subject level
PLCs at a Shanghai
secondary school.

Wood
(2007)

Defining and
fostering teacher
agency; the purposes
of teacher
collaboration;
relationship between
learning communities
and district culture;
and conditions that
enable and constrain
collaboration.

Literature on school
change, as well as
prior research on
collaboration and
learning communities

Mixed methods. Conducted
observations of learning
community meetings and
trainings, interviews with
teachers, coaches, and
administrators, as well as
focus groups and a survey
of coaches and learning
community participants.

Schools (elementary,
middle, and high) located
in one urban district in
the United States.
District was part of a
larger initiative centering
learning communities.

Zhang,
Yuan, and
Yu (2017)

Perceived challenges Literature on PLCs
related to the
generally, and as well
development of PLCs as prior research on
teacher collaboration
in China. Compared
Teacher Research
Groups with PLCs.

Qualitative. Conducted
interviews with each
teacher and leader,
centering perspectives on
the implementation of
PLCs and challenges
encountered.

Six school leaders and 12
teachers across 3 high
schools in China.
Schools varied in size
and type (e.g. urban vs.
suburban).
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CHAPTER THREE—Teachers’ Opportunities to Learn Through Collaboration Over Time: A
Case Study of Math Teacher Teams in Schools Under Pressure to Improve
Abstract
While current research provides insights about successful collaboration in which teachers
build capacity for instructional improvement, few studies analyze how collaborative
conversations create opportunities for teacher learning. Even fewer explore how these
opportunities to learn evolve over time, making it difficult to understand the role of shifting
contextual factors such as policies, priorities, and personnel. This multiple case study draws on
extensive qualitative data collected over four years across two teacher teams to explore how
teachers' collaborative conversations create opportunities to learn as this process unfolds in
context. On one collaboration team, depth of learning fluctuated from meeting to meeting
depending on the tools used to frame teachers’ collective work. For the other group studied,
depth of learning opportunities was more closely connected to shifts in personnel over time.
Across sites, expectations from leadership stemming from pressure to improve school
performance also shaped teachers’ opportunities to learn, as did available expertise. This
contextualized understanding of teachers’ collective work informs strategies to develop strong
collaborative cultures that promote teacher capacity building.
Introduction
For over twenty years, schools across international contexts have centered teacher
collaboration as a fruitful strategy for capacity building (Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken et al.,
2015). Many of these efforts focus specifically on improving instruction, with several studies
demonstrating a promising relationship between collaboration for instructional improvement and
student achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008). Recognizing the potential
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benefits of teacher collaboration, an increasing number of districts and schools are dedicating
time for groups of teachers to meet and exchange ideas about practice (Datnow & Park, 2019).
Such collaborative conversations provide teachers with opportunities to reflect on their practice,
shaping future instructional decision-making (Horn et al., 2017).
While current research provides key insights about successful collaboration in which
teachers experience deep learning and practice change (Datnow & Park, 2019; Hargreaves &
O’Connor, 2018; Horn, 2010; Johnson et al., 2018; Tam, 2015), few studies analyze the content
of teachers’ collaborative conversations about instruction (Horn & Kane, 2015, Horn et. al,
2017). Even fewer explore how the content of collaborative conversations evolves over time,
making it difficult to understand the impact of shifting policies, priorities, and personnel on
teachers’ collective work. However, such knowledge could inform how effective collaborative
cultures are fostered and sustained, potentially contributing to improved instruction and student
learning. Addressing these gaps, I explore the following research questions: How does the depth
of teachers’ opportunities to learn from collaborative conversations evolve over time? In what
ways do contextual factors (e.g. tools, leadership expectations, presence of coaches) influence
these opportunities to learn through collaboration?
This study relies on qualitative case study methods to explore how teachers communicate
together to improve instruction as this process unfolds in context (Yin, 2018). Data collected
include interviews and observations of two teacher collaboration groups over four years.
Situating this study in urban schools under pressure to improve, I highlight context in my
analysis of the learning opportunities created by teachers’ conversations (Horn et al., 2017). This
study is informed by two bodies of literature: teacher collaboration for instructional improvement
and teachers’ opportunities to learn within collaborative conversations.
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Literature Review
While prior research on teachers’ collaborative conversations has expanded
understanding of learning opportunities embedded within exchanges (Horn & Kane, 2015; Horn
et al., 2017), more research is needed exploring the role of contextual factors in shaping
conversation and shifts over time. With the goal of foregrounding the contextualized and
dynamic nature of collaborative conversations, I begin by summarizing key literature on teacher
collaboration.
Teacher Collaboration
Research on formal teacher collaboration is vast, spanning several countries across the
globe. Across these settings, formal collaboration meetings are conceptualized as opportunities
for teachers to shape ideas together through sharing perspectives, knowledge, and strategies
(Stoll et al., 2006). In collaboration for instructional improvement, teachers engage in these
forms of capacity building with the goal of enhancing student learning (DuFour, 2007). The
potential benefits of collaboration are well-researched, and include the development of
supportive relationships, as well as increased understanding of content knowledge and
pedagogical approaches (Stoll et al., 2006; DuFour & Eaker, 1998).
Teachers’ engagement in formal collaboration has been linked to changes in classroom
practices (Hopkins et al., 2018), as well as increased student achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2015;
Vescio et al., 2008). More specifically, Ronfeldt et al. (2015) explored teachers’ perceptions of
the extent and helpfulness of eight types of collaboration (e.g. curriculum development,
discussing student needs, and reviewing assessments), and found that teachers engaging in better
quality collaboration had stronger student achievement gains in math and reading. Given the
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potential for collaboration to serve as a lever for promoting student learning, it is critical to
explore how effective collaboration is developed and fostered.
Teachers’ collaboration experiences are influenced by a variety of factors, including
leadership, interpersonal dynamics, external accountability pressures, and the availability of time
and space (Vangrieken et al., 2015), as well as available expertise within the team (Horn &
Kane, 2015). The effectiveness of teachers’ collective work also depends on genuine and focused
interactions between teachers about their shared work (Hargreaves, 1994), and the development
of trust and respect (Saunders, 2013). Ultimately, collaborative relationships that allow for
disagreement and debate about practice are key to promoting growth (Kelchtermans, 2006), as is
deprivatizing practice and sharing student work (Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018; Little, 1990).
The ability for teachers to effectively exchange knowledge and improve practice is also shaped
by the levels of expertise available within collaboration groups (Daly et al., 2010; Horn & Kane,
2015). The presence of “more knowledgeable others” (Vygotsky, 1978) in collaboration groups
promotes the likelihood that collaborative interactions will provide opportunities for learning,
potentially impacting both content knowledge and knowledge of instructional approaches.
Opportunities to Learn
Several scholars have argued that during collaborative conversations, teachers develop
conceptualizations of practice that influence their future instructional decision-making (Horn &
Kane, 2015; Horn, 2007; Skott, 2009; Thompson, 1984). Importantly, collaborative
conversations provide opportunities for teachers to experience greater learning than what might
be possible on their own. Vygotsky (1978) describes the distance between an individual’s current
developmental level and the level development possible through “collaboration with more
capable peers” as the zone of proximal development (p. 86). As collective zones of proximal
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development, collaboration meetings serve as learning spaces for teacher teams. More
specifically, these collaborative spaces provide opportunities for teachers to develop pedagogical
content knowledge, defined by Shulman (1987) as “the capacity of a teacher to transform the
content knowledge he or she possesses into forms that are pedagogically powerful and yet
adaptive to the variations in ability and background presented by the students” (p. 15). Several
scholars contend that effective educators draw on students’ prior knowledge, learning strategies,
and misconceptions (Cochran et al., 1993; Shulman & Quinlan, 1996) in addition to their own
knowledge of subject matter.
Shedding light on the forms of learning stemming from teachers’ collaborative
interactions, Horn and Kane (2015) operationalize opportunities to learn (OTLs) as the ways in
which conversation “provides conceptual resources, organizing interpretations of past and future
teaching, and the ways these resources connect to teachers’ subsequent work” (p. 376). In this
sense, OTLs encompass both discussions about practice occurring during collaboration meetings
as well as the impact of these discussions on teachers’ future decision-making in the classroom.
Teachers’ OTLs are shaped by the levels of expertise available in teacher collaboration groups
(Horn & Kane, 2015) and the types of conversations occurring in collaboration meetings (Horn
et al., 2017).
Outlining a taxonomy of learning opportunities in teacher meetings, Horn et al. (2017)
categorized four conversational types as low-depth: conflicting goals, pacing, logistics, and tips
and tricks. Conflicting goals conversations are characterized by contrasting senses of purpose
among teachers about what to collaboratively discuss, limiting instructional learning
opportunities (Horn & Little, 2010). Conflicting goals meetings were not observed by Horn and
colleagues (2017), who found that teachers primarily engaged in meetings focused on pacing and
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logistics. Pacing and logistics conversations center what and when to teach, without addressing
how to approach practice. While teachers engaging in tips and tricks meetings do address
instructional approaches, these exchanges are shallow and allow little room for “feedback or
discussion on the contributions” (Horn et al., 2017, p. 47). These low-depth meetings provide
little opportunity for teachers to develop teaching concepts, limiting the potential for teachers’
collaboration experiences to contribute to instructional improvement.
In contrast to the low-depth categories, high-depth meetings provide a venue for teachers
to discuss why they utilized particular instructional approaches. High-depth meetings are
categorized as collective interpretation, and include explorations of problems of practice such as
“interpreting student work, debriefing a disappointing lesson, or trouble shooting challenges with
struggling students” (Horn et al., 2017, p. 68). Collective interpretation meetings may or may not
include connections to future work. Such meetings are characterized by dialogic discourse in
which teachers discuss both generalizable abstractions (formal concepts) as well as real-world
experiences (lived concepts). Although rare, high-depth meetings provide rich opportunities for
pedagogical concept development.
Representing a form of discourse analysis, the above taxonomy provides a useful
framework for understanding the learning opportunities present in various types of collaborative
conversations. From the perspective of critical discourse analysts, such conversations are socially
situated and ultimately contribute to the development of relationships, identities, and shared
meaning about the world (Rogers, 2004). As explained by Gee (2011), the meaning of socially
situated communication is influenced by myriad contextual factors:
No matter how much of the context we have considered in offering an
interpretation of an utterance, there is always the possibility of considering other
and additional aspects of the context, and these new considerations may change
how we interpret the utterance (p. 27)
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To better understand how OTLs present in teachers’ collaborative conversations are shaped by
context, I use Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) (Cole & Engestrom, 2007) as the
conceptual framework for this inquiry. Within this framework, I highlight the ways in which
teachers’ collaborative conversations over time are mediated by specific professional routines,
tools, district policies, and leadership expectations.
Conceptual Framework
Overview of CHAT
CHAT is grounded in the belief that humans learn by doing, and construct meaning
through social interactions (Vygotsky, 1978; Engestrom, 1987). While several iterations of
CHAT have evolved over the past four decades, the theory originates with Vygotsky’s (1978)
conception of individual action mediated by interaction with tools/artifacts. These tools or
artifacts can be both material (e.g. hammer, computer) or conceptual (e.g. values, ideals). In an
activity system, the individual’s mediated action is driven towards a particular desired outcome
or goal (Wells, 2002).
Expanding Vygotsky’s work, Leont’ev (1981) emphasized the collective nature of
activity, pushing the original model beyond individual human actions. This work was further
built upon by Engestrom (1987), who incorporated the influence of broader social and contextual
factors into the activity system. Cole (1996) also supported expansions of activity theory, and
emphasized that the inclusion of contextual factors into the model better reflected socio-political
realities. As outlined in Figure 3.1, additional factors added to the basic activity system included
community, rules, and division of labor (Cole & Engestrom, 2007).
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Figure 3.1
Expanded Activity System (adapted from Engestrom, 1987)

Consistent with the original model, subject refers to an individual embedded within the
activity system. The subject is the point of view in the analysis of activity systems (Wells, 2002),
and pursues an object, or goal. The pursuit of the desired outcome is mediated by tools, which
represent tangible and intangible artifacts. Whether material or conceptual, these tools and
artifacts are “infused with human purpose” (Cole & Gajdamashko, 2009, p. 131). As
demonstrated in Figure 3.1, individuals within an activity system are embedded in a community,
which represents a group “who are all concerned with the same object” or goal (Daniels, 2004, p.
123). The relationship between subject and community is influenced by both rules and division
of labor. Rules refer to the conventions and norms that regulate the individual’s actions and
relationships within the community (Engestrom, 1987). Division of labor encompasses division
of tasks among individuals as well as power and status across the community (Wells, 2002). In
addition to the six features of activity systems outlined by Engestrom (1987), many scholars also
include outcome (Kain & Wardle, 2010; Roth, 2004; Russel & Schneiderheinze, 2005), which
represents the result of the activity system’s goal.
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CHAT and Teachers’ Collaborative Conversations
While a number of studies utilize CHAT to examine activity systems in education
contexts (e.g. Daniels, 2004; Gutiérrez, 2002; Gutiérrez et al., 2009; Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy,
1999; Levine, 2010; Razfar & Rumenapp, 2011; Roth, 2004; Russel & Schneiderheinze, 2005;
Wells, 2002), the theory has not been frequently applied to teachers’ collaboration experiences.
However, the complexities of collaboration for instructional improvement make CHAT a
promising framework for exploring how teachers’ collaborative conversations evolve over time.
Below, I outline CHAT’s application to the concept of teacher collaboration, reviewing each of
the six elements of an activity system. Adapting Hasselbrink’s (2014) model of education reform
as an activity system, Figure 3.2 depicts an application of CHAT to teacher collaboration.
In this activity system, the subject is an individual teacher engaged in formal
collaboration. In the context of this study, formal collaboration refers to a group of grade-level
teachers who meet to share perspectives, knowledge, and strategies (Stoll et al., 2006). Teachers
engage in this form of capacity building with the goal of improving instruction, ultimately to
enhance student learning (DuFour, 2007). Thus, the object or goal of the teacher collaboration
activity system is capacity building, including the development of both content knowledge and
knowledge of instructional strategies. Subsequently, the outcome of the activity system is
improved instruction and student learning.
Tools mediating pursuit of the system’s outcome include both physical collaboration
resources (e.g. agendas, discussion prompts, pacing guides, lesson plans, student work samples)
as well as conceptual elements (e.g. curricular goals). The community reflects all participants
involved in the collaboration group, which could include grade-level colleagues, school
leadership, or instructional coaches.
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Figure 3.2
Teacher Collaboration as an Activity System

The individual teacher’s engagement with the collaboration group, as well as the
conversations of the group, are mediated by rules, or regulations and norms influencing
collective work. Rules could include leadership expectations about the structure and purpose of
collaboration meetings, as well as communication routines. Relatedly, division of labor shapes
how teachers engage in collective efforts to improve instruction. Division of labor refers to the
responsibilities of each member within the collaboration group as well as power and status. Who
leads collaborative conversations and whose ideas are viewed as valuable are both products of
division of labor.
Building on prior work exploring teacher learning through collaborative conversations
(Horn & Kane, 2015; Horn et al., 2017), I utilize CHAT to foreground the role of contextual
factors in shaping teachers’ OTLs. Given the strong relationship between teachers’ engagement
in collaboration and student achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), bolstering
teachers’ opportunities to learn from collective work represents a critical pathway for promoting
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student learning. Positioned in urban schools under pressure to improve, this study generates
insights into how collaborative cultures with rich learning opportunities can be developed in
schools focused on capacity building.
Methods
This paper utilizes qualitative data gathered in a study examining the work of middle
school teacher teams who were collaborating to improve math instruction as part of a broader
project. As a qualitative researcher on the broader project, I gained rich insights into teachers’
collaborative conversations through extensive observations and interviews. Utilizing case study
methods, I examine how the content of teachers’ collaborative conversations shift over time,
emphasizing the ways in which these shifts are mediated by the school and district context.
Case Selection
Case study methods are uniquely advantageous for research in which the boundaries
between the phenomenon and context are blurry (Yin, 2018). Further, case study research should
challenge traditional thinking about the phenomenon and context studied and promote deep
understanding of complex situations (Simons, 1996). This is highly applicable to teachers’
collaborative conversations, as teachers interact and exchange practices in complex ways that are
linked to several contextual factors (e.g., leadership, coaching, meeting structure).
The goal of case study research is not to generalize to populations but rather to generalize
findings to theory (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2018), as the rich and contextualized knowledge
generated by case study research should deepen current understandings of the phenomenon
studied. More specifically, findings from case study research are generalizable to theory in that
they can challenge, confirm, or expand existing assumptions. A multiple case study research
design provides the opportunity for researchers to make comparisons across cases, which can
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“serve as replications, contrasts, and extensions” to emerging or existing theory (Eisenhardt &
Graebner, 2007, p. 25). By focusing on teachers’ collective work to improve instruction in
schools under pressure to improve, I aim to provide counter-narratives to dominant frameworks
centering collaborative efforts in “exemplar” settings (e.g. high-performing schools or schools
with successful collaboration groups in place).
Within case study research, the parameters of what constitutes a case must be well
defined (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2018). To explore teachers’ collaboration experiences in the schools
studied, I define cases as grade level collaboration teams. Across the four schools, teachers
collaborated in grade level teams comprised of 2-5 teachers responsible for teaching the same
grade and subject. These collaboration teams represented the vehicle for teachers’ collective
work, as teachers were expected to meet regularly during established collaboration time to plan
and reflect on instruction. Acknowledging that these teams were embedded within schools, the
local district, and a broader policy context, I utilize a cultural historical lens to explore teachers’
collaborative conversations as nested within these systems.
As noted earlier, this study relies on qualitative data gathered in four urban middle
schools participating in a four-year educational improvement project. Along with two other
qualitative researchers, my role was to gather and analyze interview and observation data at the
project schools. The project aimed to promote students’ math achievement by supporting
teachers’ collaborative efforts to improve instruction. As part of these efforts, math teachers from
the four schools met regularly in department-wide and grade-level structured collaboration
meetings. The purpose of these meetings included collaboratively planning lessons, reviewing
student work, and discussing pedagogical approaches. Through the improvement project, an
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instructional coach supported teachers during structured collaboration time and full-day
workshops.
Approximately 40 teachers across the four middle schools participated in the project each
year. Each teacher was embedded within a grade-level math team at their school, with a total of
12 math teacher teams across the project. For the purpose of this study, I selected a subgroup of
two teacher teams responsible for teaching the same grade level at different schools. In case
study research, focusing on a small number of cases allows for a deep exploration of the
interplay between context and the constructs of interest (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991). Focusing on
two teacher teams allowed me to more deeply analyze the OTLs within their collaborative
conversations, as well as the role of context in mediating their interactions.
Team selection was guided by the goal of illuminating how and why teachers’
opportunities to learn from collaborative conversations evolve over time. Stake (1995) explains
that while balance and variety are helpful criteria to guide selection of cases in a multiple case
study, maximizing what can be learned is most important. Thus, I selected two teacher teams
whose collaborative conversations illustrated the role of contextual factors in mediating their
interactions and shaping depth of learning over time. The two teacher teams selected taught the
same subject and grade level at different schools. Thus, while the curriculum and pacing were
similar, the two teams had distinct professional norms, expectations, and leadership contexts.
Furthermore, I selected one grade level team that experienced no turn over during the years
studied, and one whose membership shifted over time. This allowed me to analyze personnel
shifts (or the community of an activity system) as a potentially impactful factor shaping OTLs.
As described in the analysis section, OTLs through collaborative conversations were determined
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by the percentage of high and low depth meetings (Horn et al., 2017) occurring in each year of
the project.
The two middle schools included in this study are geographically close to each other in
the same school district in the United States. The schools each had about 1,000 students enrolled,
and served students in grades 6-8. The schools were comprised primarily of Latinx students with
smaller numbers of Black, Asian, white, and Multiracial students. The percentage of English
Learners ranged from 15 to 35% across the schools. The schools served primarily low-income
students, with over 70% of students qualifying as socioeconomically disadvantaged. The schools
consistently performed lower than their district’s average on their state’s math assessment, with
less than one third of students meeting or exceeding standards in math.
Data Collection
Data for this study were collected over a four-year period. During this period, I worked
with two additional researchers to conduct a total of 40 interviews with the math teachers from
the two teams selected, school principals, and an instructional coach. Each participant was
interviewed annually. These interviews were semi-structured and focused on a range of topics
related to teacher collaboration, including experiences in collaboration meetings, perceptions of
the role of administrators and coaches, and approaches to instruction. All interviews were taped
and transcribed verbatim.
In addition to the interviews, this study is also informed by observation data of teachers’
collaboration meetings conducted by myself and two additional researchers. Over the course of
the four-year project, we conducted over 70 hours of observations of meetings for the two teams
selected. Most of the observations were of grade level or department level teacher team
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meetings, with administrators sometimes participating. We also observed teacher teams engaged
in full-day curriculum planning meetings, both in grade level teams and in cross-school teams.
When observing meetings, several aspects of collaboration were noted including the
agenda, who led the conversation, whether data were discussed, and how instruction was
conceptualized. We also captured as many direct quotes as possible, often catching entire
exchanges about a particular topic. In field notes, we clearly delineated when we were capturing
direct quotes vs. paraphrasing what was communicated. Finally, we collected or took photos of
documents used in collaboration meetings, such as meeting agendas, examples of student work,
data discussion protocols, and lesson plans.
Data Analysis
Observation data were analyzed in two ways: thematically, and categorized by meeting
type. To analyze observations at the meeting level, I used the taxonomy outlined by Horn et al.
(2017) to categorize each meeting as one of six conversational types: conflicting goals, pacing,
logistics, tips and tricks, collective interpretation (separate from future work), and collective
interpretation (linked to future work). These conversation types represent high and low depth
opportunities for teacher learning, and are listed in Table 3.1 from lowest depth to highest depth.
The first four categories are considered low-depth, while both forms of collective interpretation
represent high-depth meetings. The contribution of each conversation type to concept
development and mobilization for future work is also outlined in Table 3.1.
In alignment with how the taxonomy was originally developed and refined, I only
categorized collaboration meetings that included time to discuss instruction. Meetings during
which instruction was not addressed (e.g. software trainings or meetings to discuss course
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placement) were eliminated from this phase of analysis. In each year, between 2-5 meetings were
excluded for each team.
Coding decisions were reflective of “the dominant form of talk in the meeting, with the
decision to code at the higher category if talk was evenly split between two categories” (Horn et
a., 2017, p. 68). After coding each meeting as a particular type, I calculated the percent of
meetings that were categorized as pacing or logistics, tips and tricks, and collective interpretation
either separate or linked for each team in each year.
Table 3.1
A Taxonomy of Learning Opportunities in Teachers’ Meetings (adapted from Horn et al., 2017)
Category

Concepts developed

Mobilization about future
instruction

Nature of
discourse

Conflicting goals

No teaching concepts
explicitly developed

No consensus about future
instruction

Monological

Pacing

No teaching concepts
explicitly developed

Pace of future instruction
coordinated

Logistics

No teaching concepts
explicitly developed

Pace and topics of future
instruction coordinated

Tips and tricks

No teaching concepts
explicitly developed

Instructional talk or activities
for future instruction
coordinated

Collective interpretation, Analysis of instruction
separate from future work supports concept
development

Analysis of instruction not
linked to future work

Collective interpretation,
linked to future work

Analysis of instruction
linked to future work

Analysis of instruction
supports concept
development

Dialogical

Similar to Horn et al.’s (2017) analysis, I did not observe instances of conflicting goals meetings.
Combining the two lowest depth categories observed (pacing and logistics) as well as the two
highest depth categories (collective interpretation separate and linked) allowed me to more
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clearly track changes in the frequency of meetings supporting rich opportunities to learn for each
team over time.
While coding observation data at the meeting level allowed me to explore shifts in the
types of conversations taking place, this analysis did not address why or how such shifts
occurred. To better understand the contextual factors shaping teachers’ collaborative
conversations over time, I also coded observation and interview data thematically. To capture
themes related to teachers’ collaboration experiences and OTLs, I began with a set of a priori
codes developed as part of the broader improvement project. These codes were created based on
literature about formal collaboration and instructional improvement, and include constructs such
as collaboration challenges, references to student thinking, examples of data use, and
accountability pressures.
Several of the a priori codes map directly to elements of CHAT’s activity system (see
Figure 3.1). For example, tools were captured by coding for the ostensive purpose or agenda
guiding each meeting, as well as any instructional materials referenced by teachers. The rules
element of the collaboration activity system was reflected in several codes capturing norms such
as use of PLC time, voluntary interaction with colleagues, and interaction/practice change.
Division of Labor was reflected in the codes “requirements,” “leadership expectations for
collaboration”, and “leadership data expectations”. Throughout the analysis, I continually
developed new codes arising from emerging themes, such as teachers’ emotions about
collaboration. Codes were not mutually exclusive, as some segments of data were assigned more
than one code. This allowed me to track relationships between codes, contributing to a more
contextualized understanding of teachers’ collaborative conversations. I used MAXQDA for the
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coding process. A list of codes, their definitions, and examples of coded excerpts are included in
Appendix 3A.
Findings
Despite efforts to support teacher collaboration, findings demonstrated that the majority
of collaborative conversations were low-depth. For both teams, teachers’ OTLs were strongly
mediated by contextual factors. Using CHAT as a framework, I found the depth of teachers’
collective work at both schools were shaped by aspects of their activity systems. At Oak, there
was significant expertise available within the team community, which remained consistent over
time. High-depth conversations tended to occur when meeting tools were aligned with teachers’
own problems of practice. In contrast to the stability of the Oak team, findings from Lakeview
demonstrated a decrease in the frequency of high-depth meetings as the team navigated
persistent transition. For both Lakeview and Oak teachers, division of labor was central to their
collective work as leaders’ expectations were closely intertwined with OTLs available within
collaborative conversations. Each case is explored in further detail below.
Oak
The math teacher team at Oak consisted of three female teachers, Nicole, Debra, and
Rachel, who remained constant across the four years studied. The school principal and assistant
principal also remained in their roles for the duration of the study. Nicole and Debra were
general education math teachers, while Rachel served as a special education co-teacher in each
of their classrooms for a few periods each day. The instructional coach working across the
schools included in this study considered the teachers on this team to have strong conceptual
knowledge of math curriculum, which was corroborated across several meetings. Across the four
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years studied, the Oak team had a mix of high and low-depth meetings in each year, with the
percentage of high-depth meetings remaining between 25-33% for each year.
Table 3.2
Oak OTLs through Collaboration Over Time
Year 1

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Pacing/Logistics

50%

25%

33%

25%

Tips and Tricks

17%

50%

33%

50%

Collective Interpretation
(high depth)

33%

25%

33%

25%

As explored in the following sections, the depth of OTLs available within this team’s
conversations was closely linked to the professional norms established, as well as tools
mediating each meeting.
Team Norms: Practice Exchange, Trust, and Shared Purpose
Teachers on the Oak team described positive experiences engaging in collective work,
and credited this to rules and norms such as high levels of respect for one another and comfort
sharing ideas. Rachel explained, “We have a great relationship--all three of us really work
together and are constantly communicating.” Nicole and Debra reiterated these sentiments,
emphasizing that it was beneficial to have Rachel span both of their classrooms as a co-teacher.
They described Rachel as a “bridge” between their two teaching approaches, helping facilitate
practice exchange. Nicole stated, “A lot of the time Rachel says, ‘Debra did this in her class and
it worked really well, so you may want to start off like this.’” She went on to describe Rachel as
“the eye” in her classroom, letting her know how to better tailor her instruction to meet students’
needs. Debra held Rachel in similarly high regard, explaining “She can hold this room by
herself. She doesn’t even need me.” She went on to explain that students were lucky to have
Rachel in the classroom, because it meant they had “two teachers.”
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The respect teachers on this team had for one another was evident across observations,
during which they consistently listened to one another’s ideas and demonstrated an equal
division of labor during meetings. They each described looking forward to collaborating, with
Debra describing collaboration as a source of “support” and “creativity.” Aligning with this
sentiment, Nicole explained that she looked to Debra and Rachel for ways to make her
instruction more innovative. When asked to describe influences on her practice, she said “I think
talking to Debra all the time or even walking in [her classroom]. I tend to be so straight-arrow,
like ‘this lesson says to do this so I’m going to do this,’ where she’s so out of the box.”
While the teachers differed in their teaching styles, they shared similar visions for the
purpose of instruction. Each of the three teachers described promoting exploration and students’
conceptual understanding of math topics as central to driving their instructional strategies. This
shared commitment was evident across several collaborative conversations, including
discussions of how student learning should be assessed. In the excerpt below, Nicole and Debra
described a grading approach to Rachel and the assistant principal:
Debra: So we were talking about “what do we need students to know?” They need
to be able to write equations, and solve them. Before we teach, we need to be
thinking about what they need to know, and then make sure the assessment
matches.
Nicole describes her internal debate about how to grade a student who missed one
question, but did the rest of the problems correctly.
Nicole: Usually getting one wrong would not be a perfect score, but for this one I
had to ask myself if she should get a 7 or an 8 out of 8. Because she was showing
advanced proficiency. But it came down to, when we looked at the work, I
couldn’t figure out what type of error it was—was it a basic calculation error, or
did she not understand how to solve the equation, like one of the steps. So
ultimately I gave 7/8.
Debra: Yes. The problem I got to is... I had a student who got [questions] 1, 7,
and 8 right. And 7 and 8 required them to set up the equation and solve. Which
were the higher skills. But for this child, I had to figure out, are they proficient?
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Looking at their work for [questions] 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, what was the error?
Integers, period. So I gave the child a 6. So we are leveling our assessments, and
we are going to keep doing that. We know that we need to figure out exactly what
we are teaching, and does the assessment match? It is also helpful for the
students—almost diagnostic for them. They can see what they were struggling
with.
As evidenced in this excerpt, teachers on this team shared a belief in grading the assessment
based on overall evidence of student understanding, rather than on the number of correct
responses. In this exchange, the teachers engaged in collective interpretation by drawing on
student work to outline why they utilized a particular grading strategy. They engaged in deep
reflection and dialogue about the meaning of proficiency, and mobilized for future work by
expressing a commitment to “leveling” their assessments as well as evaluating whether their
assessments reflect what was taught. Demonstrating strong pedagogical content knowledge
(Schulman, 1987), the teachers viewed students’ levels of understanding as central to driving
their instruction.
While the teachers on this team were comfortable engaging in reflective discussions
about past and future instruction, high-depth meetings such as the one described above were
relatively rare across the four years studied. Importantly, the focus of collaborative conversations
and depth of OTLs were closely connected to the tools mediating each meeting.
Administrator Tools/Prompts
Over the four years studied, tools (e.g. agendas, discussion prompts, observation
protocols, etc) played a large role in shaping the depth of OTLs for the Oak team. Notably,
meetings with agendas and protocols provided by administrators tended to be low-depth.
Administrators often asked teachers to use their collaboration time to complete protocols
containing questions focused on external assessment data, or connecting back to district-wide
reform goals. Rachel explained, “[PLCs] look like an agenda that wasn’t really created by math
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teachers. It usually involves some sort of Google Doc that we have to answer questions that
really don’t pertain to anything.” She expressed frustration about the meeting protocols, stating
“I think that as teachers we’re not given the freedom that would be if you trusted your math
department and knew that when they sat down that they had the students’ best interests at
heart.” Nicole felt similarly about the administrator-created agendas, stating “I don’t think it’s a
valuable use of time.”
When reflecting on the types of collaborative conversations they found meaningful,
teachers on the Oak team expressed that they would prefer meeting agendas be “teachercentered” and more directly related to upcoming units and instruction. When the tools created by
Oak administrators did focus on instruction, the number of questions and time provided to record
answers was often insufficient to allow for deep dialogue. Teachers tended to view the protocols
as tedious and a barrier to productive instructional planning. For example, Nicole started a PLC
meeting by lamenting to Debra and Rachel “We need to fill in these boxes…ugh.” Rachels
suggested skipping the form and “just actually planning,” but the teachers ultimately agreed to
complete the required protocol, and then move on to planning. As evidenced in the field note
excerpt below, the subsequent planning conversation was quick and transactional.
Teachers seem a bit tired after completing the protocol, and transition to lesson
planning.
Rachel: So are we going to decide what [activity] we want to do? PowerWash?
Veggie Burgers?
Nicole: I think the burgers could be a nice introduction.
Rachel: When do you want to do this?
Nicole: Maybe Friday?
Rachel: I thought the quiz was Friday.
Nicole: Oh yeah.
Rachel: So we’ll do it after.
Conversations taking place during meetings mediated by tools created by administrators
tended to focus on what and when to teach (pacing and logistics) as opposed to how or why
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(collective interpretation), suggesting a lower level of depth. Nicole explained that the PLC
agendas made by administrators tended to highlight reform priorities “from the district or from
the school.” She explained that these tools did not provide many opportunities for her team to
“really collaborate with each other about what’s happening in our classes or what we’re
doing.” Rachel felt that administrative oversight of teachers’ collective work was likely
connected to a desire to shift the school’s low-performance. Acknowledging the pressures faced
by school administrators to improve student achievement, she explained:
Math is really under the microscope. We’re really low performing. We have 30%
proficiency, which is awful and I think that they don’t know what to do, so they
micromanage because they think if “I just micro manage every step along the way
it’s going to be better”, but I don’t know that that’s the right strategy.
The principal was eager to support productive collaboration for teachers at Oak, and faced the
complex challenge of promoting instructional improvement while balancing multiple reform
demands. She explained, “It’s challenging when every year there’s something new. [...] I need to
just give [the teachers] something for them to embrace, take hold, make it their own for our
students, and see how it works.” While the teachers and principal all believed in the value of
collaboration, their differing expectations for how meetings should be structured caused
persistent tension. Nicole explained, “An issue we’ve been dealing with is a disconnect between
admin and our teachers the last couple years. Admin can’t let go of ‘we have an agenda.’”
Describing teachers’ mounting frustrations, she explained, “even if admin had a good idea we
don’t want to hear it.” However, teachers remained receptive to tools and ideas created by one
another, or by other trusted members of their collaboration community such as the instructional
coach.
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Tools Designed by the Instructional Coach
Providing a stark contrast to the OTLs present in meetings focused on completing
administrator-created protocols, high-depth meetings tended to occur when teachers worked with
tools designed by the instructional coach. The conversation prompts created by the coach
typically focused on instructional strategies related to specific math concepts, and encouraged
teachers to anticipate student thinking. In this sense, the tools created by the coach were more
closely aligned with the Oak team’s commitment to drawing on student understanding to inform
instruction. The teachers described working with the coach as beneficial because the professional
development days she led were focused on teachers’ and students’ needs. Rachel explained, “we
usually will do some sort of critical thinking problems where you kind of delve in and see what
skills [the students] might need, what areas they might need support in [...] Then she lets us use
the last half of the day for our own prep of materials, which is so useful.” Conversations taking
place during these sessions often included collective interpretation, as teachers reflected on how
and why they would use particular questions or activities in their classrooms. In the excerpt
below, Nicole and Debra think through how two graphic organizers could be used as scaffolds
for students completing an activity involving sorting triangles into types (acute, obtuse, and
right). Prior to the exchange described in the field not excerpt, the teachers tried using the
organizers to record triangle side lengths and make statements about area.
Debra expresses frustration about how long it took her to make sense of the two
organizers, saying she would “need hours” to come up with the same statements
about area that Nicole made. Nicole points out that one section of one worksheet
was most useful because it prompted her to list each triangle’s side lengths, and
then sort the triangles into types. She then used this information to identify
patterns and make claims about triangle type and area. Debra is excited to hear
how Nicole reasoned through the activity, and says she is developing “new
synapses.” The instructional coach visits their table and joins the conversation.
Debra and Nicole decide to create one simplified graphic organizer to use during
the lesson in their classrooms, foregrounding the portions that helped Nicole make
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sense of the activity. Debra explains that students should gain experience using
side length to identify each type of triangle before developing statements about
area. The coach affirms this approach, noting it promotes “student exploration.”
The excerpt above demonstrates teachers’ level of engagement with activities and tools
created by the coach, as well as Nicole and Debra’s comfort with one another. By sharing her
frustration with Nicole, Debra created an opportunity for Nicole to explain how the organizers
could be used more efficiently to solve the problem. The teachers then worked together to tailor
the tool for future use in their classrooms, thinking through how to best promote student
understanding. In this instance, the norms of practice exchange and trust coupled with the
coach’s activity (tool) contributed to a conversation rich with collective interpretation linked to
future work. Valuing such opportunities to engage in deep dialogue, Nicole explained “[Coach]
models really well--activities, lessons, how to engage students, ‘why’ questions, ‘how’ questions,
multiple representations. And then she gives us time in the afternoon.” Teachers frequently
referenced the value of unstructured collaboration time and appreciated that the coach built this
norm into professional development sessions.
Unstructured Collaboration Time
Although only formal PLC meetings and collaborative workshops were observed for this
study, it is important to note that teachers on the Oak team often cited informal collaboration
time as valuable and productive. Drawing a distinction between formal PLC meetings and less
structured time, Nicole explained, “most of the time Debra and I collaborate during our own
time. Lunch, prep, when nobody’s telling us what to do, that’s when we get the most done.”
Rachel shared a similar perspective, stating, “I think that the times that we are most productive is
when we don’t have an agenda because I mean we don’t really feel like we get time to talk about
and discuss the things that have happened during the day, like our concerns. [...] With no agenda
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we really get a lot done and you get to share a lot.” Aligning with previous research on the
importance of available expertise (Horn & Kane, 2015), strong pedagogical content knowledge
across this team likely contributed to the productivity of their unstructured collaboration time.
Because they valued unstructured collaboration time, teachers pushed for more autonomy
over their PLC agendas in the final year of the study. In the final month of the study, Rachel
explained that the math department was shifting towards more teacher autonomy over
collaboration time in the upcoming year. Recognizing the power of tools to shape the depth of
meetings, she explained, “I think as next year happens, [teachers are] going to have to come up
with what is a PLC. Because if it’s not admin-driven and it is teacher driven, we still have to
have some sort of a format.” Importantly, teachers recognized that meaningful tools to guide
discussion were needed to leverage the value of their strong pedagogical content knowledge and
shared commitment to collaboration.
Lakeview
The grade level collaboration team at Lakeview consisted of three general education
teachers and one special education teacher. In years one and two of the study, the general
education teachers were Luis, Alison, and Brad, who had worked together for several years.
Throughout the study, they were supported by Jordan, a special education teacher. Halfway
through the project, Brad left and was replaced by a new teacher, who was subsequently replaced
in the final year of the study. The shifts in personnel comprising the collaboration community led
to shifts in norms and expectations for collective work, and a corresponding decrease in the
frequency of high-depth meetings over time.
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Table 3.3
Lakeview OTLs through Collaboration Over Time
Year 1

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Pacing/Logistics

25%

13%

38%

75%

Tips and Tricks

50%

62%

62%

25%

Collective Interpretation (high depth) 25%

25%

0%

0%

The Power of Personnel: OTLs and Teacher Leadership
During the first two years of the study, the Lakeview team collaborated closely together
and engaged in high-depth conversations at a similar frequency as the Oak team. Brad served as
an unofficial lead for this team in the first year, and then became department chair in the second
year. This division of labor was influential for the team, as Brad had strong pedagogical content
knowledge and regularly encouraged discussion about promoting student thinking. Luis, Alison,
and Jordan described him as creative, inspiring the teachers to try new instructional approaches.
Alison explained, “A lot of times when I talk to Brad, he tells me about this crazy activity or
exploration thing that he did, and it always sounds really fun, and so when I can get my hands on
it, then I usually try to do it.” Jordan had a similar view of Brad, describing his teaching methods
as “cutting edge.” When describing his own instructional approach, Brad foregrounded student
exploration. He explained, “[Learning is] through tasks and projects, and just having them play
around with it, and then these ideas pop up, and people have questions, and then we address
those questions. And those ideas, that sort of becomes the lesson.”
Brad’s belief in the value of students’ ideas shaped his goals for teacher collaboration, as
he aimed to shift deficit mindsets in the math department. He stated, “I think some of the
teachers feel like, ‘students don't understand it or they don't know this’, and I think the kids know
a lot more.” He went on to explain that to “understand the students better,” teachers need to ask
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questions and “give opportunities for the student thinking to come out.” This belief was evident
across meeting observations, during which Brad frequently positioned student thinking as a key
element of instructional improvement.
For the first half of the study, about a fourth of the meetings were categorized as highdepth OTLs. Many of these high-depth conversations were facilitated by Brad, who viewed idea
sharing as a cornerstone of collaboration. He described effective collaboration as “introducing
strategies and stuff that would lead to more task-oriented and rich group-worthy projects rather
than lecturing.” In this sense, collaboration served as a space for other teachers to benefit from
Brad’s well-developed pedagogical content knowledge. As evidenced in the excerpt below from
a cross-grade collaboration meeting, Brad encouraged teachers to discuss strategies and work
towards aligning their instructional practices.
Teachers are meeting to discuss instruction, and begin talking about strategies
related to teaching word problems in 7th and 8th grade. Brad says, “So maybe we
could brainstorm how we want to be aligned?” A seventh-grade teacher
recommends developing a shared focus on encouraging students to “identify
important words” when beginning to solve word problems. The other teachers
agree that this would be helpful. Brad notes that he tends to encourage student
exploration, stating “I have them make sense of [problems] in their own way a lot,
and solve it in their own way.” Brad gives an example of a student’s thought
process when solving a recent word problem, emphasizing that he let the student
make mistakes to learn from. He then says, “Maybe our alignment can be
something about how we let kids approach problems in the beginning, and then
you can do what you want to do.” Teachers agree to have students to identify
what they know before solving, and to encourage exploration and the use of
multiple strategies to solve word problems.
By drawing on examples of student thinking to build towards shared instructional
approaches, Brad facilitated collective interpretation linked to future work. Importantly, he did
not try to mandate a particular approach or procedure, but rather aimed to build consensus
amongst the team about supporting student exploration and conceptual understanding. Brad’s
efforts to promote these values also extended to the school’s administration, as he worked to
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bridge their accountability-focused expectations with teachers’ collaboration goals. In this sense,
Brad worked to shift the rules of collaboration.
Bridging Administrative Expectations and OTLs
The assistant principal at Lakeview worked closely with the math department during the
first two years of the study and encouraged collaboration amongst teachers as a vehicle for
improving student achievement. Facing pressure to improve the school’s performance, he often
encouraged teachers to discuss results on external assessments. Teachers described him as “datadriven,” which they felt influenced his expectations for collaboration. Alison described PLC
agendas as “assignments” from the assistant principal, centered on “having us talk about a test
result or do a report.” Jordan reiterated this sentiment, describing the assistant principal’s goals
for collaboration as “he just tells us what reports he needs [...] he wants to see us coming up with
data.” While the teachers understood the need to improve student achievement, they preferred
focusing more closely on instructional planning during collaboration meetings.
As department chair, Brad worked to bridge administrators’ expectations for improved
performance with teachers’ interest in instructional planning. For example, Brad reframed data
presentations during department meetings to better align with teachers’ goals. He did this by
working with the assistant principal to make more explicit connections between data and
instruction. Describing the new focus to the department, Brad explained:
One thing is to reform the data blocks. Now we’re asking that you and your team
analyze the data before you come, and bring in some student work that shows
what your students’ misconception is so we can actually talk about ways to
address them. and we can see strategies from different grade levels. So we can
close the gap in our knowledge about how we do things in different grade levels.
You can bring work that shows an awesome way [students are] doing something,
or work that you don’t understand how they’re doing it.
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By encouraging teachers to bring in examples of student work they felt could inform instruction,
Brad helped shift the department meeting presentations towards a rule or routine that felt more
meaningful to teachers. His efforts seemed to impact the assistant principal’s thinking, who at the
end of the year referenced the importance of collaborative discussions about student work. He
described an on-going goal for collective work as, “infuse student work on a real level back into
the PLCs and get the teachers to embrace that.” While Brad and the assistant principal seemed to
be moving towards facilitating collaboration with higher-depth OTLs, Brad left the school at the
end of the second year of the study. Simultaneously, the school received a new principal and the
vice principal took on additional responsibilities unrelated to math. These administrative shifts
resulted in less support for the math team.
Shifting Community and Norms: From Collective Interpretation to Tips and Tricks
When Brad left Lakeview, he was replaced by a first-year teacher, Sarah. Sarah quickly
formed close relationships with her colleagues, looking to them for guidance about what and
how to teach. While the team met regularly and enjoyed collaboration, they no longer engaged in
high-depth conversations about student thinking. The team focused primarily on planning
upcoming lessons and exchanging brief tips about instruction. Describing the collaboration
dynamic, Alison explained “We try to figure out where we’re all at, and then we’ll either look at
maybe an upcoming test and try to figure out what we want to do on that, and scheduling. I think
it’s a lot of scheduling.” Jordan noted a decline in innovation following Brad’s departure,
describing collaboration meetings as “business as usual.” He explained, “it doesn’t feel like
anything special [...] I just don’t think there’s any real deep thinking going on or there’s just no
energy.” In this sense, the team seemed to struggle without access to Brad’s strong pedagogical
content knowledge and proactive fostering of practice exchange.
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While Alison and Jordan noted that collaboration was less deep than in prior years, they
appreciated that the team was “in-sync” as Sarah and Luis worked closely both during formal
collaboration meetings and informally before school and during prep periods. Luis appreciated
meeting with Sarah every day, stating “we know what we’re doing and where we’re going.” He
described their conversations as focusing on “what problems, what order are we going to
use.” These conversations often included tips and tricks about instruction, but did not address
why particular strategies would best promote student understanding of math concepts. In the
excerpt below, Sarah and Luis discussed an upcoming lesson on graphing during a grade level
collaboration meeting.
Sarah: So I was thinking we’d all type in equations together and figure out
interception points as a class, and then after that they would have a set of
questions to answer together, like ‘what happens when you change the slope’?
Luis: Are you going to have them answer the [other] questions we put up?
Sarah: I was thinking halfway through the period, they can pick one person’s
poster and then talk about how the tables can help us. Just comparing things that
way. We could have them answer those questions at the end of the period…I’m
just trying to think about what timeline could be good. Because we could also
save some questions for Friday, and that could be their assignment.
Luis: Right.
Sarah: I want them to at least talk about interception tomorrow, but maybe Friday
we could have them change the lines and answer those questions.
Luis: Ok.
As evidenced in this excerpt, Sarah and Luis tended to focus on what to include in their lessons,
and when to teach particular concepts. They both enjoyed these meetings, with Sarah describing
collaboration as “awesome.” While they rarely discussed student work, Sarah expressed a desire
to use data to inform instruction towards the end of the year. She explained, “I’m still trying to
figure out how to use the data. I mean, it’s so new to me, just even figuring out what it means.”
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She went on to explain that productive collaboration would be “when we figure out what our end
goal is going to be, and then we fill in the holes with the struggles that the students have.”
Despite wanting to stay at Lakeview and continue working towards instructional
improvement, Sarah was required by the district to relinquish her position to a teacher with more
seniority from another school. This disappointed the Lakeview team, who had strong personal
relationships with Sarah. Luis described frustration over losing a colleague who he had “such a
great time” working with, and lamented that “next year we would [have been going] in knowing
what we were doing.” Jordan expressed similar sadness and was concerned about navigating
accountability pressures amidst persistent team transition. He explained, “the principal will still
say ‘I expect you to raise those scores!’” despite shifts on the team. He also expressed
apprehension about the late hiring timeline that was common at Lakeview. Understandably,
teachers wished they had opportunities for more involvement in the hiring process than
circumstances allowed. Their disappointment about losing Sarah so shortly after losing Brad
mediated their collaboration dynamic for the following year, which was characterized by lowerdepth OTLs.
Declining OTLs: From Tips and Tricks to Logistics
Following Sarah’s departure, the Lakeview team was joined by Matt. Matt had previously
taught math at a nearby school, but understandably had to learn the expectations, curriculum, and
routines at Lakeview. While Matt got along with the grade level team, they did not form deep
relationships. Collaborative conversations became less frequent and less deep compared to
previous years. This coincided with less involvement from the assistant principal, who continued
to receive more responsibilities unrelated to math instruction. Alison explained, “he used to be
way, way, way more involved [...] and then this year is his most hands-off.” Fewer department
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meetings occurred, and the teachers primarily set their own agendas for grade level PLC
meetings.
When the Lakeview team met for PLCs, they spent most of their time talking about
pacing and logistics. Alison described, “We look at our calendar and try to plan for whatever is
coming up in the next week or so.” Jordan agreed, stating, “it is more like planning, figuring out
what we’re doing. It’s not as strategic as what’s working and what’s not working.” This was
evident throughout collaborative conversations taking place in the final year, which tended to be
surface level. In the excerpt below, Matt and Luis discussed what to teach following the state
standardized test.
Matt: What do we even do after testing?
Luis: Some students will leave after testing.
Matt: Hmm. I know there’s a few activities we can do after testing.
Luis: In the past we’ve done a good poster project to keep them busy. Maybe we
can do angles, or transversals? That’s a great “make a poster, blah blah blah.”
Matt: Cool. We could also do the Desmos “write your name as an equation”
thing.
(Luis nods).
In this excerpt, the teachers did not explore the benefits of particular instructional
approaches, or address student thinking. Throughout the final year of the study, the Lakeview
team focused primarily on what to teach and when. Luis described his relationship with Matt as
“we get along and we plan.” This differed from his relationship with Sarah, which he described
as “a joy” and a “precision-oiled machine.” He described the abrupt shift in personnel as
characteristic of his experience working at Lakeview, noting “every year we try to plan and have
things ready for the next year, and something happens, you know, something happens where we
have to change.” Jordan expressed similar sentiments, referring to a “revolving door” of teachers
at Lakeview. Reflecting on collaboration dynamics in the final year of the project, Jordan noted
“I don’t think they connect as much as teachers.” In this sense, the decrease in higher-depth
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OTLs observed over time coincided with shifting relationships across the team, and less access
to strong pedagogical content knowledge.
Discussion and Implications
Drawing on CHAT to explore teachers’ collective work through the lens of an activity
system, this study sheds light on the key role of contextual factors in shaping the depth of
learning opportunities available within teachers’ collaborative conversations. Aligning with
previous research (Horn et al., 2017), higher depth learning conversations were rare for both
teams, with no more than one third of meetings being categorized as collective interpretation in
each year. However, the depth of conversations was not static, and instead evolved in relation to
shifting protocols, priorities, and staffing. While the ratio of high-depth meetings at Oak
remained relatively constant across the years studied, depth of learning fluctuated from meeting
to meeting depending on the tools used to frame collective work. Although the Oak team
members had high pedagogical content knowledge, shifts in meeting agendas and discussion
prompts mediated the OTLs available within collaborative conversations. In contrast, the depth
of learning opportunities for the Lakeview team was more closely connected to shifts in
personnel, as the teacher with strong pedagogical content knowledge transitioned off the team
halfway through the study. As team membership and leadership responsibilities changed, the
Lakeview team experienced a decrease in the frequency of high-depth meetings over time. For
both teams, expectations from leadership stemming from pressure to improve low school
performance also shaped OTLs.
Implications for Theory
Applying Horn et al.’s (2017) taxonomy to collaborative conversations taking place at
Oak and Lakeview illuminated the depth of learning opportunities stemming from teachers’
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collective work in schools that stand to benefit most from capacity building. By drawing on
CHAT to explore the role of contextual factors in shaping OTLs, this study sheds light on the
key role tools, community, collaboration norms, division of labor, and leadership expectations
play in mediating the focus and depth of collaboration meetings. While prior research
demonstrated that instructional expertise influences OTLs (Horn & Kane, 2015), findings from
this study illustrated that meeting agendas and discussion prompts also shape the depth of
collaborative conversations. Building on Horn et al.’s (2017) prediction that norms of “privacy
and autonomy” may limit depth of learning opportunities, the presence or absence of norms such
as trust and practice exchange were also influential for both teams studied.
Drawing on longitudinal data created opportunities to explore how shifts in contextual
factors such as personnel and collaborative norms interplayed with OTLs. The Oak teachers
shared high levels of trust and comfort discussing ideas, and experienced a consistent ratio of
high-depth meetings from year to year. Despite having consistent expertise across the team, the
tools used to frame discussions shaped OTLs available within each meeting. For the Lakeview
team, shifts in personnel taking place during the second half of the study led to a shift in the
collaborative norms of the team, and a subsequent decrease in depth of OTLs. Importantly, this
shift in depth of OTLs was likely also intertwined with the amount of instructional expertise
available on the team. Brad had strong pedagogical content knowledge and was considered
“cutting edge.” He was responsible for most of the team’s “creative” approaches to instruction,
and thus his transition to another school shifted both the norms of practice exchange and
available knowledge of instructional strategies. Applying Horn et al.’s (2017) taxonomy to
observation data of collaboration meetings across four years allowed for a deep exploration of
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the relationship between these shifting contextual factors and OTLs, yielding important
implications for practice.
Implications for Practice
This study generates insights for leaders, coaches, and teachers striving to foster highdepth collaborative learning opportunities. While high-depth OTLs were infrequent for both
teams, the reasons for this scarcity were context-specific. Leaders hoping to develop
collaborative cultures with richer teacher learning opportunities should consider multiple factors
shaping OTLs, including collaborative team norms, access to instructional expertise, tools
guiding discussions, and the role of accountability pressures in shaping expectations for
collective work.
Building on prior work outlining shared values, trust, and open dialogue as cornerstones
of effective collaboration (e.g. Hargreaves, 1994; Horn & Little, 2010; Stoll et al., 2006), this
study demonstrated how collaborative norms such as respect and comfort discussing problems of
practice shaped OTLs. To encourage deeper teacher learning, leaders could attend to the
development of trust and shared goals within grade level collaboration teams. This could be
especially impactful for collaboration teams experiencing turnover, as such groups are faced with
the challenge of building new relationships while working to improve instruction. For the
Lakeview team, turnover also meant decreased access to instructional expertise. To address gaps
in instructional expertise, it may be valuable for leaders to connect collaboration teams
navigating transition to additional capacity-building support such as coaching.
Additionally, close attention should be paid to the development of tools designed to
facilitate teachers’ collective work. Teachers on both teams were wary of prompts that felt like
“assignments” geared towards improving standardized test scores. In this sense, teachers’
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reception of tools provided by administrators were closely intertwined with their perceptions of
leaders’ expectations for improving school performance. In contrast, activities and discussion
prompts designed by the instructional coach were described by teachers as more closely aligned
with their instructional planning goals, as well as their interest in promoting students’ conceptual
understanding of math topics. As evidenced by the Oak team, engagement with these tools often
correlated with high-depth conversations. Thus, teacher learning opportunities may be facilitated
by the development of agendas and discussion prompts that connect over-arching school
improvement goals to teachers’ problems of practice.
Finally, it may be helpful for leaders and teachers to be mindful of the use of
collaboration time to discuss topics unrelated to instruction. In each year studied, between 2-5
meetings per team were eliminated from analysis because they did not include any discussion of
instruction. Examples of excluded PLC meetings include trainings on how to use testing software
and meetings to discuss the master schedule. This was noteworthy, as both schools had non-PLC
time set aside for staff meetings and trainings. As schools across international contexts continue
to dedicate time for teachers to meet and improve practice (Datnow & Park, 2019; Hargreaves &
O’Connor, 2018) it may be beneficial for leaders to carefully consider when time set aside for
instructional planning should be used for other purposes, and the impact of such decisions.
Future Research
Additional research on teachers’ conversations is needed to further inform how effective
collaborative cultures are developed and sustained. This study drew on a robust data set of
interviews and meeting observations gathered across four years, providing a rich and
contextualized depiction of how OTLs shift over time. However, depth of learning opportunities
available within teachers’ collaborative conversations is only one measure of the value of
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teachers’ collective work. Put another way, low-depth meetings may serve other purposes such
as providing opportunities for relationship building and emotional support. More research is
needed to better understand teachers’ experiences navigating low-depth meetings, and whether
these conversations provide benefits distinct from OTLs.
Recognizing that many teachers included in this study referenced the importance of
informal collaboration with colleagues, future longitudinal work incorporating observations of
informal collaboration could be fruitful. Observations of informal collaboration (e.g. before
school, during preparation periods) would likely provide useful insights about the depth of OTLs
in various collaborative settings, which may be mediated by different tools and professional
norms. Leaders’ expectations for teachers’ collaborative work in informal settings may also
differ.
Given the influential relationship between teachers’ engagement in collaboration and
student achievement (Ronfedlt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), the impact of OTLs within
collaborative conversations extends beyond teacher capacity building. This study analyzed
teachers’ perspectives and experiences navigating collective work, illuminating how teacher
learning unfolds in schools under pressure to improve. However, findings from this study do not
provide insights into teachers’ enacted practices. Reflecting on the potential disconnect between
his team’s collaborative discussions and actual instruction, Brad stated “everybody nods and
smiles, but what they do in their rooms, you never know.” Future research including
observations of teachers’ instructional approaches in the classroom could deepen understandings
of how engagement in collaboration shapes teacher practice, and subsequently impacts student
learning.
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Chapter 3, in full, has been submitted for publication of the material as it may appear in
Teachers College Record. Hayley Weddle was the primary investigator and sole author of this
paper.
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Appendix 3A
Code

Definition

Example

Leadership meeting
expectations

Leadership’s expectations
about structured
collaboration time and math
department meetings

“And so the department meetings, I think, are a
waste of time. We end up spending time
preparing for a presentation that we have to
do, that really isn’t helpful, and then we have to
sit there listening to other peoples’
presentations that aren’t helpful”

Leadership data
expectations

Leadership’s expectations
about how data will be
collected, analyzed,
discussed, or used.

The assistant principal brought in binders for
everyone with SBAC data. Nicole and Debra
stopped preparing their classrooms for their
sub the next day and sat down with Assistant
Principal to start looking at the data. Nicole
was ready to look at their common assessment
data, but Assistant Principal told them she
wanted them to look at the SBAC data.

Requirements

Explicit discussion by
teachers about requirements
placed on them

The teachers were told to discuss their interim
assessment results, but they have not given the
assessment yet. They’re frustrated because of
all of the demands on their time, including
grading the write-in SBAC prep questions.

PLC successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated
with members of their
structured collaboration
group

“I wouldn’t change anything, our collaboration
went well. [...[ We have a team that gets along;
we’re pretty much on the same page.”

PLC challenges

Challenges to effective use
of time in structured
collaboration meetings

“I guess the challenge for me is to try to
challenge him to try new things that are out of
his comfort zone.”

PLC use of time

How time was used in
structured collaboration
meetings

“Sometimes we look at testing data, sometimes
we’re able to actually make some lessons that
we can use in the classroom.”

Department meeting
successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated in
department meetings

“What I thought went well was I think we did
some projects, I think it was this year or last
year, when all the math people got together and
they had to solve some problems together. I
thought that kind of boosted the department…”

Department meeting
challenges

Challenges to effective use
of time in department
meetings

“Everyone kind of wants to just talk about how
their class is the worst or they couldn’t get to it
because of all these reasons. It’s like ‘well stop
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making excuses and just figure out how to do
it.’”
Department meeting
use of time

How time was used in
department meetings

“We were supposed to have an hour and a half
presentation but that’s been postponed. We
could do some planning time.”

Coaching impact on
collaboration

How the project coach
impacts teachers’
collaboration experiences

“It’s just establishing what do we want to do in
terms of common assessments and then we
usually write them honestly with Coach on the
pullout days.”

Teacher trust/tensions

The noticeable presence or
absence of trust across
teachers’ relationships with
colleagues

“I feel like right now I’m in a space with Nicole
and Debra and we really have a great
relationship, and all three of us really work
together and are constantly communicating.”

Voluntary interaction
with colleagues

References to interactions
with colleagues outside of
formal PLC meetings

“Since Debra and I already talk so much about
our ideas. when we finally get that
[formal] time we already know what we want
to plan and write into the units that we don’t
have to sit there and brainstorm.”

Interaction/practice
change

Instances in which teachers’
interactions with colleagues
impacted their practice

“When I talk to Brad, he tells me about this
crazy activity or exploration thing that he did,
and it always sounds really fun, and so when I
can get my hands on it, then I usually try to do
it”

Beliefs about teaching

Teachers’ beliefs about the
role of teachers, including
what they should and
should not be doing

“I don’t really care about the tests. I care
about them learning. I want them to be good
people.”

Beliefs about math

Teachers’ beliefs about the
nature of math

“One misconception is that math always has
one answer and there’s a correct answer, it’s
right or wrong [...] We’re trying to move away
from that.”

Beliefs about students

Teachers’ beliefs about
students, including their
abilities, motivations, etc.

“The thing that I found is most of the time when
a student is struggling it’s because they don’t
have a good grasp of basic skills.”

Ostensive goal

Ostensive purpose for
meeting, often outlined by a
tool such as a meeting
agenda or discussion
protocol

Brad said that the purpose of the meeting was
to discuss their interim results, but they haven’t
given the interim assessment yet.
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Instructional materials

Materials used by teachers
to support instruction (e.g.
manipulatives, textbook,
etc.)

“Sometimes we use the book, sometimes it’s
something that we’ve created on our own,
sometimes it’s something that’s been passed to
us from somebody else.”

Discussion of
Instances in which teachers “If we see [on the assessment] that dividing
instructional strategies discuss how to teach a
decimals is an area of need then we have to
with use of data
particular concept, using
weave that into the warm-up.”
data during the conversation
Discussion of
Instances in which teachers
instructional strategies discuss how to teach a
without use of data
particular concept, without
using data during the
conversation

“Using scales is a great resource because they
can see that the equals sign literally means it
has to be the same on either side.”

Pacing/scheduling

Discussion of when to teach
particular content, including
scheduling of assessments

“The district had way more than what we need
on the pacing guide. So let’s list the standards
and talk about how our kids are going to do on
that and check off what we need more on and
less on and then plan out our pacing.”

Meeting dominator

Who dominated the
[Department chair] led the meeting.
meeting, either in an official
or unofficial capacity

Addressing student
thinking

Instances in which teachers
discuss how students reason
about particular
mathematical concepts (e.g.
discussion of students’
thought processes to solve a
math problem)

“We did interviews with my students [...] it’s
important to learn how they're thinking--you
don’t always have to jump in and correct [...] It
was neat to see how students were thinking
about equations, fractions”

Accountability
systems

Examples of teachers’ talk
being influenced by
accountability systems such
as standardized test scores

“Ultimately we’re supposed to be increasing
our test scores.”
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CHAPTER FOUR—Challenges and Opportunities for Sustaining Purposeful Professional
Collaboration: Leadership Frames in Urban Schools Under Pressure to Improve
Abstract
School leaders play an integral role in supporting opportunities for teachers to collaborate
with one another, contributing to benefits such as instructional improvement and increased
student achievement. A better understanding of the ways in which school leaders frame
collaboration is needed, as the framing of reform efforts plays a large role in steering
organizational change. Using frame analysis and concepts of purposeful collaboration, this study
explores how leaders’ frames for collaboration intersect with teachers’ collective work in four
underperforming urban middle schools over time. Findings demonstrate the role of
accountability pressures in shaping leadership frames about the purpose of collaboration, and
misalignment between these frames and key qualities of professional collaboration. Findings also
illustrate a dynamic relationship between leadership frames and teachers’ collective work, as
teachers advocated for collaboration geared towards their instructional planning goals.
Ultimately, fostering effective collaborative cultures remained challenging even in schools with
increasingly teacher-led collaboration.

Introduction
Across international contexts, teacher collaboration continues to represent a pervasive
school improvement effort and policy priority (Datnow & Park, 2019; Hargreaves & O’Connor,
2018; Harris et al., 2017). The breadth of benefits resulting from teachers’ engagement in
collaboration groups are well-documented, including changes in instructional approaches
(Hopkins et al., 2018), decreased isolation (Little, 1990; Stoll et al., 2006), and increased student
achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008). While the promise of teachers’
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collective work is clear, many schools struggle to develop collaboration groups that achieve
these desired outcomes (Hairon & Goh, 2018; Lockton, 2019; Zhuan et al., 2017). Research that
untangles the complexities of fostering and sustaining teachers’ collective work remains needed,
particularly in urban schools aiming to improve instruction through bolstering collaboration.
Prior research demonstrates that school leaders shape several aspects of collaboration,
including the development of trusting relationships (De Neve & Devos, 2017), the frequency of
reflective dialogue (Vanblaere & Devos, 2017), and the amount of time and space available for
teachers to meet with one another (Vangrieken et al., 2015). However, less is known about the
ways in which leaders frame the meaning of collaboration to teachers, and how these frames
ultimately influence teachers’ collective work. A better understanding of the ways in which
leaders frame collaboration to teachers could provide helpful insights into developing effective
collective work, as the framing of reform efforts plays a large role in steering organizational
change (Park et al., 2012; Woulfin, 2015).
Providing a lens for analyzing how collaboration is framed, frame analysis offers tools to
explore how leaders define problems, propose solutions, and motivate action (Benford & Snow,
2000; Coburn, 2006). This study uses frame analysis to unpack how school leaders frame
collaboration in schools under pressure to improve student achievement, and explores whether
the content of these frames align with elements of purposeful professional collaboration (Datnow
& Park, 2019). Drawing on four years of longitudinal qualitative data, I also examine the
interplay between leaders’ frames and teacher collaboration over time. The following research
questions are addressed:
1. How do leaders engage in framing strategies about the purpose of collaboration in
schools under pressure to improve over time?
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2. How do leaders’ frames align with features of purposeful professional
collaboration that supports teacher learning and equity for students?
3. How do leaders’ collaboration frames and teachers’ collective work shape one
another over time?
This study draws on interview and observation data collected in four urban middle
schools serving racially and socioeconomically diverse students and striving to improve student
achievement. Teachers in such schools often face several pressures, including addressing
achievement gaps across race and socioeconomic status, developing culturally responsive
practices, responding to the needs of English Learners, and navigating accountability demands
(Wood, 2007). Importantly, these responsibilities are not static. When engaging in improvement
efforts, school leaders frame reforms in the context of these and other evolving priorities. Despite
the fluidity of policies, personnel, and student needs, prior research on leaders’ framing of
reform minimally addresses change over time. Responding to this gap, this study explores how
the meaning and purpose of collaboration is communicated over time in urban schools under
pressure to improve, and the impact on teachers’ collective work. Findings highlight challenges
related to the development of productive collaboration teams, informing how teachers’ collective
work can be cultivated and sustained.
Literature Review
To ground this investigation of the ways in which leaders’ frames for collaboration
evolve over time, I review relevant literature on teacher collaboration and leadership.
Highlighting both the promise of teacher collaboration and the role of leaders in shaping
collective work, this review provides context for an exploration of leaders’ framing strategies
and how these frames align with features of effective collaboration.
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The Promise of Teacher Collaboration
Teacher collaboration for the purpose of instructional improvement is characterized by
groups of teachers “sharing and critically interrogating their practice in an ongoing, reflective,
collaborative, inclusive, learning-oriented, growth-promoting way” (Stoll et al., 2006, p. 223).
Consistent across the literature on teacher collaboration is an emphasis on community; collective
work is inherently social. Effective collaboration groups provide space for teachers to refine
ideas about practice (Vangrieken et al., 2015), and thus depend on teachers sharing their
perspectives, knowledge, and strategies. Teachers’ collective work includes deliberation about
present practice as well as discussion of future actions, and may involve moderate levels of
social conflict (Little, 1990). At their best, teacher collaboration meetings serve as venues for
teachers to reimagine the existing practices and routines in their schools.
Engagement in collaboration impacts teachers in a variety of ways. The potential benefits
are well-researched and include decreased isolation, the development of supportive relationships,
and increased understanding of content knowledge as well as pedagogical approaches (Stoll et
al., 2006; DuFour & Eaker, 1998). Engagement in formal collaboration is linked to changes in
classroom practices (Hopkins et al., 2018), impacting learning environments in potentially
transformative ways. The ultimate promise of teacher collaboration centers on improving student
learning. Several studies document the relationship between teachers’ engagement in
collaboration groups and student achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008),
positioning teacher collaboration as a promising reform effort.
While the benefits of teacher collaboration are clear, the pathway to achieving these
outcomes is more complicated than simply providing time and space for teachers to meet with
one another. Fostering effective collaboration depends partly on striking a balance between
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structure and flexibility. Hargreaves (1994) warns that overly structured collaboration may
prohibit meaningful exchanges, and subsequently serve as a barrier to instructional improvement.
He further theorizes that organic collaboration often produces more meaningful exchanges
between teachers about their practice. School leaders play a key role in structuring collaboration,
facing the difficult challenge of creating productive collaborative environments without stifling
teachers’ autonomy (Lockton, 2019).
Recent literature on collaboration examines the various structures and forms of teacher’s
collective work across international contexts (Harris et al., 2017; Hargreaves & O’Connor,
2018). Hargreaves and O’Connor outline tenets of “collaborative professionalism,” which is
characterized by teachers sharing responsibility for addressing problems of practice through
mutual dialogue. Emerging conceptions of teacher collaboration highlight a shared vision to
promote student learning and success beyond achievement scores (Datnow & Park, 2019;
Hargreaves & O’Connor, 2018), and position teachers’ engagement in collaboration groups as a
key element of school improvement (Harris et al., 2017).
Leadership and Collaboration
School leaders shape several aspects of teachers’ collaboration experiences. For example,
principals and district administrators often make influential decisions regarding the amount of
time and space available for teachers to engage in collective work (Vangrieken et al., 2015).
While the availability of time and space is an important prerequisite for teachers’ collective
work, it does not guarantee the development of effective collaborative cultures that promote
instructional improvement (Levine, 2011; Szczesiul & Huizenga, 2014). School leaders must
also attend to the development of collaborative cultures. Prior research demonstrates that school
leaders play an integral role in facilitating the development of trusting relationships amongst
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teachers (De Neve & Devos, 2017). Such relationships are integral to productive collaboration,
as trust allows for ideas and problems of practice to be openly shared (Tschannen-Moran, 2009;
Hallam et al., 2015).
School leaders also impact teachers’ meaning-making related to reform initiatives,
including teachers’ conceptions of how reform efforts intersect with their classroom practice
(Buttram & Farley-Ripple, 2016; Coburn, 2006). Importantly, leaders’ messages about reform
are more likely to contribute to reform enactment when leaders’ communication to teachers
addresses the details and underlying values of the reform, as opposed to simply the superficial or
technical elements (Spillane et al., 2002). Demonstrating the impact of leaders’ framing on
teachers’ collective work, Cosner (2011) found that leaders’ communication about a reform
centering data-based collaboration influenced the ways in which instruction and student learning
were considered in teachers’ conversations. Furthermore, leaders’ impact on teacher
collaboration shifted over time as leaders became increasingly detailed in their descriptions of
expectations. Further exemplifying the role school leaders play in shaping teachers’ collaborative
conversations, Horn et al. (2015) examined teacher groups’ conversational routines and found
that principals influenced the logics used to inform data discussions. Importantly, these logics
shaped teacher learning opportunities.
While literature on both principal leadership and teacher collaboration are robust, few
studies explore the relationship between these two topics (Buttram & Farley-Ripple, 2016), and
even fewer focus on leaders’ frames for collaboration. However, leaders’ sensemaking plays an
important role in shaping how reform initiatives are enacted (Coburn, 2005). Centering my work
in urban schools striving to build capacity, I explore the relationship between leaders’ frames for
collaboration and teachers’ collective efforts to improve instruction.
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Conceptual Framework
This study is undergirded by two conceptual perspectives: frame analysis (Benford &
Snow, 2000) and purposeful professional collaboration (Datnow & Park, 2019). As explored
below, frame analysis provides a lens for understanding how school leaders define problems,
propose solutions, and motivate action related to collaboration. To better understand how
leaders’ frames for collaboration support or constrain effective collective work, I draw on
Datnow and Park’s (2019) framework for purposeful professional collaboration that supports
teacher learning and equity for all students.
Frame Analysis
Efforts to understand how meaning about reform is constructed and shared across schools
often draw upon sense-making theory (e.g. Coburn, 2001; Coburn, 2006; Park et al., 2012).
Sense-making theory posits that knowledge is socially constructed, and individuals make
meaning both independently and collectively through experiences and ideas (Weick, 1995;
Coburn, 2006). Grounded in sense-making theory, frame analysis provides a framework for
unpacking how individuals engage in sensemaking to construct problems and solutions, with the
goal of motivating action (Benford & Snow, 2000). Framing is a dynamic process, as frames are
created in social interactions (Coburn, 2006) and mediated by relationships of power (Park et al.,
2012). Because meaning is socially constructed, problem framing involves highlighting
particular aspects of situations and de-emphasizing others (Weis, 1989). Framing legitimizes
certain avenues of action (Coburn, 2006), and thus plays a critical role in shaping behavior.
Within the context of teacher collaboration, frame analysis provides a lens for exploring
how leaders construct and share meaning related to the purpose and structure of collective work.
In their seminal review of literature on frame analysis, Benford and Snow (2000) outline three
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core framing tasks: diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational. Diagnostic framing centers on
identification of the problem, which includes assigning responsibility or blame. Prognostic
framing moves beyond identification of the problem to articulate a proposed solution, including a
plan for reaching the desired outcome. The final framing task, motivational framing, provides a
rationale to encourage social actors to participate in collective action. Considered together, these
three framing tasks contribute to the credibility or salience of a change effort (Benford & Snow,
2000).
Several scholars have demonstrated the power of leadership frames in shaping
participation in a variety of improvement efforts, including data use for equity (Park et al., 2012)
reading reform (Woulfin, 2015), and teacher evaluation (Coburn, 2006; Woulfin et al., 2017). In
their case study examining how leaders frame data-driven decision-making, Park et al. (2012)
coded interview, focus group, and observation data to track themes related to each framing task.
The authors presented findings related to how leaders engaged in diagnostic, prognostic, and
motivational framing to encourage data use as a pathway for improving student learning. In her
work exploring how coaches shape meaning related to reading reform, Woulfin (2015) coded
interview and observation data to track frequency of framing strategies (e.g. diagnostic vs.
prognostic), and also analyzed the content of coaches’ frames. Building on these approaches to
examine leaders’ frames for collaboration over time, I examined leaders’ engagement in
particular framing strategies. To better understand how leaders’ frames promoted or constrained
effective collaboration, I compared the content of leaders’ frames to Datnow and Park’s (2019)
model for purposeful professional collaboration.
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Purposeful Professional Collaboration
Building on decades of prior scholarship exploring characteristics of effective
collaboration (e.g. DuFour, 2007; Little, 1990; Stoll et al., 2006; Hargreaves, 1994; Hargreaves
& O’Connor, 2018), Datnow and Park (2019) drew on extensive interview and observation data
of teacher collaboration teams to develop a framework for purposeful professional collaboration.
Importantly, their framework centers teachers’ work in grade-level professional learning
communities, which represents the form of collaboration studied in this paper. Furthermore,
Datnow and Park (2019) focus on collaboration in schools where the use of data on student
learning was a priority, which aligns with the goals of the schools included in this case study.
As evidenced in Figure 4.1, their framework includes six key qualities of effective
collaboration. Purposeful professional collaboration intentionally promotes teacher learning for
the ultimate goal of promoting equity and excellence for all students. To accomplish this goal,
professional collaboration must include genuine respect for educators as professionals. Teachers
must value one another’s expertise to engage in meaningful collaborative conversations that offer
opportunities to learn. To help facilitate trusting relationships among teachers, leaders must
demonstrate they value teachers as sources of unique knowledge and expertise.
Purposeful professional collaboration also relies on broad thinking about student
learning, which includes the use of a wide range of data. Datnow and Park (2019) explain that
teachers “rarely engage in deep learning when gains on standardized tests are the sole measure of
their students’ progress” (p. 118). Instead, both summative and formative assessments (including
observations of student thinking) should be used to shape teachers’ understandings of student
learning and achievement. Drawing on a wide range of data also helps ensure teachers move
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towards differentiated support for students, a key feature of promoting equitable learning
opportunities for all students.

Figure 4.1
Purposeful Professional Collaboration: A Framework for Teacher Learning in Equitable and Excellent
Schools (adapted from Datnow & Park, 2019, p. 7)

Datnow and Park’s (2019) framework attends to the reality that teachers work in complex
environments with myriad priorities. Thus, purposeful collaboration must support teachers
navigating shifting policies by serving as a space for teachers to make sense of shifts in school,
district, and state/federal policies. Such changes are often emotional, as reform involves shifts in
how teachers approach their daily professional routines. Collaboration is also an emotional
process, with some teachers experiencing joy and a sense of camaraderie, and others feeling
drained or frustrated by their engagement in collective work. Purposeful professional
collaboration provides emotional support and growth for teachers, which includes leaders
actively tending to the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work. Sufficient time must
be provided for teachers to work together, as time constraints can contribute to collaboration as a
source of stress. Finally, purposeful professional collaboration promotes coherence but not
conformity in instructional planning. Aligning with Fullan and Quin’s (2016) definition of
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coherence, Datnow and Park (2019) emphasize the importance of shared understanding about the
nature of work. They argue that teachers engaging in purposeful professional collaboration share
a common purpose, but have the flexibility to teach in individualized ways that align with their
students’ needs.
Fostering and sustaining purposeful professional collaboration is challenging, as each of
the key qualities outlined must be intentionally developed. Noting that the meaning of
collaboration is socially constructed, Datnow and Park (2019) positioned leaders as key
sensemakers. They noted:
Leaders wield a great deal of power in shaping how professional collaboration
does or does not happen. Beyond ensuring that there is time for PLC meetings,
school leaders need to consciously and explicitly shape mindsets about the
purpose of professional collaboration (p. 21).
Recognizing the influential role leaders play in shaping teachers’ meaning-making surrounding
collaboration, I explore the relationship between leaders’ frames for collaboration and teachers’
collective work in four schools under pressure to improve student performance in math. Drawing
on Datnow and Park’s (2019) framework, I analyze alignment between leaders’ frames and key
qualities of purposeful professional collaboration to better understand how effective collective
work is enabled or constrained.
Methods
This paper draws on interview and observation data collected over four years in four
urban middle schools. Data were analyzed to examine intersections between leadership and math
teachers’ collective work. Although leadership can encompass many roles (e.g. teachers,
coaches, and administrators), I foreground the leadership practices of school principals and
assistant principals. In the schools studied, principals and assistant principals played a distinct
role in shaping teachers’ collective work by determining the time and space available for
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collaboration, communicating the purpose of teachers’ collective work, and mediating the work
of coaches with teacher teams. Using case study methods, I examine school leaders’ frames for
collaboration and the relationship between these frames and teachers’ collaboration experiences
over time.
Case Study Methods
Case study methods are designed to deepen understanding of a particular phenomenon in
context (Yin, 2018), highlighting the complexities of real-world situations (Simons, 1996). The
goal of case study research is not to generalize to populations but rather to generalize findings to
theory (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2018), expanding existing knowledge. A multiple case study
research design is particularly advantageous for pushing the boundaries of theory, as
comparisons across cases often generate contrasts and extensions of existing frameworks
(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007).
To explore leaders’ frames for collaboration and their impact on teachers’ collective
work, I define cases as grade level collaboration teams. In the four schools studied, teachers
collaborated in grade level teams composed of 2-5 teachers responsible for teaching the same
curriculum. These collaboration teams represented the vehicle for teachers’ collective work, as
teachers were expected to meet regularly to plan and reflect on instruction. In each school, 2-8
hours per month were set aside for teachers to collaborate with one another in their grade level
math teams, or as a math department. The variance in collaboration time was primarily dictated
by administrators’ decisions about how to organize the master schedule and best use teachers’
paid time. Each teacher team interacted with their school principals and assistant principals to
varying degrees, as explored throughout this paper.
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Sample and Population
This study relies on qualitative data gathered in four urban middle schools participating
in a four-year math instructional improvement project. Along with two other qualitative
researchers, my role was to gather and analyze interview and observation data at the project
schools. The project aimed to promote students’ math achievement by supporting teachers’
collaborative efforts to improve instruction. As part of these efforts, math teachers from the four
schools met regularly in department-wide and grade-level structured collaboration meetings. The
purpose of these meetings included collaboratively planning lessons, reviewing student work,
and discussing pedagogical approaches. Through the improvement project, an instructional coach
supported teachers primarily through full-day cross-school workshops and facilitating coteaching in some cases.
Approximately 40 teachers across the four middle schools participated in the project each
year. Each teacher was embedded within a grade-level math team at their school, with a total of
12 math teacher teams across the project. Almost every math teacher across the four schools
participated in the project, with only three or fewer teachers declining to participate in interviews
each year. These were typically teachers who were only at the schools for one year. For the
purpose of this study, I selected a subgroup of four teacher teams (one from each school) and
their school leaders. Focusing on four of the twelve teacher teams allowed me to dive deeply into
how leaders framed collaboration at each site, and to make comparisons across framing
strategies.
The four middle schools included in this study are geographically close to each other in
the same school district in the United States. Table 4.1 includes enrollment and student
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demographic data for each school for academic year 2016-17, the most recent year of data
available from the School Accountability Report Card (State Department of Education, 2018).
Table 4.1
School Student Demographic Data for 2016-2017
Lakeview

Cypress

Oak

Horizon

Total Enrollment

1,092

364

1,019

670

Racial demographics

74% Latinx
8% Black
14% Asian
3%
Multiracial
1% white

92% Latinx
5% Black
2%
Multiracial
1% white

63% Latinx
10% Black
4% Asian
6%
Multiracial
17% white

79% Latinx
6% Black
10% Asian
3%
Multiracial
2% white

% Socioeconomically
disadvantaged

96%

98%

73%

97%

% English Learners

35%

43%

15%

38%

% Meeting or exceeding math
standards

19%

20%

31%

15%

While the schools ranged in size from 364 to 1092 students, they all served students in
grades 6-8. The schools served primarily Latinx students with smaller numbers of Black, Asian,
white, and Multiracial students. The percentage of English Learners ranged from 15 to 43%
across the schools. The schools served a majority of low-income students, with 73% to 98% of
students at each school qualifying as socioeconomically disadvantaged. The schools consistently
performed lower than their district’s average on their state’s math assessment, with as low as
15% of students meeting or exceeding standards in math.
For this study, team selection was guided by the goal of maximizing what could be
learned about leaders’ frames for collaboration, and the impact of these frames on teachers’
collective work over time. To allow for comparisons across schools, I selected one team from
each school whose interplay with leadership illustrated how the purpose of collaboration was
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framed. Two of the math teacher teams selected taught 6th grade, one taught 7th grade, and one
taught 8th grade. Analyzing the role of leadership across all four schools allowed me to explore
alignment and divergence across framing strategies, contributing to a more nuanced
understanding of meaning-making related to collaboration. Selecting a team from each school
also allowed me to highlight how changes in contextual factors (e.g. personnel, other reform
initiatives) at each site contributed to shifts in leaders’ frames for collaboration over time. As
described in the analysis section, change in leadership frames over time was tracked
thematically.
Data Collection
Data for this study were collected over a four-year period from 2015-2019. During this
period, I worked with two additional researchers to conduct 52 interviews with the math teachers
on the grade-level teams selected, school principals, and an instructional coach. Each participant
was interviewed annually, and thus most teachers were interviewed for the study 3-4 times.
These interviews were semi-structured and focused on a range of topics related to teacher
collaboration, including perceptions of the role of administrators and coaches in collaboration
meetings, expectations about how collaboration time should be structured and used, and the
relationship between engagement in collaboration and approaches to instruction. All interviews
were taped and transcribed verbatim.
In addition to the interviews, this study is also informed by observational data of
teachers’ collaboration meetings. Over the course of the four-year project, we conducted over
125 hours of observations of meetings for the four teams selected. Most of the observations were
of grade level or department level teacher team meetings, with administrators sometimes
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participating. We also observed teacher teams engaged in full-day instructional planning
meetings, both in grade level teams and in cross-school teams.
When observing meetings, several aspects of collaboration were noted including the
agenda, who led the conversation, whether data were discussed, and the role of school leaders.
We also captured as many direct quotes as possible, often catching entire exchanges about a
particular topic. In field notes, we clearly delineated when we were capturing direct quotes vs.
paraphrasing what was communicated. Finally, we collected or took photos of documents used in
collaboration meetings, such as meeting agendas, examples of student work, data discussion
protocols, and lesson plans. Many of these documents were provided to teachers by school
administrators or the instructional coach, serving as physical examples of framing strategies.
Data Analysis
Given the key role framing plays in shaping how reform unfolds, frame analysis provides
a useful lens for analyzing how leaders communicate meaning about collaboration to teachers,
and the impact of these frames on collective work. To code observation and interview data by
framing strategy, I coded each example of leaders framing collaboration as either diagnostic,
prognostic, or motivational (Bedford & Snow, 2000). The length of each excerpt ranged from a
sentence to a paragraph long. When an excerpt seemed to include two framing strategies, I
selected the more prevalent strategy. For example, if a leader briefly defined a problem related to
collaboration (diagnostic strategy) and then spoke for several minutes about a proposed solution
(prognostic strategy), I labeled the excerpt as prognostic. After coding each framing excerpt as a
particular strategy, I calculated the percent of excerpts that were categorized as each type for
leaders at each of the four sites over time. Analyzing the data in this way allowed me to track
changes in the frequency of framing strategies employed.
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While coding observation and interview data by framing strategies allowed me to explore
shifts in the types of strategies leaders utilized, this analysis did not address the content of each
framing example, or why shifts occurred. To better understand how leaders framed collaboration
over time, as well as the impact on teachers’ collective work, I coded data thematically using
both a priori and emergent codes. In collaboration with another member of the research team, I
began with a set of a priori codes developed as part of the broader improvement project. These
codes were created based on literature about formal collaboration and instructional improvement,
and included constructs such as collaboration challenges, leadership expectations about
collective work, and accountability pressures. In addition to the codes created for the broader
project, I also created codes specific to the theoretical perspectives grounding this study, such as
the six elements of purposeful professional collaboration outlined in Figure 4.1. Throughout
analysis, I continually developed new codes arising from emerging themes. Codes were not
mutually exclusive, as some segments of data were assigned more than one code. This allowed
me to track relationships between codes, contributing to a more contextualized understanding of
leaders’ frames for collaboration. Appendix 4A includes a list of each code, its definition, and an
example excerpt.
Findings
Findings demonstrated that during the first two years of the study, leaders most
frequently engaged in prognostic framing (proposing solutions for identified problems) when
discussing collaboration. Most prognostic framing centered on the need to increase students’
performance on assessments, with leaders encouraging some form of data use as the solution.
While leaders varied in the level of structure they provided for teachers’ collaboration meetings,
accountability pressures shaped leadership frames across sites. Importantly, leaders’ emphasis on
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improving student achievement seemed to constrain opportunities to foster several of the key
qualities of purposeful professional collaboration, including broad thinking about student
learning. Leaders’ frames typically did not promote broad views of data and student learning, nor
did they explicitly attend to the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work.
In addition to illuminating misalignment, findings from this study also reveal how the
relationship between leaders’ frames and teachers collective work evolved over time. While
leaders’ accountability-focused frames influenced how teachers spent their collaborative time,
teachers were not passive recipients of leaders’ frames. Across schools, teachers increasingly
made attempts to push leaders towards conceptions of collaboration that more closely aligned
with their goals, and advocated for increased teacher autonomy. In Years 3 and 4, leaders’
engagement in framing decreased, and they provided more time for teachers to guide their own
collective work. Teachers increasingly structured collaboration time to focus on instructional
planning. However, fostering purposeful professional collaboration remained challenging. These
themes are explored in the following sections, organized by years to highlight change over time.
Years 1-2: Dominant Framing Strategies and Degree of Alignment with Purposeful
Collaboration
During the first two years of the study, over 75% of each leaders’ framing tasks were
prognostic (identifying a problem and proposing a solution). Within leaders’ prognostic frames,
the most commonly outlined problem was low student achievement coupled with the proposed
solution of administering common assessments and analyzing results. In the following
subsections, I explore the content of leaders’ prognostic frames and strategies for communicating
these frames in each school. I then explore alignment and misalignment between these frames
and features of purposeful professional collaboration.
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Prognostic Framing Centering Data Use
In all schools, leaders’ prognostic frames regularly positioned teachers’ collective work
as a venue for data use to address low school performance. In Years 1 and 2, these prognostic
frames were frequent. Teachers at Oak regularly described leaders’ expectations for
collaboration as overly structured. A teacher explained, “it feels like they have certain boxes that
they need to check of things that they have to give us, and then we check the box for them by
filling out the forms.” Using prognostic frames, leaders at this school framed problems such as
low student achievement alongside the proposed solution of completing forms and discussion
prompts about assessment results. In the excerpt below from Year 2 of the study, the assistant
principal encouraged teachers to use test scores from the state’s annual assessment to identify
focus students for the year, with the goal of increasing the number of students who met the state
standards.
I’ll give you an overview of the focus students. Pull out your green sheet now.
The next thing I would like us to do – or you can figure out how you want to do it
– is look at the students on the cusp [...] Focus on these students, and move them
up. What I wrote on the agenda is: focus on the ‘nearly met’ standards band, and
those students at the top of that.’
For this leader, providing clear instructions to teachers about what to discuss during
collaboration time was intended to ultimately benefit students. The principal explained teacher
learning should “trickle down to our students,” and this required engaging in “collegial
conversations.” While this leader prioritized teacher collaboration, the heavy emphasis on state
test score data was frustrating for teachers. One teacher explained, “as teachers we know so
much more than those test scores about individual students.”
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Similar to the leadership context at Oak during Years 1 and 2, leaders at Lakeview
engaged in prognostic framing through frequent directives centered on improving student
performance. Teachers were regularly asked to present data to one another during department
collaboration meetings. One teacher described this expectation as “look at those low test scores.”
Another described department collaboration meetings as “it’s a lot of data presentation.” When
meeting as grade level teams, teachers were encouraged to administer and discuss common
assessments. The assistant principal explained “when they get together again in the PLC after the
test, then they look at the data and see how it is working, what areas we need to focus on, what
areas students got.” While school leaders felt the purpose of collaboratively discussing data was
connected to improving student learning and achievement, teachers were less certain. One
teacher explained:
We’re asked to give a lot of these tests, but then I’m not really sure what we’re
supposed to do with them besides give somebody our scores, or find a cutoff and
say, ‘ok, these are the kids that made it and these are the kids that didn’t.’
At both Lakeview and Oak, leaders were explicit in their framing of collaboration time as an
opportunity to discuss data, regularly asking teachers to provide updates about these
conversations. However, explicit rationales encouraging teachers to engage in collaborative data
use were rare, with less than 10% of framing excerpts categorized as motivational.
Similar to Lakeview and Oak, leaders at Cypress and Horizon also engaged in primarily
prognostic framing centered on administering and discussing common assessments. However,
messages at these schools were less frequent and rarely delivered in person. For example, the
principal from Horizon would often send short agenda items for collaboration meetings via
email. These emails typically encouraged teachers to discuss assessments. One teacher stated that
the principal expected them to “be on the same page” which involved “common assessments.”
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This teacher felt the principal’s framing of collaboration was mediated by the district, explaining
“the district might go tell [the principal], ‘this is what we need from your math department,’ and
then [the principal] will tell us.”
Leaders at Cypress also engaged in more distant forms of prognostic framing regarding
the purpose collaboration. One teacher explained that agendas for collaboration meetings came
in the form of a “list of things” emailed by the principal. Like the other three schools, teachers
felt creating and discussing assessments was the principal’s primary expectation. One teacher
explained, “I don’t know anything that [the principal] is looking for [...] The only thing they’ve
ever said is common assessments. We have to have common assessments.” Another teacher
confirmed “we have to have a common assessment to compare. And then afterwards we
collaborate on ‘what you got out of it [and] what do we do to improve.’” The principal’s
reflections on collaboration aligned with teachers’ perceptions of her priorities. Describing her
expectations for how teacher collaboration time should be used, she stated “common assessment
always has to be present; that’s the basis of the planning.”
While leaders’ level of involvement in collaboration meetings varied from school to
school, prognostic framing with an emphasis on data use as a response to low student
achievement was pervasive across sites during Years 1 and 2 of the study. School leaders’ frames
for collaboration seemed to be influenced by broader accountability pressures to improve school
performance, as expectations for collective work often included addressing assessment results.
The district framed improved school performance as a strong priority, which likely contributed to
leaders’ emphasis on assessment. Acknowledging the high-stakes accountability culture in the
district, one principal described the climate as “how much testing can you do?” As explored in
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the following section, this narrow focus on accountability misaligned with several aspects of
purposeful professional collaboration.
Misalignment Between Leaders’ Frames and Elements of Purposeful Professional
Collaboration
Given pressure to improve school performance, school leaders predictably tended to
frame collaboration as a vehicle for improving student achievement on standardized tests. These
frames limited opportunities to fully foster key elements of purposeful professional collaboration
such as broad views of student learning, providing emotional support for teachers’ work, and
genuine respect for teachers as professionals (Datnow & Park, 2019). Importantly, misalignment
between leaders’ frames for collaboration and characteristics of purposeful professional
collaboration contributed to frustration for teachers, and impacted the effectiveness of their
collective work.
Limited View of Data and Student Learning.
During the first two years of the study, leaders frequently encouraged teachers to discuss
data from summative assessments such as standardized tests, district interim assessments, and
grade-level common assessments. However, deep teacher learning depends on broad views of
student learning and achievement (Datnow & Park, 2019). Expressing frustration about the
principal’s emphasis on summative assessment data, one teacher explained:
What a teacher could tell you about a student is far more beneficial than probably
what a lot of those assessments that they give us could tell you. It’s hard for me
in those district assessments. They want us to sit down and look at that data; I
don’t find it that useful. [...] I can tell you about [student’s] family and I can tell
you about what he brings to the table everyday and I can tell you the
conversations that we’ve had about math.
Many teachers expressed similar sentiments about preferring formative assessment data that
provided evidence of student thinking to drive their instruction. Emphasizing the role of daily
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observations of student work in driving her instruction, a teacher stated, “I do informal
assessment myself--that’s how I’m able to see progress.” Another teacher explained, “I do much
more checking periodically--much smaller, briefer assessments--so I can change my pedagogy
the next day, not wait for 3 weeks.”
Several teachers noted that school leaders’ emphasis on summative or standardized
assessment data felt disconnected from their practice as educators. A teacher explained, “I feel
like they’re just looking at the bottom line, but they don’t really see how the day-to day things
are run in my classroom.” For some, leaders’ narrow frames of data and student learning
resulted in significant stress. One teacher described feeling significant pressure from leaders
related to students’ performance on standardized tests:
I was literally just crying last night about that specific thing. The fact that I’m
graded as a teacher based off their test scores is not accurate, and the fact that
they’re graded based off their test scores, I don’t think its accurate either. Those
tests are hard, they’re long, they don’t have the stamina for it, and it just…when
the student hears it’s a district test, they automatically just get nervous and freeze,
and that test anxiety kicks in [...] I have students who aren’t good writers, but they
can verbally tell you what is going on, they just don’t know how to write it down,
or articulate it within words on paper, but they can verbally. I don’t think
[standardized tests] are looking at how diverse students are.
For this teacher and many others, leaders’ focus on external accountability not only limited
opportunities to engage in broad collaborative discussions about student learning, but also
resulted in negative emotional experiences. As explored below, leaders’ frames were misaligned
with elements of purposeful professional collaboration related to providing emotional support for
teachers navigating complex collaboration dynamics and reform priorities.
Lack of Emotional Support for Teachers.
Leaders’ primary frames (positioning collective work as a venue for addressing students’
assessment scores) in the first two years of the study did not attend to the emotional dimensions
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of collaboration. However, supporting teachers through navigating the complexities of reform
and collective work is a key feature of promoting purposeful collaboration (Datnow & Park,
2019). Across the schools studied, teachers described several emotional aspects of collaboration
that were not addressed by school leaders. For example, some teams experienced challenges
related to differing levels of investment in instructional improvement efforts. Noting tensions
across the math department, a teacher explained:
What’s frustrating is that sometimes I see some people come in and we’re on the
same page and we want our students to be successful, and then some people I
think are just kind of checked out and not really offering a whole lot of insight or
a whole lot of ideas.
On this team, teachers felt there was little recourse to address lack of engagement. At a different
school, teachers described a similar problem with wide variations in how teachers approached
planning. Describing four of her colleagues, one teacher explained, “you can’t plan with them.”
She described these colleagues as only willing to address “scope and sequence” instead of
meaningfully “thinking out the lesson.” At each school, leaders rarely directly addressed
teachers’ differing beliefs about the value and purpose of joint work, or frustrations stemming
from these differences. It seemed that leaders’ strong imperative to improve student results left
little opportunity to engage in framing that encompassed the interpersonal dynamics of teachers’
collective work. Competing demands on leaders’ time also served as a barrier to more
comprehensive framing.
For several teachers, leaders’ lack of communication about the relational aspects of
collaboration contributed to persistent negative emotional experiences. Describing difficulties on
her team, a teacher explained, “I walked out crying. There are always challenges to our PLC’s-we just have a lot of strong personalities, and a lot of us are very passionate about what we do.”
While moderate levels of conflict can support teachers’ shaping one another's beliefs (Little,
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1990), significant emotional discord can limit opportunities to collectively improve instruction
(Weddle et al., 2019). For some teachers, tense collaborative relationships led to distance. During
the second year of the study, a teacher explained:
There’s no sense of collaboration, honestly. I feel like we’re in two different
[worlds]. ‘You do your thing, I do my thing’ and that’s about it. [...] It comes also
from admin, so if they’re not forcing it--if they’re not reinforcing it--or having
that culture, then you can’t expect people to do it on their own.
Another teacher explained, “It’s hard when not everybody’s not on the same page. And it’s not
my job to correct somebody else’s actions--I’m not a VP or a principal.” This teacher’s
perspective aligned with many others who expressed desire for leaders to more proactively
facilitate the development of productive and supportive collaborative cultures. As explored in the
following section, such a culture would include emotional support as well as genuine respect for
teachers as educators.
Desire for Genuine Respect as Professionals.
In addition to promoting a broad view of student learning and tending to the emotional
dimensions of teachers’ collaborative work, effective collaborative cultures are undergirded by
genuine respect for teachers as educators. Datnow & Park (2019) encourage leaders to “reflect
on the ways that policy implementation strategies and daily practices communicate to teachers
that their professional wisdom is valued” (p. 96). At each school studied, leaders intentionally set
aside time for teachers to collaborate, reflecting that collective work was a priority. However, the
ways in which the purpose of this collaboration time was framed caused some teachers to feel
their wisdom was not adequately valued or solicited by school leaders, particularly during the
first two years of the study.
Feelings of disrespect during the first two years were especially prevalent at Oak, where
leaders heavily structured collaboration meetings. One teacher explained: “[Admin] doesn’t
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really trust that we are professional enough nor [scholarly] enough to come up with our own
questions that would guide our children and personally, I find that a little bit condescending.”
Another teacher on this team explained that administrators’ level of input over a recent
collaboration agenda “made me feel like she doesn’t think that we sit and talk.” Similarly,
teachers at Cypress expressed a desire for greater respect as educators and autonomy. In this
school, leaders’ emphasis on improving school performance at times felt more oriented towards
compliance as opposed to genuinely supporting teachers’ facilitation of student learning. One
teacher explained, “As teachers you want somebody to recognize your skill, you want somebody
to come in and feel positive, versus coming in because they think you’re doing something wrong.
[...] It feels like punishment versus positivity, truly.” Although unintended, leaders’ narrow focus
on school performance represented a missed opportunity to position teachers’ collaborative work
as a venue for valuing and sharing knowledge and expertise.
At each of the four schools, adequate time for collaboration focused on instruction and
student learning was central to teachers feeling respected. During the first two years of the study,
teachers often communicated that planning time was limited. One teacher explained, “we don’t
have that structure in place. Sometimes we’re given a worksheet that has questions but the
questions don’t really apply to our department.” Another teacher explained, “there’s often things
that are not curriculum related that we’re talking about, behavior issues, procedures for the sixth
grade, upcoming field trips [...] we don’t have as much time for just sitting down and planning
lessons together.” Disconnects between leaders’ expectations for collaboration and teachers’
instructional planning goals understandably impacted teachers, at times leading to frustration.
However, teachers were not passive recipients of leaders’ frames.
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Years 3 and 4: Changes in Framing Over Time and Persistent Collaboration Challenges
While leaders’ prognostic frames misaligned with several features of purposeful
professional collaboration, these frames were not static nor uniformly adopted. Recognizing the
key role school leaders play in shaping collective work, teachers at three of the schools regularly
advocated for leaders to broaden their frames of collaboration. Teachers’ advocacy was the result
of two main factors: increasing frustration regarding leaders’ accountability-focused frames, and
a growing interest in collaborative planning stemming from engagement in professional
development led by the project coach. At the school in which advocacy remained low and few
shifts occurred (Cypress), leaders’ framing was indirect and infrequent, and teachers minimally
participated in project professional development.
At Lakeview, Oak, and Horizon, teachers’ efforts to shift the purpose of collaboration
resulted in several changes, including more time designated for teachers to lead their own
collaborative work. While this increase in teacher-led collaboration represents a form of
leadership support for collaboration, the framing implications are complex. Notably, leaders’
engagement in framing tasks related to the purpose of collaboration decreased as they provided
more time for teachers to guide their own collective work. Although autonomy was welcomed by
teachers, challenges related to fostering the elements of purposeful professional collaboration
persisted at each school. Examples of collaboration shifts and challenges at Oak, Horizon, and
Lakeview are explored in the subsections below.
Oak
During Years 3 and 4 of the study, teachers at Oak engaged in consistent advocacy efforts
to receive more autonomy over collaboration meeting agendas. One teacher explained they
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would rather address “what do you feel like the pitfalls are in class?” and “what do you feel like
kids need?” instead of focusing narrowly on student achievement scores. During the third year
studied, leaders at this school began to recognize that heavily structured agendas were not
fostering meaningful discussions. The principal explained:
I developed initially some questions regarding their PLC conversations, regarding
‘what are critical concepts? What is the assessment? What are the learning
targets? How do students perform?’ But the questions weren’t asked in a way that
was friendly for the teachers and it felt like teachers were completing a form
rather than using it as a guide for their discussion. So, I think we tweaked it like 3
times [...] I would like for them next year to really focus on four questions and
just keep it simple.
Teachers appreciated the shorter prompts and continued to push for less oversight of
collaboration meeting time. After discovering language in their contract stating that the use of
collaboration time should be determined by teachers, teachers received full control over agendas
guiding their collective work. Although this autonomy was welcomed, it also presented
challenges as teachers struggled to develop shared goals for their collaborative time together.
Reflecting on these challenges, one teacher explained:
It’s hard for me to even tell you what [collaboration] is now, because I don’t
know that it’s anything in particular now. I think as next year happens, we’re
going to have to come up with ‘what is a PLC?’ because if it’s not admin-driven
and it is teacher-driven, we still have to have some sort of a format. We don’t
really have one.
While teachers at this school wanted collaboration time to be used in teacher-centered ways, they
also desired support from administrators regarding developing strong collaborative cultures.
Describing challenges during a department pull-out day, one teacher explained:
I ended up leading it but then I felt like a jerk because I felt like I was telling
people what to do or trying to organize it when I think admin should have been
[...] I think that it was their job to help facilitate and help keep track.
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As evidenced by their reflections, teachers and leaders at Oak struggled to find a supportive
balance of leadership involvement in collaboration. Teachers cited challenges both when leaders
over-structured collaboration agendas, and when leaders stepped back and engaged in less
frequent framing of teachers’ collective work.
Horizon
In Years 3 and 4 of the study, teachers at Horizon also engaged in advocacy with their
principal regarding the purpose of collaboration. More specifically, the teachers at Horizon
advocated for more collaboration time dedicated specifically for instructional planning. Through
working with their principal, teachers received common preparation periods by grade level
during Year 3 as well as one pull-out day each month during Year 4 to collaboratively plan as a
department. Noting the value of teacher-led collaboration, one teacher explained “we’re all on
the same page and it just is so smooth and we are just making great progress [...] We try to
incorporate as much as possible so everyone’s ideas are in the lesson.”
The principal also recognized the value of increased collaboration time, referring to the
change as “very strategic and very strong” for the math team. The principal’s interview
reflections in the final year of the study also highlighted the important role formative assessment
plays in teachers’ collaborative planning, stating “formative assessment really helps guide where
they’re going to go and loop back around and do what they need to do in lesson planning for the
next unit.” While these reflections demonstrate a shift in the principal’s thinking towards
purposeful collaboration focused on broad evidence of student learning (Datnow & Park, 2019),
communication of this shift to teachers was not observed. In the final two years of the study,
teachers at Horizon created their own collaboration agendas for pull out days, which focused
heavily on planning upcoming lessons. Out of over 15 hours of observation at Horizon in Year 4,
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the principal was observed visiting math collaboration meetings twice for a brief time. Thus, the
principal rarely engaged in direct framing of collaboration to teachers. Consistent with the other
school leaders included in this study, the principal had myriad responsibilities beyond supporting
math teachers’ collective work, such as overseeing school discipline, navigating district
priorities, and supporting teachers across content areas.
Limited interactions between math teachers and school leaders about collaboration at
Horizon during the final two years of the study corresponded with persistent challenges related to
developing elements of purposeful professional collaboration. While teachers appreciated more
time for collaborative lesson planning, they continued to struggle to incorporate broad evidence
of student learning (including formative assessment data) into collaborative discussions about
practice. When asked how various forms of data influenced his instructional planning, one
teacher explained “they don’t, and that’s the problem.” Some teachers also struggled to plan in
ways that fostered coherence as opposed to conformity. Although each teacher referenced
enjoying planning together, one team member also expressed feeling “micromanaged” by their
grade level partner. More specifically, their partner viewed effective collaboration as teaching
identical lessons. While agreement about shared goals is a helpful foundation for collaboration,
strict conformity can limit teachers’ ability to teach in ways that align with their personal
strengths as educators (Datnow & Park, 2019).
Lakeview
As teachers at Lakeview became increasingly involved in collective capacity building
opportunities provided by the broader improvement project, they also pushed for more teachercentered uses of school collaboration time. This resulted in several changes during Years 3 and 4
of the study, including eliminating mandatory data presentations during collaboration meetings
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and decreasing the number of structured department meetings. Leaders engaged in less frequent
framing, and were described as “hands-off” during the final year of the study. During an
interview taking place at the end of Year 4, the assistant principal noted the importance of
teachers “talking with their colleagues” about instruction, “instead of just purely looking at data
for data’s sake.” This interview reflection represents a shift away from the heavy accountability
frames communicated in Years 1 and 2, and respect for teachers exchanging practices with one
another. However, the assistant principal and principal rarely communicated directly with
teachers about collaboration in Years 3 or 4. Summarizing their role and expectations for
collaboration, they explained in an interview, “we didn’t infringe too much.”
In many ways, teachers at Lakeview appreciated the increase in teacher-led collaboration
time and welcomed more flexibility to focus on instructional planning. For example, a teacher
described a productive collaboration meeting during Year 4 in which her team discussed a lesson
and how to “scaffold it to meet the needs of all of the students.” However, another teacher
described feeling frustrated by the lack of active support from school leaders in developing
purposeful collaboration. She said, “I’ve tried so hard to keep people on track and have group
norms [...] I’m tired of begging for collaboration.” She went on to explain that her grade level
colleagues often used collaboration time to “complain” or “do their own thing.” While autonomy
was welcome, fostering effective collaborative cultures proved to be challenging without active
involvement from leadership.
Across the schools studied, teachers’ collective work both shaped and was shaped by
leaders’ frames. At three of the four schools, teachers engaged in direct advocacy with leaders to
shift collaboration towards more teacher-led models. In response to this advocacy, teachers
received more control over collaboration agendas with many viewing their collective work as
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more productive. As leaders provided less oversight, they engaged in less frequent framing of
collaboration to teachers. While increased teacher-led collaboration time reflected leaders’
support for collective work, each school continued to face challenges related to fostering
effective collaborative cultures. The distinction between providing structural support for
collaboration (e.g. time and space) and framing collaborative work is an important one. The time
and autonomy was a positive support, allowing teachers to accomplish instructional planning
goals. However, without framing from leaders related to the interpersonal dimensions of
collaboration or the role broad forms of data can play in informing instructional strategies, the
effectiveness of teachers’ collective work was limited. Across the four years studied, achieving
alignment between leadership frames and the features of purposeful professional collaboration
was persistently challenging at each school. As explored further below, these findings reflect the
complexities of developing and sustaining collaboration that promotes equity and excellence for
all students.
Conclusion and Implications
Findings from this study provide a deeper understanding of leaders’ frames for
collaboration in schools under pressure to improve, demonstrating the strong role accountability
played in shaping leaders’ messages about the purpose of teachers’ collective work. Prognostic
framing was dominant during the first two years of the study, with leaders regularly positioning
low student achievement as the central problem and collaborative data use as a promising
solution. Leaders’ frames were logical given significant external pressure to improve school
performance, but also frustrated teachers who felt external assessment data lacked clear
connection to their daily problems of practice.
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While leaders aimed to support teachers’ collective work, their dominant frames did not
appear to align with several aspects of purposeful professional collaboration as described by
Datnow and Park (2019). Areas of disconnect included promoting broad views of data and
student learning, providing emotional support for teachers as they navigate reform, and
communicating genuine respect for teachers as educators. In light of these gaps, many teachers
desired more teacher-led forms of collaboration focused on instructional planning. At three
schools, teachers engaged in consistent and direct advocacy to shift the purpose of collaboration.
In Years 3 and 4 of the study, leaders’ engagement in framing decreased as they provided more
time for teachers to guide their own collective work. Although the increase in autonomy and
collaboration time was welcomed and appreciated by teachers, developing effective collaborative
cultures remained difficult.
Implications for Theory
Drawing on frame analysis (Benford & Snow, 2000) in conjunction with concepts of
purposeful collaboration (Datnow & Park, 2019) allowed for an exploration of dominant framing
strategies as well as the content of leaders’ frames for collaboration. Together, these theoretical
perspectives helped illuminate the key role sense-making plays in shaping how teachers’
collective capacity building efforts unfold. More specifically, leaders’ framing of collaboration
as a venue for addressing low student achievement through data use shaped how teachers
approached collective work. By operationalizing the purposeful professional collaboration
framework, this study demonstrates the model’s utility for understanding how framing enables or
constrains the development of collaborative cultures promoting equity and excellence for all
students.
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Building on prior work outlining how leadership frames impact reform (Park et al., 2012;
Woulfin, 2015; Woulfin et al., 2017), this paper expands previous findings to illuminate the
malleability of leaders’ frames. More specifically, findings highlight the dynamic relationship
between leaders’ frames and teachers’ collective work. While leaders’ emphasis on analyzing
external assessment data and developing common assessments impacted how teachers used and
viewed collaboration time, they were not passive recipients of these messages. Observation data
collected over four years captured teachers’ advocacy related to collaboration, and revealed that
leaders in three schools shifted towards providing more time for teacher-led collective work.
While the increase in time and autonomy reflects a form of leadership support for collaboration,
leaders’ engagement in framing about the purpose of collaboration to teachers decreased. While
prior theory and research on collaboration tends to focus on leadership support, this paper
illustrates the impact of frames (and their absence) on efforts to develop effective collaborative
cultures.
Implications for Practice
Foregrounding urban schools serving low-income students of color, this study provides
several implications for practice related to developing and sustaining effective collaborative
cultures in schools that stand to benefit most from capacity building. Leaders’ engagement in
frequent prognostic framing centering data use during the first two years of the study as well as
their “hands-off” framing approaches in Years 3 and 4 represent a missed opportunity to more
proactively motivate teachers to engage in purposeful collective work. Motivational framing—
providing a rationale to encourage social actors to participate in collective action (Benford &
Snow, 2000)—was minimal across the years studied. Subsequently, many teachers viewed
collaboration as compliance or task-oriented as opposed to deeply rooted in goals such as
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improving instruction and expanding student learning opportunities. Datnow and Park (2019)
argue that “professional collaboration needs to move teachers in ways that promote equity for
students, professionalism, coherence, and learning” (p. 9). Findings from this study suggest that
leaders’ engagement in prognostic framing narrowly focused on test score data provided limited
motivation for teachers to meaningfully engage in collaborative capacity building efforts. As
leaders transitioned to more “hands-off” framing (allowing teachers to determine how to use
collaboration time), teachers appreciated the freedom to focus on instructional planning. In some
ways, this shift represented an increase in respect for teachers as professionals, as leaders trusted
teachers to guide their own collaboration meetings. However, challenges related to other
elements of purposeful collective work such as broad views of data and emotional support for
teachers persisted.
Drawing on the elements of purposeful professional collaboration, findings illustrate the
need for leaders to attend more closely to promoting broad views of data and supporting teachers
emotionally as they navigate collaboration and reform. Support from district leaders regarding
how to develop collaborative cultures that align with these features could be valuable,
particularly in high-accountability contexts. Such support could include strategies for
communicating about collaboration in a way that explicitly encourages teachers’ engagement in
collective work, given few examples of motivational framing observed across schools.
By capturing both leaders’ frames and their relationship with teachers’ collective work
over time, this study underscores the complexities of fostering elements of purposeful
professional collaboration. While teachers were successful in encouraging leaders to shift
towards more teacher-led frames for collaboration, several aspects of purposeful professional
collaboration remained elusive. Teachers faced challenges related to determining who should
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lead collaborative efforts, using a wide range of data to inform instructional planning, and
promoting coherence as opposed to conformity.
Findings suggest that while teacher autonomy is an important element of supporting
effective collective work and communicating respect for teachers as professionals (Datnow &
Park, 2019; Hargreaves, 1994; Kelchtermans, 2006), it is insufficient to achieve the full promise
of collaboration that promotes equity and excellence for all students. The absence of strong
leadership frames motivating teachers to engage in purposeful collaboration seemed to
perpetuate challenges related to sustaining effective capacity-building efforts. Professional
development could be beneficial to bolster teacher leadership. This may be particularly impactful
in schools where principals and assistant principals face many pressing responsibilities, and have
limited bandwidth to actively frame teachers’ collective work. In the schools studied, both
teachers and leaders acknowledged several conflicting priorities for leaders, including
advocating for resources, responding to district priorities, supporting instruction across all
subjects, and navigating campus climate concerns. Bolstering teacher leadership to engage in
meaningful framing of collaboration could help promote effective collaborative cultures
considering these multifaceted leadership responsibilities.
Future Research
Given the complexities illuminated by this study, future research is needed to further
explore the intersection between leadership frames and teachers’ collective work. While this
paper illustrates the key role school principals and assistant principals played in shaping
teachers’ collaborative efforts to improve instruction, in other school contexts different roles may
be more salient. For example, future studies could analyze the role of coaches, department chairs,
or district staff in framing the purpose of teacher collaboration. Such knowledge could provide
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useful insights about how leaders across levels enable or constrain the development of effective
collaborative cultures.
Finally, future research is needed to examine relationships between leaders’ frames for
collective work and different forms of collaboration. In this study, I drew on observations of
formal collaboration meetings such as grade-level professional learning communities and fullday collaborative workshops. However, teachers also engage in informal collaborative
interactions with colleagues (e.g. before and after school, during lunch breaks). An analysis of
these informal interactions could shed additional light on the ways in which leaders’ frames
influence teachers’ collaborative relationships. Such research may also expand knowledge
related to how elements of purposeful professional collaboration play out across collaboration
settings. Building on this study, additional research incorporating broader views of leadership
and collaboration could meaningfully inform efforts to foster collective work that promotes
equity and excellence for all students.
Chapter 4, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the
material. Hayley Weddle was the primary investigator and sole author of this material.
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Appendix 4A

Code

Definition

Example Excerpt

Diagnostic
Framing

Framing focused on
identifying problems

The department meeting began with [principal]
sharing the school’s low math scores in comparison
to two nearby schools, and asking the teachers what
the other schools must be doing.

Prognostic
Framing

Framing focused on
identifying problems and
proposing solutions

“I want to know how you gauge your students’
readiness for [state assessment]. We need to pick
together as a math department a test that will show us
predictions for their performance on [state
assessment].”

Motivational
Framing

Framing that provides a
rationale to encourage
others to participate in
collective action

“I met with [coaches] and said, ‘the teachers aren’t
answering the questions the way I wanted, so maybe I
am asking the wrong questions?’ It was about me
being reflective and seeing I was off base. So, we
move forward! We’re ultimately focused on what is
best for kids.”

Leadership
meeting
expectations

Leadership’s expectations
about structured
collaboration time and math
department meetings

“During the PLC, that’s where they’re saying, ‘ok,
where are you at?’ and that’s why they craft the
common test together to share with each other to give
to the students. And when they get together again in
the PLC after the test then they look at the data and
see how is it working”

Leadership data
expectations

Leadership’s expectations
about how data will be
collected, analyzed,
discussed, or used.

“We need the [assessment testing] dates and then I’d
like to give us some time to look at the data. Even
though we’re not supposed to teach to standardized
tests. But we are held accountable for those scores
and I’d like to see what we need to work on next
time.”

PLC successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated
with their team

“Those special, special days that we get where we get
a sub in the classroom and we’re out of the
classroom, are pretty successful because we’re really
focused.”

PLC challenges

Challenges to effective use
of time in collaboration
meetings

“In my opinion our time is wasted because we have to
stop and listen to everyone’s opinions.”

PLC use of time

How time was used in
structured collaboration
meetings

“I am putting our pull-out day agenda on our notes
here—it’s short! Let’s say we’ll talk about pacing,
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and we can look at the [state assessment] prep
questions, and the interim assessment item bank.”
Department
meeting
successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated in
department meetings

“I feel that might have been the first time I’ve seen all
the teachers bring student work from a common
assessment other than like a mandated interim
assessment”

Department
meeting
challenges

Challenges to effective use
of time in department
meetings

“We had a very odd dynamic within the math
department, those that think they don’t need any help,
those that don’t think they needed any help and
desperately do, those that don’t care…”

Department
meeting use of
time

How time was used in
department meetings

“[Teacher] and I personally, we always use the time
to plan. We typically try to get through till when our
next PD planning time is, so like 6 weeks or
whatever.”

Project
professional
development

Discussion of professional
development provided by
the instructional
improvement project

“So when I went it was on…it was chapter seven,
inequalities, so focused on something specific that
were gonna be teaching”

Requirements

Discussion of requirements
placed on teachers

“You know there’s a constant battle of too much
testing and that, and we kind of feel forced to do
things that we don’t necessarily think are valuable”

Beliefs about
data

Teachers’ beliefs about the
role or usefulness of data

“I read the newspaper a lot and they’re seeing that
your classroom grades are better predictors of
college success than the SAT. So that’s why there’s a
lot of pushback on standardized tests”

Beliefs about
teaching

Teachers’ beliefs about the
role of teachers, including
what they should and
should not be doing

“I tried a little bit of the “Hey, talk here. I’m gonna
give you this idea. Think about it. What do you
know?” and I liked it. I definitely realized like I
didn’t have to do so much and that the kids kind of
liked the break of not listening to me you know.”

Emotions about
collaboration

Excerpts related to teachers' “I like the people I work with. We all have different
emotions about collective
approaches and styles, but we all look out for each
work (e.g. loss, frustration, other, and I think that’s really important.”
stress, excitement,
inspiration, etc.)

Summative
assessment

Instances in which teachers
discuss summative
assessments (e.g. interims,
state annual assessment)

“The questions are very multi-step, multi-layer, and
it’s hard. I mean you get the scores and you’re like I
think the kids know that, but I mean did they know
how to answer it”
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Formative
assessment

Instances in which teachers
discuss formative (ongoing) assessments

“I think it’s just a bunch of informal assessments, like
I get to know every kid and what they can do, and I
walk around, and I look at their paper, and I ask them
questions, and that’s it, yeah, it’s very informal”

Teacher
trust/tension

Presence or absence of trust
across teachers’
relationships

“So if I’m in with [teacher] then she very much likes
my input throughout the lesson and likes me to
interject and add information whenever I see fit. She
asks me for a lot of feedback. She definitely wants
that co-teaching relationship.”

Meeting
dominator

Who led or dominated the
meeting

[Coach] led the meeting.

Ostensive goal

Stated purpose of
collaboration meeting

The meeting mostly covered administrative tasks. The
discussion about data was carried out exclusively by
[assistant principal] about the [state assessment]
data that no one else had seen.
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CHAPTER FIVE—Team Emotion Matters: Exploring Teacher Collaboration Dynamics Over
Time
Abstract
Teachers’ engagement in educational reform is an emotional process involving shifts in
routines, relationships, and identities. Emotions influence how teachers participate in school
change efforts, yet the emotional dimensions of reform remain understudied. This paper explores
the emotional experiences of two teacher teams as they navigate a reform centering collaboration
for instructional improvement. Drawing on group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) as a
conceptual framework, this paper illustrates how individual beliefs and dispositions, intergroup
norms, and broader contextual factors mediate group emotional experiences and engagement in
reform over time. Findings indicate that leaders should pay special attention to the ways in which
teacher turnover impacts group emotion and engagement in capacity-building, particularly when
teachers lose team members who have previously driven productive collaborative planning.
Findings also highlight the nested nature of grade-level collaboration, revealing the influential
role of broader department norms and relationships.

Introduction
Teachers’ engagement in educational reform is an emotional process involving shifts in
daily routines, relationships, and professional identities (Datnow, 2018; Hargreaves, 2004; Little,
1996; Weddle et al., 2019). Emotions influence how teachers participate in school change efforts
(Hargreaves, 2001; Little, 1996; Nias, 1991), and are also closely intertwined with their personal
well-being (Zembylas & Schultz, 2009). Teachers’ emotional responses to educational change
are complex, and can include joy, inspiration, ambivalence, anxiety and disempowerment
(Schmidt & Datnow, 2005). Importantly, emotions surrounding reform are impacted by
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alignment or misalignment between reform goals and teachers’ own values and senses of
purpose (Hargreaves, 2004; Nias, 1991; Tsang & Kwon, 2017). Despite the influential role of
emotions in shaping teachers’ professional experiences, the emotional dimensions of reform
remain understudied (Saunders, 2013). Calling for additional research, Datnow (2018) stated,
“The focus is often on how to get teachers to ‘buy in’ to new ideas, without much regard to what
it really means emotionally to do so” (p. 157). Addressing this gap, I explore the emotional
dimensions of teachers’ work as they navigate a reform centering collaboration for instructional
improvement. Because teacher collaboration is inherently collective, I use group emotion (Kelly
& Barsade, 2001) as a conceptual framework to guide analysis. This framework highlights the
factors shaping team emotion over time, illuminating how individual beliefs and dispositions,
intergroup norms, and broader contextual factors mediate group emotional experiences and
engagement in reform.
For over twenty years, many reforms have positioned teacher collaboration as a driver of
capacity building and school improvement. While teachers’ engagement in collaboration is
linked to several positive outcomes such as stronger collegial relationships (Stoll et al., 2006),
improved instruction (Hopkins et al., 2018), and increased student achievement (Ronefeldt et al.,
2015; Vescio et al., 2008), few studies attend to the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective
work. Such research is especially scant in schools that stand to benefit most from capacity
building. In this study, I draw on longitudinal case study data to explore the interplay between
emotion and teacher collaboration in schools under pressure to improve student achievement.
The following research questions are addressed:
1. What factors shape group emotion for teacher teams engaged in collaboration for
the purpose of instructional improvement?
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2. How do the emotions of teacher teams and reform intersect over time?
This study draws on four years of qualitative data collected in two urban middle schools
serving racially and socioeconomically diverse students. Teachers in these schools faced several
common pressures, including the need to improve scores on standardized state tests (Diamond &
Cooper, 2007) and develop culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy (Wood, 2007).
Response to such pressures often results in the adoption of concurrent reforms, with some
schools implementing multiple conflicting change efforts (Sebring & Bryk, 2000). Thus, the
reform landscape in such schools is dynamic and complex. To capture these nuances, I explore
the emotional dimensions of teachers’ engagement in a reform centering collaboration over the
course of four years. Findings highlight the emotional vicissitudes of teacher teams engaged in
collective work, informing how effective collaboration for instructional improvement can be
fostered and sustained.
Literature Review
This study is informed by two bodies of literature: the emotions of educational change,
and teacher collaboration. Throughout this paper, emotions are conceptualized as socially
constructed and relational (Denzin, 1984). In this sense, emotions are social products shaped by
context (Schmidt & Datnow, 2005), and are formed publicly and collaboratively as opposed to
privately or autonomously (Boler & Zemyblas, 2003; Hargreaves, 2001; Zorn & Boler, 2007).
Synthesizing several studies on teachers’ emotions, Kelchtermans (2005) explained, “emotions
are understood as experiences that result from teachers’ embeddedness in and interactions with
their professional environment” (p. 996). Thus, emotions and their display are shaped by a
myriad of contextual factors including cultural, social, and political forces. In this paper, I
foreground the ways in which teachers’ values and relationships intersect with reform goals and
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structures to shape emotion. To better understand the dynamic nature of teachers’ emotions and
reform centering collaboration, I use Kelly and Barsade’s (2001) group emotion model which
draws on prior research on organizational behavior and emotion. In the following sections,
literature on the emotions of educational change and teacher collaboration are reviewed,
followed by an overview of group emotion.
Emotion and Educational Change
While the emotional dimensions of teachers’ professional lives remain largely
understudied (Datnow, 2018; Saunders, 2013; Zembylas, 2010), several scholars have shed light
on the complex relationship between emotion and educational change (e.g. Hargreaves, 2004;
Little, 1996; Schmidt & Datnow, 2005; Tsang & Kwon, 2017; Zembylas & Barker, 2007).
Highlighting the need for such work, Schmidtt and Datnow (2005) argued, “The emotions that
influence how teachers make sense of change is an important issue for further examination as we
attempt to better understand why reforms succeed or fail in the process of implementation” (p.
950). To be most successful, Hargreaves (2004) argued that reform efforts should be inclusive of
teachers’ senses of purpose and commitments as professionals. For many teachers, positive
responses to reform depends on whether the design and implementation is demonstrably
beneficial for students. If reform agendas do not align with teachers’ deeply-held beliefs about
the purpose of teaching, negative emotions may coincide with micro-political actions of
resistance (Kelchtermans, 2005).
Exploring the ways in which reform can disappoint even initially enthusiastic teachers,
Little (1996) emphasized that teachers experience reform closely in particular teams and/or with
cohorts of students. She outlined several conditions impacting teachers’ emotional responses to
reform, including the extent of reform-related conflict and administrators’ ability to manage
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reform efforts. Although conflict and tension are inevitable aspects of change (Schmidt &
Datnow, 2005), heightened conflict can pull teachers’ attention away from classroom planning
and instruction, ultimately impacting students (Little, 1996). Teachers’ perceptions of the impact
of reform on students is closely intertwined with emotion. Tsang and Kwon (2017) found that
teachers who experienced negative emotions often perceived reform efforts as inconsistent with
their personal goals of making a difference for students. In this sense, “reforms structurally
displaced teachers’ educational goals with administrative goals” (p. 841), resulting in feelings of
frustration and disempowerment.
While alignment between teachers’ values and reform agendas can help promote positive
emotional responses, relationships also shape teachers’ experiences with educational change. In
their work analyzing how teachers cope with change in the context of reform, Zembylas and
Barker (2007) found “relationships played a large role in how teachers created their own ‘reality’
of the changes and dealt with those changes in their own classrooms” (p. 247), with teams
functioning as a source of emotional support for many teachers. Hargreaves (2001) asserted that
forms of spatial and experiential distance and closeness in teachers’ relationships shape the
emotions they experience. These forms of distance and closeness comprise a set of six emotional
geographies: personal, cultural, moral, professional, political, and physical. Encompassing the
contextual and socially embedded nature of emotion, these geographies are useful for exploring
teachers’ relationships as they navigate reform.
In this study, I focus specifically on the interplay between emotion and reform for
teachers engaged in a change effort centering collaboration for instructional improvement. In the
section below, I present foundational literature on teacher collaboration followed by an overview
of recent work exploring the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work.
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Teacher Collaboration for Instructional Improvement
For decades, teacher collaboration has been central to many reform efforts focused on
building teacher capacity and promoting student learning and achievement (Hitt & Tucker, 2016;
Louis & Mark, 1998; Vescio et al., 2008). Teacher collaboration groups, often referred to as
professional learning communities (PLCs), provide space for teachers to shape ideas together
through sharing perspectives, knowledge, and strategies (Stoll et al., 2006). PLCs are structured
to ultimately benefit students, with teachers engaging in collaboration to enhance student
learning through improving instruction (DuFour, 2007). Improvements to practice depend on the
depth and focus of collaboration, as effective groups must move beyond “how-to” questions to
promote change (Kelchtermans, 2006). More specifically, effective collaboration involves the
confrontation of beliefs and genuine as opposed to contrived interactions about practice
(Hargreaves, 1994).
To best promote teacher capacity building (and subsequently improve student learning)
collaboration communities “should support teachers in making decisions based on their contexts,
their goals, current and new professional knowledge, and the needs of their students” (Vescio et
al., 2008, p. 89). Teachers’ engagement in this type of collective decision making is shaped both
by the presence of structural collaboration supports (e.g. time and space), as well as the unique
cultural and political environment of schools (Kelchtermans, 2006). To facilitate formal
collaboration, many districts and schools have dedicated time for groups of teachers to meet and
exchange ideas, with the goal of improving instruction and promoting student learning (Datnow
& Park, 2019). Given the resources dedicated to supporting collaboration for instructional
improvement, it is important to understand the factors shaping effective capacity building efforts,
including the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work.
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The emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work play an important role in shaping
collaborative efforts to build capacity (Datnow, 2018). These dimensions include the levels of
trust and respect characterizing teachers’ relationships, as well as shared or diverging norms
about professionalism (Hargreaves, 2001). Professional norms that allow for disagreement and
debate are integral to effective collaboration (Kelchtermans, 2006). De-privatizing practice and
sharing student work during collaborative exchanges also help to promote capacity building
(Hargreaves, 2001). The success of developing these professional norms is closely tied to how
teachers feel about working with one another, as sharing pedagogical practices and engaging in
critical discussion depends on trust. Collaboration is further influenced by emotions stemming
from beliefs about the purpose of teaching, as differing philosophies can lead to conflict across
teams (Weddle et al., 2019). Finally, identity and power contribute to emotional rules (Zembylas,
2010) guiding what emotions are acceptable for teachers to feel and display during collaboration.
In a recent study, Datnow (2018) explored the emotional dimensions of teachers’
collaboration experiences, foregrounding the key role of time. In the schools studied,
collaborative structures provided time and opportunity for teachers to meet and collectively
innovate. The cultures of these schools enabled collaboration to function as a source of
emotional support for teachers, and collaboration was widely viewed as a joyful experience.
While these findings shed light on the ways in which collaboration can support teachers as they
navigate reform efforts, further research is needed to examine the emotional dimensions of teams
with less positive dynamics. Noting the unique effectiveness of the teams studied, Datnow
(2018) explained, “Their experience as a learning community contrasts sharply with the
experience of many other teachers who feel (and often are) forced to work together and do not
find benefit in collaborating with their colleagues” (p. 171). Recognizing these complexities, I
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explore the emotional dimensions of collective work for two teacher teams navigating
instructional improvement efforts over the course of four years. Because teacher collaboration
unfolds in teams, I draw on the concept of group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) to analyze the
interplay between emotion and reform over time.
Conceptual Framework
To explore the emotional dimensions of teacher teams, I use Kelly and Barsade’s (2001)
model for understanding group emotion in organizations. Drawing on extensive literature about
emotion across disciplines, they outline the roles of individual-level affective factors and
contextual level factors on shaping the emotional experiences of small groups and work teams
(see Figure 5.1). Importantly, the model reflects that group emotions and individual-level factors
mutually shape one another. Kelly and Barsade (2001) outline five individual-level factors
salient to group emotion: dispositional affect (how one tends to perceive the world), mood
(diffuse feeling states without a clear antecedent), emotions (feeling states that are focused and
connected to a clear cause), emotional intelligence (ability to identify, understand, process, and
influence emotions), and sentiments (appraisals about whether something is liked or disliked).

Figure 5.1
Moods and Emotions in Small Groups and Work Teams (adapted from Kelly & Barsade, 2001)
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In combination with individual-level factors, the authors outline several affective
contextual factors also influencing group emotion. These contextual factors include
organizational emotional norms (norms determining appropriate emotional display at the broader
organizational level), local group norms (norms governing emotional expression that are specific
to the group), and the group’s emotional history. Kelly and Barsade (2001) explain that every
emotional experience felt by a group over time “influences expectations for emotional expression
in future group interactions as well as behaviors in those interactions” (p. 116). Importantly,
expectations stemming from emotional history may contribute to the development of a selffulfilling group emotion. For example, “dreading another negative interaction may lead groups to
already begin in a negative mood that then escalates toward greater negativity” (p. 116). Given
the important role emotional history plays in shaping group emotion, I draw on longitudinal data
to explore the emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work over time.
Because this study explores the emotions mediating teachers’ collaboration experiences
as they unfold in practice, I foreground the processes by which individuals share emotions within
a small group or work team. Kelly and Barasade (2001) argue that these processes can be either
implicit or explicit. Implicit processes reflect automatic transference of emotion from one
individual to others. Individuals are typically not aware of these implicit processes. For example,
emotional contagion refers to the process by which individuals automatically mimic those around
them, converging emotionally (Hatfield et al., 1992). In contrast, explicit processes are
“conscious processes of affective sharing that include people actively attempting to influence the
affect of other group members” (Kelly & Barsade, 2001, p. 106). This includes deliberate
attempts to influence the emotions of the group or individuals.
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Finally, group emotion is also influenced by the non-affective context in which they are
embedded. Kelly and Barsade (2001) highlight three elements of the non-affective context,
including intergroup context (relationships and interactions with other groups embedded in the
same organization), physical context (space and environmental factors), and technological
conditions (e.g. computer-mediated groups). While these factors likely play a strong role in
shaping group emotion, the authors acknowledge that additional research is needed to more fully
address the impact of context. They explain, “although challenging, it will none the less be
important to integrate and understand the interrelationship of all aspects of group life—affective
and non- affective” (p. 123). Responding to this call, this paper explores group emotion for two
teacher teams in schools under pressure to improve student achievement, foregrounding the ways
in which group emotion changes over time as teachers navigate reform. Recognizing the
interconnections between group emotion and context, I include several contextual factors in my
analysis such as leadership expectations for collective work, teaching assignments, and the
availability of time and space for collaboration.
Methods
To examine the group emotion of teachers engaged in collective instructional
improvement efforts over time, I utilize case study methods. Case study methodology is defined
as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its
real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not
clearly evident” (Yin, 2018, p. 15). Findings from case study research are often generalized to
theory (Eisenhardt, 1989), challenging or expanding existing knowledge. A multiple case study
research design is especially useful for illuminating how a phenomenon unfolds under various
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local conditions (Stake, 1995), allowing the researcher to highlight commonalities and
differences across contexts.
In this study, I define cases as grade-level math teacher collaboration teams. These
teacher teams were part of a broader project promoting collaboration as a vehicle for improving
math instruction in four middle schools under pressure to improve student achievement. The
broader project included an instructional coach hired to support teachers’ collective capacity
building efforts. As part of the improvement efforts, math teachers from the four schools met
regularly in department-wide and grade-level structured collaboration meetings. The purpose of
collaboration meetings included collaboratively planning lessons, reviewing student work, and
discussing pedagogical approaches. Along with two other qualitative researchers, my role was to
gather and analyze interview and observation data at the project schools.
Sample and Population
Approximately 40 teachers across the four middle schools participated in the broader
improvement project each year. Each teacher was embedded within a grade-level math team at
their school, comprised of 2-5 teachers responsible for teaching the same curriculum. There were
a total of 12 math teacher teams across the project. Almost every math teacher across the four
schools participated in the project, with two teachers declining to participate in the first year and
all teachers participating in subsequent years. For this study, I selected a subgroup of two teacher
teams (across two schools). Highlighting the experiences of two teams allowed me to dive
deeply into the emotional dynamics of each collaboration group, and track shifts over time.
The two middle schools included in this study are geographically close to each other in
the same school district in the United States. Table 5.1 includes enrollment and student
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demographic data for each school for the academic year 2016-17, the most recent year of data
available from the state (State Department of Education, 2018).
Table 5.1
School Student Demographic Data for 2016-2017
Lakeview

Horizon

Total Enrollment

1,092

670

Racial demographics

74% Latinx
8% Black
14% Asian
3% Multiracial
1% white

79% Latinx
6% Black
10% Asian
3% Multiracial
2% white

% Socioeconomically disadvantaged

96%

97%

% English Learners

35%

38%

% Meeting or exceeding math standards

19%

15%

As noted above, the schools ranged in size from 670 to 1092 students, and served
students in grades 6-8. The schools were comprised primarily of Latinx students with smaller
numbers of Black, Asian, white, and Multiracial students. The percentage of English Learners
was over one third across both schools. The schools served many low-income students, with over
95% of students at each school qualifying as socioeconomically disadvantaged. The schools
consistently performed lower than their district’s average on their state’s math assessment, with
as low as 15% of students meeting or exceeding standards in math.
Team selection
Case selection was guided by maximizing what can be learned about the emotional
dimensions of teachers’ collective work in the context of reform. To allow for comparisons
across schools, I selected two teams from different schools. I intentionally selected teams with a
range of dynamics over time (e.g. tense collaborative relationships, disconnected relationships,
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and joyful partnerships), with the goal of contributing to a more nuanced understanding of the
emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work. Selecting teams across two schools allowed
me to highlight how changes in contextual factors (e.g. personnel, time available for
collaboration, teaching assignments) at each site interplayed with teachers’ emotions over time.
As described in the analysis section, data were coded thematically and later used to construct
case narratives for each team.
Data Collection
Data for this study were collected over a four-year period. During this period, I worked
with two additional researchers to conduct a total of 43 interviews with the math teachers from
the two teams selected, their school principals, and an instructional coach, each of whom was
interviewed annually. These interviews were semi-structured and focused on a range of topics
related to teacher collaboration, including expectations about how collaboration time should be
structured and used, emotions surrounding collective work, and the relationship between
engagement in collaboration and instructional improvement. All interviews were taped and
transcribed verbatim.
In addition to the interviews, this study is also informed by observation data of teachers’
collaboration meetings conducted by myself and two additional researchers. Over the course of
the four-year project, we conducted over 85 of observations of meetings for the two teams
selected. Most of the observations were of grade level or department level teacher team
meetings, with administrators sometimes participating. We also observed teacher teams engaged
in full-day curriculum planning meetings, both in grade level teams and in cross-school teams.
When observing meetings, several aspects of collaboration were noted including the
agenda, who led the conversation, whether student thinking was addressed, and the tone of
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interactions (e.g. sarcastic, wary, light-hearted, joyful). We also captured as many direct quotes
from participants as possible, often catching entire exchanges about a particular topic. In field
notes, we clearly delineated when we were capturing direct quotes vs. paraphrasing what was
communicated. Finally, we collected or took photos of documents used in collaboration
meetings, such as meeting agendas, examples of student work, data discussion protocols, and
lesson plans.
Data Analysis
Observation and interview data were coded using MAXQDA software. I began with a set
of a priori codes developed by the research team as part of the broader improvement project.
These codes were created based on literature about formal collaboration and instructional
improvement, and include constructs such as collaboration challenges, leadership expectations
about collective work, and accountability pressures. In addition to the codes created for the
broader project, I also created codes specific to the theoretical perspectives grounding this study,
such as emotional contagion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001). Throughout analysis, I continually
developed new codes arising from emerging themes. A full list of codes, their definitions, and
example excerpts are included in Appendix 5A. Codes were not mutually exclusive, as some
segments of data were assigned more than one code. This allowed me to track relationships
between codes, contributing to a more contextualized understanding of the emotional dimensions
of teachers’ collective work.
Findings
Across the four years studied, findings revealed that each collaboration team had distinct
and evolving emotional experiences, which mediated instructional improvement efforts. Drawing
on group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) as a conceptual framework to guide analysis, findings
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illustrated the factors shaping each team’s emotion over time, such as beliefs about students,
leadership expectations, and intergroup norms. Findings also illustrate the ways in which shifts
in group emotion mediated how teachers navigated the reform. Longitudinal analysis
demonstrates how critical events in a team’s emotional history, such as losing key personnel, can
shape the long-term trajectory of collective efforts to improve instruction. Findings also illustrate
the ways in which team emotion unfolds in nested contexts, demonstrating that improving gradelevel team collaboration may require attending to broader departmental dynamics. Each case is
explored in further detail below, highlighting the factors shaping group emotion over time as
well as the interplay between group emotion and reform.
Lakeview
The Lakeview team was comprised of 4-6 teachers each year who taught sixth grade
math. During the first year of the study, the sixth-grade team was comprised of five teachers:
Anna, Lynne, Karla, Jessica, and Tom. In year 2, Tom was replaced by two additional teachers,
Paula and Jane. During these first two years of the study, Anna served as the unofficial leader of
the team, encouraging supportive relationships and practice exchange. Through both implicit and
explicit processes, Anna contributed to a positive group emotion characterized by optimism and
respect. At the beginning of Year 3, Anna left the team. This transition functioned as a critical
event in the group’s emotional history (Kelly & Barsade, 2001), and the team’s group emotion
became increasingly negative. In the final two years of the study, the team engaged in less
frequent discussion of instructional practices. As explored in the following subsections, shifts in
group emotion over time was mediated by changes in group membership, which ultimately
impeded efforts to improve instruction.
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Years 1 and 2: Individual Dispositional Affect Shaping Group Emotion and Engagement in
Instructional Improvement Efforts
During the first two years of the study, the Lakeview team’s group emotion was primarily
positive, and heavily shaped by Anna. Exemplifying the role individual affect plays in shaping
group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001), Anna’s dispositional affect (how one views the world)
contributed to a shared sense of optimism about teaching and student learning. Importantly,
Anna had a strong belief in students’ abilities to learn math. When asked about her classroom,
she explained that she consistently saw improvement in “attitude and confidence towards math.”
She explained:
There are some kids that I see that have convinced themselves, “I’m not good at
math, this is too hard, I don’t get it” and then they just shut down. And I’m like,
“who told you this?” I see that they have really good number sense and I’m like,
“where did you hear this?” [...] So we’re incorporating growth mindset.
Anna’s belief in students’ abilities to improve and be successful in math played a strong role in
shaping the collaboration team’s group emotion, as well as the ways in which they navigated
efforts to improve instruction. Anna often changed the nature of collaborative conversations by
responding to statements about what students cannot do with comments about students’ potential
for improvement. For example, when Jessica commented that students entered sixth grade with a
“low” level of math competencies, Anna answered, “But we are seeing progress [...] it’s not all
negative. We know we are doing things like small group [instruction] and Khan Academy. We
are going to see growth.”
As part of her efforts to focus the team on improvement, Anna believed in building on
students’ strengths to support their learning of new math concepts. For example, during a
collaboration meeting Karla mentioned that the sixth-grade students were confused about how to
approach division, and often defaulted to “putting the bigger number in to be divided” regardless
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of how problems were written. To address this misconception, Anna suggested building on
students’ prior understanding of addition, subtraction, and multiplication. She stated, “if they can
understand multiplication as repeated addition, maybe we should be making the link of division
as repeated subtraction.” This shifted the team’s conversation from identifying students’
misunderstandings to collectively developing instructional approaches that could leverage
students’ prior knowledge.
Aligning with Kelly and Barsade’s (2001) organizing model for how individuals shape
group emotion, Anna shaped the team’s dynamic both explicitly and implicitly. As explored
above, her comments about students’ abilities functioned as explicit attempts to shift teammates’
feelings about the possibility of improving instruction and student learning. In addition to these
direct efforts to shape the group’s emotion, her positive disposition also implicitly impacted the
team. Functioning as an emotional contagion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001), the other teachers
gravitated towards Anna’s optimism and began to emulate this emotion. Evidencing this
contagion effect, five of her six colleagues cited Anna as their primary professional influence.
Karla stated, “Anna is my number one go-to” for sharing ideas. Associating herself with Anna’s
positivity, she explained, “we’re just passionate about the practice and constantly want to be
better.” Jessica and Lynne also referenced Anna as inspiring them to think differently about how
they approach their practice. Lynne described going to Anna’s classroom regularly for
inspiration, saying “I’ll see something [and say] ‘I want a copy of that.’”
As two new teachers transitioned onto the team during Year 2 of the study, Anna was
integral in shaping how they fit into the collaboration dynamic. Taking an active role in
supporting the new teachers, Anna described being proactive to make sure no one was “feeling
left out.” Reflecting on the importance of supporting the new team members, she stated, “I
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shared as many resources as I could…you know, we tried sharing things with them. Just like,
‘this is what we’re doing, this is what we’ve used before, this really works.’ So, including them
as much as you can.” This supportive approach influenced the new team members, particularly
Jane who cited frequently turning to Anna for guidance. Describing Anna as the lead of the
group, Jane explained, “this particular group of women that I work with, they’re very, very
professional, and they’re very competent, they’re very knowledgeable, and they are always doing
a really good job. They’re just amazing.”
Anna’s role in shaping the group’s emotion and engagement in instructional
improvement efforts was mediated by broader accountability pressures. More specifically, the
positive and student-focused grade-level collaborative conversations led by Anna served as a
buffer against the larger school-wide emphasis on raising test scores. In this school, teachers
were often asked to administer external assessments that felt disconnected from their pacing and
instructional goals, causing significant frustration (Lockton et al., 2019). Anna’s persistent
optimism and emphasis on promoting students’ understanding of math concepts kept the team
motivated despite these tensions. Serving as an advocate for her team, Anna challenged leaders’
expectations that teachers should administer district benchmark assessments misaligned with
their instruction. She stated, “it doesn’t make any sense to just give the test just because we ‘have
to have’ this data. Let’s figure out the bigger picture first.” Amidst strong accountability
pressures, Anna consistently encouraged the group to remain focused on their goal of
implementing instructional strategies designed to promote student thinking and understanding. In
this sense, she played an important role in promoting agency and vision amidst external
accountability pressures.
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Years 3 and 4: Critical Event in Group’s Emotional History and Persistently Fractured
Collaboration Dynamic
The Lakeview team experienced a stark shift in group emotion at the beginning of Year
3, catalyzed by Anna leaving the school for a new position. Her departure served as a critical
event in the group’s emotional history, as the team struggled to maintain a sense of optimism and
shared vision in her absence. Reflecting on the shift, Jessica explained:
Losing Anna has been the biggest thing that happened to our team. She was like
our mother hen [...] none of us has picked up those pieces. We’re all like, ‘ok, no
leader, cat’s away, these mice are playing.’
Lynne expressed a similar sentiment, explaining at the end of the year, “we did not collaborate as
much this year as we have in the past, and that was primarily because Anna had kind of taken
over the role of the head, and keeping things all together.” In Anna’s absence, the team struggled
to regain the sense of optimism and closeness they had shared. Karla expressed sadness about
this shift, stating “I just wish we were tighter.”
In addition to feeling a sense of loss, the team also experienced a shift in how they
navigated efforts to improve instruction. Anna had been the primary driver of conversations
focused on instructional approaches and strategies to promote student learning, and her departure
led to a decrease in these types of discussions. Jessica explained this shift as “the lack of
someone on my team to motivate me to do more in my classroom, to think outside the box, to
just do more fun activities.” She described collaborative conversations as infrequent, and
characterized by “apprehension and resistance” stemming from “the belief that the students
either can’t do something, or the belief that the teacher can’t do something.” This sentiment was
reiterated by the other teachers in the group, who described collaboration as “all over the place”
and “frustrating.”
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With Anna no longer serving as a positive emotional contagion, interactions became
increasingly negative. Group emotion can be self-perpetuating, with negativity fostering more
negativity (Kelly & Barsade, 2001). For the Lakeview team, Anna’s departure seemed to set the
team on a downward trajectory. Several months after her departure, her teammates still
referenced the impact of her absence. Lynne explained:
When Anna was here she kind of steered the math department, and she had a lot
of activities, she knew a lot of websites, and I feel like I gained a lot of knowledge
from her. Then she left, and it left a hole, and none of us stepped up and filled it
[...] she had a way of steering us back on point where it didn’t seem rude.
Without someone to keep the team focused on instructional improvement, collaboration meetings
tended to foreground other topics. Karla described collaboration meetings as time spent
“complaining” instead of “math-ing.” Highlighting the missed opportunity for instructional
improvement, she lamented “this is time that we could actually be doing something for the kids.”
Jessica expressed a similar sentiment, explaining “we rarely talk about math as a team.” Jane
expressed frustration about the lack of focus on instructional planning, explaining:
Sometimes teachers just complain a lot, and I prefer ‘Let’s identify a project, let’s
identify a goal, and work on it.’ I don’t like being dragged down by complaining,
and negativity, and stuff like that, so that always makes it difficult for me when I
think about going to a meeting.
As the negative dynamic on the math team following Anna’s departure persisted, teachers often
used dedicated collaboration time to work independently.
Disconnection across the Lakeview team was exacerbated in Year 4 by an additional
contextual factor: teaching assignments. The school transitioned from mixed-ability grouping to
entering middle school students in math courses based on their reading level. The intention was
to support struggling students in reading, who were de facto also grouped in math. Thus, each
math teacher taught a different group of students (e.g. “advanced” students, English Learners,
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and students whose reading abilities were below grade level.) The course assignments impacted
the group’s collaboration dynamic, as several of the teachers found it difficult to share strategies
with one another given the varied needs in their classrooms. Karla explained:
The teachers that teach [students performing below grade level] say, ‘I can’t do
this because I have [those] kids,’ and then there’s the teachers that teach advanced
who say, ‘I can’t do that because I teach advanced kids.’ And we don’t have the
same teaching styles, so it’s harder.
Recognizing the team’s difficulty collaborating, the project coach led the group through a
modified lesson study in which they planned the same lesson and differentiated it for each
teacher’s class. With guidance from the coach, each teacher took turns co-teaching in one
another’s classrooms. The sixth-grade teachers viewed this experience as a success, with Jessica
describing the experience as “really great” and “motivating.” Jane described benefiting from the
opportunity to observe “strategies other educators engage in” and stated, “I know I tend to get
stuck in my little rut of my bag of tricks.”
While the teachers appreciated engaging in the lesson study, they noted that participating
in this capacity building exercise did not have a long-term impact on the team’s collaboration
dynamic. Karla described being grateful to the project coach for providing ideas to improve
instruction, but also referenced longing for more positive team collaboration. She explained, “I
see all these things that I want to do to collaborate [from coach], so I want it even more but then
it’s not happening. I want the team. I want us all to be practicing these practices.” As a nonaffective contextual factor shaping the team’s work (Kelly & Barsade, 2001), the coach had a
complicated impact on group emotion. On one hand, she brought the teachers together for the
lesson study which, in Jane’s words, fostered “a bit of connection.” On the other, her role as an
inspirational outsider at times magnified the lack of inspiration within the group, making
teachers more aware of their collaboration dynamic.
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At the conclusion of the study, the team’s emotion continued to be characterized by a
sense of loss related to Anna’s departure and the subsequent decline in positivity and sense of
purpose. Demonstrating the significant impact of this critical event in the team’s emotional
history, several of the teachers continued to mourn her absence during their final interviews,
which took place over two years after Anna left. Reflecting on why the quality and frequency of
collaboration had decreased, Jane explained, “Anna kept our nose to the grindstone, but in a
good way. She would be directive, and yet at the same time, collaborative.” Importantly, the
impact of this decrease in collaboration extended beyond the team’s emotional disconnection. As
noted by Karla, Anna’s departure also impacted how the teachers created learning environments
for students. Reflecting on changes over time, Karla explained:
We lost Anna. When you have somebody that’s working that hard, you step up
your game. Some of our more stubborn teachers looked up [to her] and respected
her practice [...] She was a strong enough person to be able to say “That’s not
what’s best for kids” and she was so well-respected mathematically that they’d be
like,“Yeah, you’re right.”
As evidenced by Karla’s reflection, Anna’s transition shaped both group emotion and
engagement in instructional improvement efforts. Without Anna driving a clear focus on doing
“what’s best for kids,” the team struggled to maintain a shared vision. The group increasingly
disengaged from collaboration, ultimately constraining opportunities for improving their
practice.
Horizon
The Horizon team included 2-3 teachers each year who were responsible for teaching 7th
grade math. During the first two years of the study, the 7th grade math teachers were Taylor and
Vanessa. During Year 3, Taylor’s teaching assignment changed to a different subject and she
was replaced by James. Across all four years, the 7th grade team was heavily impacted by the
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broader intergroup context (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) of the Horizon math department. During
Years 1-3, the 7th grade teachers had a positive partnership but their collaboration dynamic was
constrained by tension and divergent values amongst other math teachers. Shifts in personnel
across the broader math department during Year 4 contributed to a more positive team emotion,
and deeper engagement with instructional improvement efforts. These shifts also coincided with
school leaders dedicating more time for teachers’ collective work, enabling opportunities for
positive and productive collaboration.
Years 1 and 2: Intergroup Context Shaping Team Emotion and Constraining Instructional
Improvement Efforts
During the first half of the study, Vanessa and Taylor experienced a close partnership as a
grade-level team of two. This partnership was undergirded by a shared goal of promoting student
engagement in the classroom. Summarizing instructional goals they grappled with, Vanessa
stated “How do you get students talking, how do you elicit more from students and get them to
think creatively?” Similarly, Taylor described focusing on “How are we pushing higher level
thinking with our questions [in the classroom], and can we get students to do that with each
other?” In addition to valuing engagement, Taylor and Vanessa both believed in building on
students’ prior knowledge to introduce new math concepts. Vanessa explained, “If we’re
learning something new, we talk about tools they already know. Then they explore [the problem]
based on what we know how to do.” This shared instructional goal of promoting discussion and
exploration coincided with mutual respect. Taylor described Vanessa as the primary person she
“brainstormed” with, noting that she appreciated her “really great and creative ideas.”
While Taylor and Vanessa’s grade-level partnership was characterized by shared values
and mutual respect, their team emotion and ability to engage in instructional improvement was
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constrained by the broader intergroup context (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) of the math department.
Both teachers felt the broader math department lacked the necessary infrastructure for
collaboration, noting that time available for collective work was minimal. During Years 1 and 2
of the study, the math department met about once per month for an hour after school, and held 13 department pull-out days each year. Teachers did not receive any designated time to
collaborate as a grade level team, beyond time left over at the end of department meetings.
Vanessa explained that this was insufficient for productive collaboration, stating, “we don’t have
that structure in place [...] the biggest issue is time.” Taylor agreed, explaining, “we even asked
[the principal], ‘can you make sure we meet twice a month so we can have these conversations?’
and that just wasn’t ever set up or structured.” Few opportunities to meet during the school day
and engage in collaborative conversations was frustrating for both teachers, and limited
instructional improvement efforts.
Further contributing to a frustrated team emotion, both teachers indicated that school
leaders’ goals for existing department collaboration time were unclear. Taylor explained,
“Honestly I don’t know what the expectation is.” Vanessa expressed a similar sentiment, stating
“I don’t know [what the expectations are], and it’s not because I just haven’t been listening.” She
further explained that meaningful instructional improvement efforts would depend on “being
given the time and support” to engage in collective work. Unfortunately, challenges stemming
from unclear expectations and limited time were exacerbated by tense dynamics between
teachers in the math department.
During the first two years of the study, relationships across the math department were
divided along gender lines. The women in the department were typically active participants in
collaborative discussions, while the men often did not attend meetings or engage as deeply in
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conversations about instruction. This dynamic contributed to a sense of division across the
intergroup context, with Taylor describing the department as “four of us girls and then [the male
teachers]. You can’t plan with them.” The principal recognized these tensions, stating “we have a
very odd dynamic within the math department.” He went on to explain that some teachers “don’t
care” about engaging in collaboration meetings as much as others. Varying levels of engagement
made meaningful conversations about instructional improvement difficult, with Vanessa
describing some department meetings as “a rant fest” instead of “constructive.”
Ultimately, tension across the math department constrained Taylor and Vanessa’s gradelevel instructional improvement efforts, and contributed to a team emotion of frustration. Both
teachers indicated that they hoped for more connection and consistency across grade levels, as
this would benefit students. Vanessa explained:
I’d like to work more vertically because students are coming into 7 grade, and we
do our own thing, and then they forget what they did in 6 grade because there’s
no connection. [...] We do such different things and we teach in different ways so
it’s like new to the kids when we bring it up. I would like something more vertical
for all of us. Consistency.
th

th

Taylor expressed a similar sentiment, explaining that vertical alignment across the department
was needed “so we’re not re-teaching the same thing every year.” Without alignment and
collaboration across the department, Taylor found teaching math to be increasingly frustrating.
She explained, “I am ready to leave Horizon, and I don’t want to leave. We need a common
vision as a team—Vanessa and I have one, but we need one as a team.”
Year 3: Increased Collaboration Time Influencing Team Emotion
At the end of Year 2, Taylor transitioned out of the math department to teach a different
subject at Horizon. She was replaced by a first-year teacher, James. The 7th grade collaboration
dynamic continued to be positive, as James shared Vanessa’s commitment to promoting student
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engagement in the classroom as well as her willingness to co-plan lessons. He described his
instructional goal as “getting kids interested and engaged and thinking about how mathematics is
applicable.” Importantly, math teachers were given a common preparation period shortly after
James’s arrival, as well as two additional pull-out days for the year. This increase in the amount
of time available for collaboration reflected a shift in the intergroup context (Kelly & Barsade,
2001), alleviating some of the frustration experienced in prior years. Vanessa explained, “we can
have discussions like ‘our kids had a really good talk today’ and then we can talk about how
[discussion] was solicited. It’s really helpful.”
More frequent collaboration meetings provided opportunities for Vanessa and James to
develop lesson plans aligned with their shared beliefs about quality instruction. Because
sentiments (beliefs about what is positive or negative) contribute to group emotion (Kelly &
Barsade, 2001), opportunities to discuss their shared instructional goals played an important role
in shaping the 7th grade team’s emotional experience. As exemplified in the excerpt below,
James and Vanessa’s discussions about instruction were typically affirming and reciprocal:
Vanessa: We could give students a table and ask if the table data is proportional.
Then we can look at the graph. Because they should know how to decide if data is
proportional from a table already, but we’re adding the graph. And we can ask,
“what do you notice?”
James: That makes sense, I can see how it would help start making connections.
Vanessa: Ok, so the warm-up on Day 1 can be the table and we can ask if it is
proportional. It would review and refresh their memory, [...] then we’ll go into
plotting points. Or should we have them look at the tables first?
James: I think we want them to practice first and then ramp it up.
Vanessa (nodding): Ok, and then they can compare.
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As reflected in this exchange, Vanessa and James’s collaborative conversations were
characterized by soliciting input and mutually planning instruction. They both viewed their
grade-level collective work as positive, characterizing their partnership as “great” and
“productive.”
While James and Vanessa appreciated time to work collaboratively with one another,
tensions across the math department persisted. Because most math meetings happened at the
department level (with grade-level teams planning concurrently in the same room), this
intergroup context played a strong role in shaping grade-level team emotion. James expressed
concern that the other men in the math department rarely engaged in collaboration, stating “they
just disappear” during meetings. Vanessa was similarly aware of this trend, explaining that one
of her female colleagues “doesn’t have support and feels alone” on her grade-level math team.
Noting how this dynamic influenced the department, Vanessa felt collaboration would be more
enjoyable “if everyone was focused and engaged in discussion” with a “cohesive” vision.
Although Vanessa and James enjoyed working together, the nested nature of their collaboration
within a fractured department contributed to a conflicted 7th-grade team emotion.
Year 4: Shifts in Personnel Contributing to Positive Team Emotion and Enabling
Instructional Improvement Efforts
In the final year of the study, shifts in personnel across the math department and
increased time for collaboration contributed to a more positive team emotion for Vanessa and
James. At the beginning of the year, the three men in the department who rarely engaged in
collaboration switched subjects or schools. Noting the benefits of this shift, the principal
explained, “I’m really happy with the [current] teachers and how they collaborate and work
together.” The men on the team were replaced by a first-year teacher, Dave, who had a strong
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commitment to collective work. Coinciding with this shift, the math department pull-out days
became monthly.
In addition to changes in personnel and frequency of meetings, teaching assignments also
shaped collaboration in Year 4. Dave was assigned to teach both sixth and seventh grade math
classes, and Vanessa was assigned to teach seventh and eighth grade math. These split schedules
meant that both Vanessa and Dave collaborated on two grade level teams, contributing to more
vertical alignment across the department. Vanessa described this increase in departmental
collaboration as a “joy” because “everyone is working.” She explained, “it helps that we all get
along-- I think it has to do with what we value. We all have the same value in the rigor--what we
want to present to the kids.” Dave agreed, explaining that collaboration served as a space to
“work together to create engaging activities and engaging classrooms as best we can.” Valuing
rigor applied not only to instruction (e.g. promoting student discourse and exploration), but also
to teacher collaboration. James explained, “this year is definitely different because you’re
actually working with people now.” More specifically, each math teacher consistently attended
meetings and engaged in discussions about practice.
Shared commitment to rigorous instruction and productive collaboration provided
opportunities for deeper dialogue about instructional improvement. In the example below,
Vanessa, James, and Dave discussed strategies for promoting students’ conceptual understanding
of solving equations:
James and Vanessa pull up an example on her computer of an activity for solving
one-step equations.
Vanessa: Students can use this tool to actually see you moving the variable. So
they get the X on one side. And we could get them to write out what they did—so
they are solving the equation but also getting the model. (James nods).
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Dave: Hmm, I am thinking about the way I taught it, and it was a bit
more...algorithm. (All three teachers laugh). The idea of adding twelve negatives
is interesting—I was more saying ‘move this here.’ This is good—I will need to
read up a bit on it [...] I don’t just want to just give them the algorithm.
In the example above, Dave feels comfortable admitting to Vanessa and James that he may have
taught the lesson more procedurally (focused on the algorithm) than he would have liked. The
playful laughter was typical of the team, whose conversations during Year 4 often included
humor.
The team’s local group norms (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) of showing vulnerability about
their practice and engaging in playful joking contributed to a positive group emotion. Dave
explained, “I like the people I work with [...] I think that camaraderie is really important and that
makes working together really joyous and helpful.” He described collaborative time as an
opportunity to seek support from others in the department, stating “we all look out for each
other.” This support included listening to challenges, offering instructional solutions, and
covering one another’s classes when needed. The department also developed the norm of going
out to lunch together during pullout days, helping foster friendships both within and across grade
levels. James described feeling grateful for this closeness, stating “when you enjoy the people
you work with, it makes it a lot easier.” This supportive dynamic was especially important given
that James and Dave were both new teachers, which Dave described as being “survival mode” at
times.
Importantly, the 7th grade team’s supportive group emotion and commitment to engaging
in collective work enabled efforts to improve math instruction. Vanessa explained, “I do really
believe that this is our strongest math department we’ve ever had [...] The things we’re
developing now, the lessons, the notes, the assessments, I know we can use for years to come.”
Dave agreed, emphasizing that spending time each month planning lessons and discussing
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instructional approaches “allows us to come up with better stuff to teach.” While productive and
positive collaboration was valued by the teachers, they recognized that students were the ultimate
beneficiaries of their collective work. Vanessa summarized their collective goal as “share ideas
and make sure that we are giving our students here the best education possible,” positioning
instructional improvement efforts as a key lever for promoting student learning.
Discussion and Conclusion
Findings across both teams reveal how team emotion was shaped by a variety of
individual, intergroup, and structural factors over time. For both teams, shifts in group emotion
influenced engagement in capacity-building focused on improving instruction. The Lakeview
team’s group emotion was shaped by losing a motivational member of their team, which served
as a critical event in the team’s emotional history. Following this shift, the team experienced a
fractured collaboration dynamic that ultimately constrained instructional improvement efforts. In
contrast, the teacher team at Horizon was heavily impacted by the intergroup context of the
broader math department in which it was embedded. As the department experienced changes in
personnel, teaching assignments, and time available for collaboration, teachers on the 7th grade
team developed a more positive group emotion and deeper engagement in efforts to improve
instruction. The experiences of both the Lakeview and Horizon teams highlight the fluid and
interconnected nature of team emotion and reform, generating important implications for theory,
practice, and future research.
Implications for Theory
Findings from this study expand previous research on reform as an emotional process
(Datnow, 2018; Hargreaves, 2004; Little, 1996; Weddle et al., 2019) by using longitudinal data
to illuminate that this relationship is not static. Instead, the emotional experiences of teacher
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teams at Lakeview and Horizon were shaped by shifts in personnel, teaching assignments,
leadership expectations, and availability of time and space. Importantly, shifts were not
inherently positive or negative, which points to the importance of a comparative analysis. For
example, personnel changes and shifts in teaching assignments on the Lakeview team
contributed to negative group emotion characterized by distance and a sense of loss. Shifts in
these same factors (personnel and teaching assignments) on the Horizon team contributed to
positive group emotion including shared vision, support, and coherence. For both teams,
evolving emotional dimensions of collective work influenced teachers’ engagement in reform,
with positive group emotion coinciding with deeper discussions about instructional
improvement.
Findings from this study also demonstrate the affordances of group emotion (Kelly &
Barsade, 2001) as a conceptual framework for exploring the emotional dimensions of teacher
collaboration, expanding constructs within the model. For example, this study deepens
understanding of the role emotional history plays in shaping group emotion, demonstrating that a
critical event such as the loss of an inspirational team member can mediate teams’ emotional
experiences for years. Analysis of the Lakeview team also provides key insights about how
processes shaping emotion, such as contagion, unfold in practice over time. More specifically,
Anna’s belief in students’ abilities and positive outlook on teaching illuminate how these traits
can influence group emotion, and the impact when such influence is lost. Finally, findings build
on Kelly and Barsade’s (2001) conception of non-affective contextual factors, foregrounding the
ways in which time available for collaboration, leadership expectations, and teaching
assignments interplay with individual and group affective factors.
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Implications for Practice
The interplay between group emotion and engagement in reform outlined in this paper
illustrate several implications for practice. Building on Datnow and Park’s (2019) call for leaders
to attend to the emotional dimensions of collective work, findings from this study demonstrate
that group emotion plays an important role in shaping teachers’ instructional improvement
efforts. Importantly, findings highlight potential areas of focus for leaders striving to support the
development of positive group emotion, such as providing adequate time for teacher teams to
engage in collective work. Findings also indicate that leaders should pay special attention to the
ways in which teacher turnover impacts group emotion, particularly when teachers lose team
members who have previously driven productive collaborative planning. Professional
development may be needed for leaders and coaches to support teachers through navigating
emotionally distressing personnel shifts. This is especially salient given that the instructional
coach was perceived as a source of emotional support by some teachers following Anna’s
departure.
Given the interconnections between teaching assignments, group emotion, and
engagement in reform for both teams, leaders should think carefully about how such assignments
enable or constrain the development of positive group emotion. Because leaders often operate
within constraints such as limited staff and varying availability of teachers qualified to teach
particular courses, determining teaching assignments is understandably complex. For the
Lakeview team, grouping classes by ability hindered teachers’ abilities to align their instruction
and engage in collaborative planning. In contrast, split teaching assignments for two of the three
teachers on the Horizon team fostered collaboration across grade levels and facilitated the
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development of shared vision. Relatedly, the emotional experiences of the Horizon 7th grade
team highlight the nested nature of grade-level collaboration. To support positive group emotion,
leaders must attend to broader intergroup dynamics as positive grade-level partnerships were
hindered by tensions across the math department.
Future Research
Future research is needed to continue unpacking the influential relationship between
group emotion and teachers’ engagement in improvement efforts. Additional longitudinal
research would be particularly beneficial for highlighting how the emotional experiences of
teacher teams evolve over time, and the subsequent impact on reform. Future longitudinal
research on teams in which emotion is being intentionally attended to is needed, as little explicit
attention was given to emotion for the two teams included in this study. A better understanding
of the ways in which efforts to support positive group emotion unfold in practice would provide
helpful insights for leaders working to promote teachers’ effective collective work. Finally,
future research is needed on group emotion for different types of teacher teams engaged in
reform, such as cross-subject grade-level groups, teams including special-education teachers, and
teams comprised of leaders, teachers, and coaches. An understanding of the emotional
experiences of these teams is especially important in the context of reforms promoting equity,
given the key role group emotion plays in mediating the success of improvement efforts.
Chapter 5, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the
material. Hayley Weddle was the primary investigator and sole author of this material.
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Appendix 5A
Code

Definition

Example Excerpt

Emotions about
collaboration

Excerpts related to teachers'
emotions about collective work
(e.g. loss, frustration, stress,
excitement, inspiration, etc.)

“So maybe we could do a pull out day before
the start of school to come up with a vision. I
need this as a professional, because I am ready
to leave.”

Teacher
trust/tension

Presence or absence of trust
across teachers’ relationships

“I co-teach with Vanessa and she has really
great ideas. She’s really good at creative ideas
so I love seeing that. She and I will
brainstorm.”

Colleagues’
influence on
practice

Instances when interactions
with colleagues have impacted
teacher practice

“So for me to see how she time-manages things,
how she organizes things, what problems she
picks out for the kids to do, was really helpful
for me.”

Relationship
building with
coach

Examples of teachers
developing positive
relationships with the coach

“She’s just very, very good at providing
resources and pushing back a little bit in
helping us to think about things differently, but
she’s not pushy in an obnoxious way”

PLC successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated with
their team

“Given our meeting on Tuesday, we were all
totally focused and talked about what our
assessments should look like, what we’re going
to do with the data, and it was such an awesome
conversation.”

PLC challenges

Challenges to effective use of
time in collaboration meetings

“They don’t have the same goals, I think, as I
have--II want my class to be engaging.”

PLC use of time

How time was used in
structured collaboration
meetings

“We meet as a sixth grade team, and there’s
often things that are not curriculum related that
we’re talking about, behavior issues,
procedures for the sixth grade, upcoming field
trips”

Department
meeting
successes

Instances in which teachers
successfully collaborated in
department meetings

“I do really believe that this is our strongest
math department we’ve ever had, well while
I’ve been here. We all work well together so I
feel like that is the best.”

Department
meeting
challenges

Challenges to effective use of
time in department meetings

“There are 4 of us girls and then there’s the boy
teachers and you can’t plan with them.”
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Department
meeting use of
time

How time was used in
department meetings

“Typically without an agenda it’s just…it starts
out as ‘ok what do we need?’ and then we
realize all of us are teaching different things.”

Requirements

Discussion of requirements
placed on teachers

The principal visits and acknowledges overtesting, but says [assessment] has to be given
because of the grant funding.

Leadership
meeting
expectations

Leadership’s expectations about
structured collaboration time
and math department meetings

“I’m not real sure what the expectation is.”

Leadership data
expectations

Leadership’s expectations about
how data will be collected,
analyzed, discussed, or used.

The Assistant Principal pointed out that the
teachers should give the interim math test by the
end of the month.

Beliefs about data Teachers’ beliefs about the role
or usefulness of data

“Test scores are everything.”

Beliefs about
teaching

Teachers’ beliefs about the role
of teachers, including what they
should and should not be doing

“With the Common Core, we do a lot more
problem solving and a lot less computation.”

Accountability
systems

Examples of teachers’ talk
being influenced by
accountability systems such as
standardized test scores

“I have a hard time spending valuable class
time teaching something that may or may not
show up on a state test.”

Assessment

Instances in which teachers
discuss assessments

“The help I would want would be in creating a
test that accurately reflects what my students
can and cannot do from what I’ve taught them,
rather than from what you think I should be
teaching.”

Meeting
dominator

Who led or dominated the
meeting

Vanessa led the meeting.

Ostensive goal

Stated purpose of collaboration
meeting

The stated plan for the day was to discuss
discourse moves in the morning, and plan in
grade-level teams in the afternoon.

Reflections on
change over time

Examples of teachers reflecting
on changes in their team
dynamics over time

“I think Anna leaving was the big difference
[for collaboration]”
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CHAPTER SIX—Conclusion
Summary
As districts, schools, and policymakers continue to invest heavily in formal teacher
collaboration, it is important to explore the value of teachers’ engagement in collective work.
Recognizing the proliferation of reforms centering collaboration, Harris et al. (2017) encourage
educators and researchers to examine whether formal collaboration groups “are worth the time
and effort of busy professionals” (p. 6). Responding to this call, this dissertation study provides a
unique longitudinal perspective on teachers’ lived experiences navigating collaboration in
schools under pressure to improve. Findings indicate that collaboration is a valuable lever for
capacity-building, but requires careful cultivation to be effective. For some of the teams studied,
collaboration provided high-depth teacher learning opportunities and fostered meaningful
instructional improvement efforts. However, these successes were not routine and strongly
influenced by shifts in contextual conditions. The experiences of teachers in this study shed light
on the complexities of teachers’ engagement in collaboration over time, informing future efforts
to support effective capacity-building. Key findings from each article are summarized in the
following sections, followed by final implications for practice, theory, and future research.
The goal of this study was to gain knowledge about how collaboration for the purpose of
instructional improvement unfolds in schools under pressure to improve over time. Focusing on
teacher teams across four urban middle schools, this dissertation draws on 165 interviews with
math teachers, administrators, and an instructional coach as well as over 235 hours of
observations of teacher collaboration meetings over four years. Analysis of this extensive
qualitative case study data provided critical insights into the nature of teachers’ collaborative
conversations, the role of school leaders in shaping purposeful collective work, and the
emotional dimensions of teacher teams’ engagement in instructional improvement efforts.
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Chapter 3 examined the depth of teacher learning in collaborative exchanges, building on
prior research documenting the key role dialogue plays in shaping teacher learning and practice
(Horn & Kane, 2015; Horn et al., 2017). Recognizing the need for deeper understanding of how
and why OTLs shift over time, the following questions were explored: How does the depth of
teachers’ opportunities to learn (OTLs) from collaborative conversations evolve over time? In
what ways do contextual factors (e.g. tools, leadership expectations, presence of coaches)
influence these opportunities to learn through collaboration? Findings across both teams studied
illustrate that leadership expectations, tools, available expertise, and trusting relationships
mediated the depth of teachers’ collaborative learning. More specifically, the Oak team’s OTLs
were deeper when teachers engaged with tools provided by the coach focused on instructional
planning goals. For the Lakeview team, rich OTLs decreased over time as the team experienced
turnover and lost the person driving instructional innovation. For both teams, high-depth
conversations represented no more than a third of the meetings observed in each year, reflecting
the complexity of developing effective collaborative cultures supporting deep learning.
Recognizing the key role framing plays in steering organizational change (Park et al.,
2012; Woulfin, 2015), Chapter 4 focused on leadership frames for teachers’ collective work. The
following questions were examined: How do leaders engage in framing strategies about the
purpose of collaboration over time? How do leaders’ frames align with features of purposeful
professional collaboration that supports teacher learning and equity for students? Findings
reveal challenges related to promoting purposeful professional collaboration amidst strong
accountability pressures, as improving student achievement scores often dominated leaders’
frames about the purpose of collective work. While teachers successfully advocated for more
agency over their collaborative time and in some cases viewed collaboration more positively
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over time, promoting coherence over conformity and analyzing a broad range of student data
remained difficult. Findings illustrate that while the characteristics of effective collaboration
groups are well-documented, professional development is likely needed to support leaders and
teachers in fostering purposeful collective work.
Finally, Chapter 5 explored the interplay between teacher team emotion and engagement
in reform. While prior research demonstrates that educational reform is an emotional process
(Datnow, 2018; Hargreaves, 2004; Little, 1996; Weddle et al., 2019), few studies examine the
emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective efforts to improve instruction. Addressing this gap,
the following questions were examined: What factors shape group emotion for teacher teams
engaged in collaboration for the purpose of instructional improvement? How do the emotions of
teacher teams and reform intersect over time? Findings reveal a connection between positive
group emotional experiences and engagement in reform. More specifically, the teachers on the
Horizon team experienced increasingly positive team emotion as the broader intergroup context
of the math department shifted, with teacher turnover leading to a stronger shared vision. The
positive emotional trajectory corresponded with deeper engagement in instructional
improvement efforts. In contrast, teachers on the Lakeview team experienced a shift from
positive team emotion to disconnection and frustration following the transition of a motivational
member of their group. Increasingly frayed interpersonal dynamics corresponded with infrequent
and surface-level collaboration meetings over time. This interconnection between emotion and
reform highlights the need for educators, leaders, and policymakers to better attend to the
emotional dimensions of teachers’ collective work.
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Revisiting Foundational Research
Findings from this dissertation study expand several decades of research on formal
teacher collaboration, shedding new light on how and why collaboration evolves over time.
While prior research outlines the role of collaboration as a driver of both teacher professional
development (e.g. Datnow & Park, 2019; Hopkins et al., 2018; Stoll et al., 2006; Vangrieken et
al., 2015) and student learning (e.g. Ronfeldt et al., 2015; Vescio et al., 2008), few studies
capture the fluidity and fragility of collective work. Building on previous work documenting the
key role leadership, interpersonal dynamics, and the availability of time and space play in
mediating teachers’ collective work (Kelchtermans, 2006; Lockton, 2019; Datnow, 2018;
Vangrieken et al., 2015), this study illustrates the interconnection among these and other
contextual factors shaping collaboration over time.
Prior work on collaboration rests on the assumption that “actively engaging teachers in
PLCs will increase their professional knowledge and enhance student learning” (Vescio et al.,
2008, p. 81). This belief is often reflected in policy and leadership decisions, as teachers across
international contexts increasingly receive paid time to meet and discuss practice (Hargreaves &
O’Connor, 2018; Harris et al., 2017). However, findings from this study indicate that supporting
effective collaborative cultures is a delicate and complex process. By foregrounding the role of
contextual factors influencing teachers’ collective capacity building efforts over time, this
dissertation study provides novel and actionable insights into fostering effective collaboration.
Synthesized Implications
While each article comprising this dissertation included implications, new insights are
generated by synthesizing across articles. Final implications for educators, leaders, and
researchers are provided below.
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Importance of Intentional, Multifaceted, and Sustained Support for Collaboration
Across the articles comprising this dissertation, findings point to the need for leaders to
attend to several interconnected factors mediating collaboration including teacher turnover,
broader accountability pressures, tools guiding team discussions, and interpersonal relationships.
Building upon prior research demonstrating the importance of time and space provided for
collaboration (Datnow, 2018; Vangrieken et al., 2015), available instructional expertise (Horn &
Kane, 2015), and positive emotional dynamics (Hargreaves, 2004), findings highlight the ways
in which contextual factors enabled or constrained improvement efforts over time. Importantly,
insights from this dissertation study indicate that leaders must not only attend to circumstances
unfolding in the present, but also intentionally address critical events in teams’ histories. As
demonstrated by the sixth-grade Lakeview team, critical events such as losing an inspiring team
member can shape teachers’ emotional experiences and engagement in reform for years.
To foster purposeful professional collaboration that promotes equitable and excellent
instruction (Datnow & Park, 2019), leaders would be wise to support broad views of data and
student learning, empower teachers to share expertise, and address the emotional dimensions of
collaboration. Given that school leaders’ dominant frames for collective work in this study were
primarily centered on improving student achievement on external measures, collaborating with
district leaders to prioritize elements of purposeful collaboration would be valuable in highaccountability contexts. Importantly, findings from the teams studied indicate that teachers
would benefit from professional development focused on fostering effective collaborative
cultures, as teachers experienced challenges related to developing trust, processing shifts in
personnel, and incorporating data into discussions about practice.
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Benefits of Using and Expanding Interdisciplinary Theories
In addition to generating implications for leaders and educators, findings from this study
illustrate the benefits of using interdisciplinary theories to undergird research on teachers’
collective work. This study operationalized and expanded two newly developed theories,
demonstrating the utility of both models for examining teachers’ lived collaboration experiences.
In Chapter 3, Horn et al.’s (2017) taxonomy of teacher learning opportunities provided a
valuable lens for exploring the depth of teachers’ learning opportunities within collaborative
conversations. Drawing on Cultural Historical Activity Theory (Cole & Engestrom, 2007)
expanded Horn et al.’s (2017) taxonomy to shed light on the key role tools, collaboration norms,
division of labor, and leadership expectations play in mediating the focus and depth of
collaboration meetings. By using the taxonomy to track changes in OTLs over time, this analysis
also illustrates the fluidity of each construct within the model.
In Chapter Four, I used frame analysis (Benford & Snow, 2000) in conjunction with
Datnow and Park’s (2019) model for purposeful professional collaboration to examine leaders’
frames for collaboration from an equity lens. Using these theories in concert with one another
allowed for a more comprehensive examination, as frame analysis illustrated how leaders
engaged in framing while the model of purposeful professional collaboration provided a lens for
analyzing the content of frames. Importantly, findings shed light on the difficulty of sustaining
collaborative cultures that align with all six elements of Datnow and Park’s (2019) framework,
demonstrating the need for support focused on fostering each construct.
The use of group emotion (Kelly & Barsade, 2001) as a conceptual framework to guide
analysis in Chapter 5 further illustrates the value of drawing on perspectives outside of the field
of education. Vangrieken et al. (2015) explain, “research in the field can only progress when
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boundaries of disciplines are crossed” (p. 37). By foregrounding literature on organizational
behavior, the group emotion framework revealed how teacher teams’ emotional experiences
were shaped by a variety of individual, intergroup, and structural factors over time,
demonstrating the nested nature of teacher team emotion. Findings expand the existing
framework of group emotion to highlight specific non-affective contextual factors shaping
collaboration teams’ experiences such as accountability pressures and teaching assignments.
Findings also expand the concept of emotional history, highlighting the role of critical events in
shaping team emotional dynamics. This deeper understanding of the factors shaping team
emotion is especially important given that each team’s emotional experiences influenced
engagement in capacity-building focused on improving instruction.
Affordances of Longitudinal Multiple-Case Study Design
From a methodological perspective, the inquiries comprising this dissertation illustrate
the affordances of drawing on longitudinal case-study data. Few previous studies of teachers’
collective work examined qualitative data collected over the course of multiple years, and thus
this dissertation provides a unique perspective on formal collaboration. By tracking changes in
team membership, leadership expectations, depth of dialogue, and emotion over time, this study
illustrates the dynamic and often fragile nature of collaboration. Importantly, shifts in factors
were not inherently good or bad. While shifts in team membership contributed to lower-depth
collaborative conversations or negative emotional experiences for some teams, others benefited
from the addition of new members who shared similar visions for collaboration. Engaging in
comparative analysis of multiple teams highlighted the interplay of contextual factors shaping
each team’s collaboration experiences, contributing to a nuanced understanding of how capacitybuilding unfolds over time.
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Setting the Stage for Future Research
While findings from this dissertation generated several insights informing efforts to foster
and sustain effective collaboration, additional research is needed to further explore teachers’
collective work as a lever for equity. Future research should attend to the sustainability of
reforms focused on collaborative capacity building. While scholars have long argued that formal
collaboration teams “hold considerable promise for capacity building for sustainable
improvement” (Stoll et al., 2006, p. 221), few studies analyze the collective work of teams after
intentional efforts to foster collaborative cultures. To better address the long-term impact of
reforms centering formal collaboration, I hope to conduct follow-up research with the teachers
included in this study to explore how engagement in collaboration has evolved since the
conclusion of the formal improvement project.
Additional research is also needed to explore different types of collaboration over time,
as this study focused specifically on formal opportunities for teachers to engage in collective
work. However, teachers understandably interact outside of grade-level and department
meetings, and these informal settings may provide different opportunities for capacity-building.
Similarly, collaboration teams structured differently than those included in this study (e.g. crosssubject teams, or teams including counselors and administrators) may be impacted by different
contextual factors than those found to be most salient in this dissertation study.
Perhaps most importantly, future research examining teacher collaboration should include
classroom and student-level data. Classroom observations could deepen understandings of the
relationship between collective efforts to improve instruction and teachers’ enacted strategies to
support student learning. Interviews with students could also expand opportunities to explore
how teachers’ engagement in collaboration ultimately impacts students’ learning experiences.
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Calling for teachers’ collective work to be more reflective of students’ needs and perspectives,
Hargraves and O’Connor (2018) explain “Students should not only be the objects or recipients of
their teachers’ ideas shared through collaboration, however well-intentioned those ideas might
be. Students have the right to express and share their ideas, as well” (p. 100). Future research
centering students’ experiences could influence the design of future interventions focused on
teacher collaboration as a pathway to promoting equitable and engaging learning environments.
Final Thoughts
For the teacher teams included in this study, collaboration was emotional, fluid, and
highly contextualized. Across each school, purposeful collaboration promoting equitable and
excellent learning environments for all students was challenging to achieve. While some teams
experienced high-depth learning opportunities grounded in shared instructional improvement
goals, these successes were highly sensitive to shifts in contextual factors. I raise these
complexities not to contradict the robust body of research outlining the power and benefits of
collaboration, but rather to inform how effective collective work can be fostered. Highlighting
the importance centering teachers’ voices in reform, Harris et al. (2017) explained, “All too often
teachers are the passive recipients of mandated reform rather than the active instigators of
innovation and change” (p. 6). The experiences of teachers in this study provide unique insights
into the delicate nature of collaboration, particularly in high-accountability contexts. To meet the
promise of improved practice and equitable learning environments for all students, efforts to
support collaboration must attend to the interconnected and dynamic contextual factors shaping
teachers’ collaborative routines and relationships. Perhaps most importantly, efforts to support
teachers’ collective work must be on-going, as successfully developing positive and productive
collaboration does not ensure these cultures will be sustained over time.
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